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ABSTRACT
This dissertation analyzes representations of the social media platform YouTube, as described by
its community and the company, in order to understand how the platform fits within American
narratives of democratic technology. I argue that throughout different descriptions of YouTube,
such as the corporate branding of the platform as democratic and the communal understanding of
YouTube as outside of mainstream media, the language of democracy functions as a balancing
act. The YouTube company, content creators, and regular viewers use democratic rhetoric to
negotiate the ideals of community on the platform and capitalist endeavors, such as advertising
and brand deals. I argue that democratic narratives of YouTube rely on and reinforce the
appearance of authenticity and collaboration to justify the desire of monetary gain as good for
the company and community. The fluidity, vagueness, and even contradictoriness of the concepts
of democracy and authenticity allow them to soothe any rhetorical tensions because they can
maintain different meanings in different representations of YouTube. I contend that YouTube’s
façade of democracy reinforces values of American exceptionalism as the foundation of modern
technology and perpetuates it to a global audience. Through my analysis of YouTube, I examine
how American technology stories rely on the emphasis of community and democracy to soothe
concerns about power imbalances and capitalism in general.
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INTRODUCTION
On April 23, 2005, Jawed Karim uploaded the first official video to the social media
platform YouTube. Appropriately titled “Me at the zoo,” the nineteen-second video shows Karim
talking to the camera in front of the elephant exhibit at the San Diego Zoo, and he jokes that the
elephants have “really, really, really long, um… trunks.” Karim and his two friends, Chad
Hurley and Steven Chen, developed YouTube to provide an easier way for the everyday person
to upload and watch video content online rather than having to download files.1 The trio initially
set up YouTube as a dating website, but instead people began using the platform to “share videos
of their friends and pets, funny sketches, unusual internet ephemera, and more,” prompting
Karim, Hurley, and Chen to add new tools to share and embed videos and also suggest related
videos for users to watch. Over fifteen years later, Google now owns YouTube, and the platform
has over one billion users, making it one of the top websites to watch online videos. When
YouTube’s Head of Culture and Trends Kevin Allocca asked Karim if he would have chosen to
say something else in his first video, Karim responded, “I don’t mind it being the first video. It
does get the point across that on YouTube anyone can broadcast what they want and the
community decides what its value is.”2
The YouTube company presents the platform as a space for users to upload videos and
have their voices heard without dealing with the gatekeepers of traditional media outlets.
YouTube’s past catchphrases reinforce Karim’s claim that the users determine what content is
valuable. In YouTube: Online Video and Participatory Culture, Jean Burgess and Joshua Green
explain that change from YouTube’s initial slogan “Your Digital Video Repository” to the
1

Before YouTube, Jawed Karim, Chad Hurley, and Steven Chen worked for PayPal, but in 2004, they left the
company to work on their own startup.
2
Kevin Allocca, Videocracy: How YouTube is changing the World… with Double Rainbows, Singing Foxes, and
Other Trends We Can’t Stop Watching (New York: Bloomsbury, 2018), 1-5.
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tagline “Broadcast Yourself” reflects YouTube’s shift to “a platform for public self-expression.”3
This dissertation examines how representations of YouTube as a platform “of the people,”
meaning the users dictate how the website functions, are a continuation of American ideals of
technology upholding democratic values.
Allocca firmly claims, “Democratizing the power of distribution is, perhaps, YouTube’s
most important innovation because it means that the art and ideas we encounter on the site will
not necessarily be defined by the few with the economic means to distribute them or by the
international borders that restricted the spread of creativity in the past.”4 While the accuracy and
innovativeness of YouTube’s democratizing power is debatable, its democratic rhetoric is one of
its most important characteristics since the platform perpetuates traditional American narratives
of technology as democratic to a global audience. I argue this representation of YouTube relies
on a uniquely American understanding of democracy due to the concept’s significance within the
nation’s identity, and an essential part of the American democratic narrative is technology. In
Civilizing the Machine, John Kasson explains that the American Revolution solidified the
nation’s belief in technology’s democratic potential; he says, “With the struggle for American
independence the question of utility took on a new dimension, technology emerged as not merely
the agent of material progress and prosperity but the defender of liberty and instrument of
republican values.”5 Democracy promises opportunities to improve one’s standing in society,
and technology is the tool to achieve the American dream. As American Studies scholar Leo
Marx describes, “To the citizen of a democracy inventions are vehicles for the pursuit of

3

Jean Burgess and Joshua Green, YouTube: Online Video and Participatory Culture (Cambridge: John Wiley &
Sons, 2013), 4.
4
Allocca, 22.
5
John Kasson, Civilizing the Machine: Technology and Republican Values in America, 1776-1900 (New York: Hill
and Wang, 1976), 8.
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happiness.”6 Both YouTube’s branding and narratives within its community present the platform
as a modern technology to uphold this pursuit. I contend that this façade of democracy is a
rhetorical strategy to distract from the power imbalances on the platform and depict business
motivations as YouTube contributing to the American dream.
This dissertation explores representations of YouTube from the perspectives of the
YouTube community and the company in order to understand how the platform fits within
American narratives of democratic technology. I argue that throughout different descriptions of
YouTube, such as the corporate branding of the platform as democratic or the communal
understanding of YouTube as outside of mainstream media, the language of democracy functions
as a balancing act. The YouTube company, content creators, and regular viewers use democratic
rhetoric to negotiate the ideals of community on the platform and capitalist endeavors, such as
advertising and brand deals. I argue that democratic narratives of YouTube rely on and reinforce
the appearance of authenticity to justify the desire of monetary gain as good for the company and
community. The fluidity, vagueness, and even contradictoriness of the concepts of democracy
and authenticity allow them to soothe any rhetorical tensions because they can maintain different
meanings in different representations of YouTube. The notion of democracy through technology
is more utopian rather than practical, but I argue that this discourse reinforces values of
American exceptionalism as the foundation of modern technology, such as social media, and
perpetuates it to a global audience.

6

Leo Marx, The Machine in the Garden: Technology and the Pastoral Ideal in America (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1964), 204-205.
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American Narratives of Technology
In America as Second Creation, David E. Nye argues, “In the American beginning, after
1776, when the former colonies reimagined themselves as a self-created community,
technologies were woven into national narratives.” 7 For example, technological innovations
were vital to European exploration of the New World. Marx explains that in this Western
narrative America symbolized hope, and many Europeans described the New World as a
“Virgilian pasture” or compared it to the Garden of Eden. 8 In this metaphor, machinery is
necessary to renovate and maintain the garden’s land, and nature and technology must work
harmoniously together to achieve a pastoral ideal. Marx argues, “The machine, in short, is an
instrument for making what the age calls ‘improvements.’ With its help, a wasteland can be
transformed into a garden.”9 Just as the tools to cultivate the land were critical to the
development of a national identity, Nye argues that the narratives around the tools are equally
significant. In early national narratives, Americans attempted to “explain their place in the New
World, not to understand the technology,” and their stories suggested that certain tools and
machines, such as the axe and railroad, would allow Americans to “inhabit new places and to
create new communities.” Technology would enable America to separate itself from Europe and
become and independent nation.10
The American narrative of machinery actively constructs a false narrative that the land
was uninhabited and needed maintenance. Nye describes, “Most nineteenth-century Americans
believed in a deceptively simple story in which the natural world was incomplete and awaited
7

David E. Nye, America as Second Creation: Technology and Narratives of New Beginnings (Cambridge: MIT
Press, 2003), 1-6.
8
Marx, 74.
9
Marx, 183.
10
Nye, 2-6.
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fulfillment through human intervention. Being incomplete, the land needed technological
improvements that would express the pattern latent in it.”11 Both Marx and Nye’s analysis of
American perceptions of technology emphasize dominance over and enhancements to the land,
ignoring the Native American communities already present on that land. The notion of progress
within these narratives mirrors the desire for similar improvements to oneself through democratic
practice, which I discuss more in Chapter One. According to this national story, just as tools can
cultivate the land, so too can technology enhance the person. Marx explains that democracy
“invites every man to enhance his own comfort and status.”12 American representations of
technology encourage men to see tools and machinery as methods to achieve social mobility. For
example, Nye describes the narrative of the axe during the nineteenth century. He explains, “The
story is paradigmatic: A settler enters the vast primeval woods. Using a new technology, the
American axe, he transforms the forest into field and meadow, allowing it to be farmed for the
first time. Initial settlement draws others to the area. As the population increases, a community
emerges. As the land is ‘improved,’ its value rises. The region prospers.”13 While this story
overtly overlooks the truth of America’s westward expansion, ignoring the presence of Native
Americans and implications of white oppression, it demonstrates white American perceptions of
technology. Here all the settler needs to do to achieve prosperity is combine technology with
hard work, and then success of the newly developed land can be shared with the community,
upholding the tool as democratic in the narrative. As Marx clearly states, “Americans have
seized upon the machine as their birthright,” making the machine an essential part to the
American story.14

11

Nye, 9.
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Marx, 205.
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Americans brought romanticized understandings of democratic machinery into modern
technology, as explicitly demonstrated by the rhetoric of social media and Web 2.0. According to
Alice Marwick, Web 2.0 “was a moment in technology innovation sandwiched between the dotcom bust and the App store.”15 Tim O’Reilly, who helped popularize the term “Web 2.0,”
explains, “Dale Dougherty, web pioneer and O’Reilly VP, noted that far from having ‘crashed’,
the web was more important than ever, with exciting new applications and sites popping up with
surprising regularity.” He says that the dot-com collapse was a “turning point” for the internet,
shifting it from Web 1.0 to Web 2.0.16 Marwick describes the term “Web 2.0” as essentially
referring to what many internet users now think of as “social media.” However, she also
describes Web 2.0 as more than just a period of internet history; it represents a set of values that
“draw from familiar American themes, like the rags-to-riches entrepreneur, and [are]
repositioned within startup culture.” 17 Marwick explains that social media regularly signifies the
success of American entrepreneurs, technological innovation, freedom, participatory culture, and
“revolution and change.”18 At the time of her research, Marwick describes that most within the
tech scene discussed Web 2.0 as “empower[ing] regular people to garner as much attention as
big companies and huge brands.”19 Allocca’s presentation of YouTube as a democratic platform
enabling users to “broadcast themselves” directly incorporates the Web 2.0 rhetoric Marwick
describes, and both depictions of the internet showcase how discussions of modern technology
continue the notion of democracy empowering the everyday person. Like Nye’s analysis of the
narrative of the axe, the rhetoric of YouTube suggests that users just have to combine the

15

Alice Marwick, Status Update: Celebrity, Publicity, and Branding in the Social Media Age (New Haven: Yale
University Press, 2013), 6.
16
Tim O’Reilly, “What is Web 2.0,” O’Reilly, O’Reilly Media, Inc., September 30, 2005,
https://www.oreilly.com/pub/a/web2/archive/what-is-web-20.html?page=1.
17
Marwick, 4-6.
18
Marwick, 3.
19
Marwick, 4. Marwick conducted her ethnographic work in San Francisco from 2006 to 2010.
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technology of social media with their own hard work to transform the media landscape and
prosper.
YouTube fits into the ongoing American narrative of democratic technology by acting as
the metaphorical New World with an incomplete landscape awaiting improvement. In
Videocracy, Kevin Allocca portrays YouTube as “of the people,” and he essentially claims that
YouTube provides its users opportunities to achieve the American dream, demonstrating values
of both American and digital exceptionalism. According to Marwick, “Web 2.0 discourse
demonstrates what is called ‘digital exceptionalism,’ the idea that the internet is different from
other forms of communication and therefore not bound by the same legal and market forces.”20 If
YouTube perpetuates this digital exceptionalism, then it also uses the same rhetoric to promote
American exceptionalism.21 For example, YouTube’s Chief of Business Officer Robert Kyncl
contends, “With the creation of YouTube, for the first time people were given access to free,
instant, global distribution of video… Open platforms such as YouTube have changed who is
able to produce, distribute, and consume media. All of a sudden anyone in the world could share
a video with everyone in the world.”22 Although Kyncl focuses on a global audience, his
description of technology as a liberator is grounded in a distinctly American set of values. Kyncl
contrasts the freedom of YouTube with his childhood “behind the Iron Curtain, in Communist
Czechoslovakia, in 1970,” a time and place when “books were censored by the Office of Press
and Information… and the state controlled the radio, the airwaves, the cinemas, and the

20

Marwick, 25.
Donald E. Pease, “Excecptionalism,” in Keywords for American Cultural Studies, Second Edition, ed. Bruce
Burgett and Glenn Hendler (New York: New York University Press, 2014), http://hdl.handle.net/2333.1/bnzs7jz0.
“American exceptionalism” is the belief that the United States is not only different from but also superior to other
nations, making America exceptional.
22
Robert Kyncl with Maany Peyvan, Streampunks: YouTube and the Rebels Remaking Media (New York:
HarperCollins Publishers, 2017), x.
21
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symphonies.”23 This contrast between media censorship and freedom presents YouTube as the
defender of democracy. Because of the platform’s foundation in American values, users and the
YouTube company can imagine YouTube, which represents the nation, as superior to other
nations with more limited options for entertainment and older forms of media, presenting both
YouTube and America as exceptional. Kyncl’s description also implies that the media landscape
needs empowering technology to enhance it and uphold democracy, paralleling fellow YouTube
staff member Kevin Allocca’s descriptions and demonstrating how democracy defines
representations of YouTube.

Analyzing Democracy as a Rhetorical Strategy on YouTube
In order to understand how the concept of democracy functions within narratives of
YouTube, Chapter One examines how the YouTube company presents the platform as “of the
people” through its branding. This chapter analyzes the different definitions of democracy and
argues that the concept relies on and reinforces the appearance of authenticity. Descriptions of
YouTube combine the rhetoric of democracy and authenticity to balance capitalist and
communal values on the platform. Chapter Two explores similar rhetorical strategies within
narratives of the YouTube Community. This chapter discusses the Fine Brothers Entertainment
series “YouTubers REACT” to examine how popular YouTubers describe the YouTube
community as a subculture outside of mainstream media. However, many YouTubers still want
to be respected by traditional entertainment industries, such as television and film, and to achieve
mainstream financial success, which undermines the group’s subcultural rhetoric. The YouTube
community’s narratives of democracy and authenticity on the platform rhetorically work to

23

Kyncl, ix.
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soothe these tensions.
Chapter Three further analyzes the conflicts between monetary gain and communal
values through examining YouTube as a platform. Although the YouTube company regularly
brands the platform as democratic, its relationship with advertisers and the platform’s design
challenge this representation. The company attempts to please both the YouTube community and
advertisers, but ultimately YouTube is left as neither a mainstream industry nor an online
community. Chapter Three uses the failure of YouTube Rewind 2018 as a significant example of
these tensions within representations of YouTube and analyzes how the company responds to the
large amount of user backlash. Last, Chapter Four seeks to understand how YouTubers use
similar branding techniques to justify their business motivations while still pleasing their fan
communities. Just as the YouTube company tries to balance capitalist endeavors while still
emphasizing community on the platform, YouTube celebrities strive to appear as prioritizing
their fan communities while also selling merchandise to them. Chapter Four examines YouTube
fandom names to better understand these rhetorical strategies and power dynamics. As with
YouTube’s platform branding, YouTube celebrities utilize the rhetoric or authenticity and
democracy to navigate these conflicts.
This dissertation argues that the YouTube company and community perpetuate traditional
American values to a global audience through their usage of democratic rhetoric within
representations of YouTube. Narratives of the platform reinforce ideals of American
exceptionalism and digital exceptionalism, portraying YouTube as upholding democratic values,
and these representations place the platform as a continuation of American narratives of
technology. By analyzing YouTube through descriptions by the company, content creators, and
regular users, this dissertation argues that American technology stories rely on the rhetorical

9

emphasis of community and democracy to soothe concerns about power imbalances and
capitalist endeavors. This dissertation explores how narratives of YouTube utilize perceptions of
collaboration and authenticity to portray the platform as beneficial to users and distract from how
the company and YouTube celebrities attempt to control the platform in various ways.

A Note About Methods
Each chapter includes unique case studies and uses different methods suited to their
examples. Therefore, I include the specific methodologies in each chapter to give more context
for that discussion. All spelling and grammar of the comments quoted throughout this
dissertation have been preserved as written, but the usernames are not cited. Annemarie NavarGill and Mel Stanfill explain that quoting Tweets makes those comments searchable online, but
by not providing users’ names or links to the Tweets, the authors give “a level of protection to
avoid exposing individual tweeters to scrutiny they may not have anticipated.”24 Since academics
were not the intended audience of these YouTube comments, I chose to follow Navar-Gill and
Stanfill’s example and not provide the names of the commenters. YouTube comments are not
searchable in the same way Navar-Gill and Stanfill describe that Tweets are, but I still wanted to
provide some protection to the commenters.

24

Annemarie Navar-Gill and Mel Stanfill, “‘We Shouldn’t Have to Trend to Make You Listen’: Queer Fan Hashtag
Campaigns as Production Interventions,” Journal of Film and Video 70, no. 3–4 (2018): 88.
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CHAPTER ONE: THE YOUTUBE DEMOCRACY
In the YouTube Official Blog post titled “YouTube at 15: My personal journey and the
road ahead,” Susan Wojcicki describes the history of the platform over the past fifteen years and
what to expect for YouTube’s future. The YouTube CEO explains, “Fast forward to today, and
YouTube has more than two billion monthly users around the world, and 500 hours of video
uploaded every minute. Looking ahead in 2020, we’re focused on making YouTube a place
where everyone has a voice and can see the world…”25 The emphasis of all users having a voice
on YouTube is a vital part of the platform’s brand, and the company integrates this theme in a
multitude of ways. For example, the first statement on YouTube’s “About” page says, “Our
mission is to give everyone a voice and show them the world.”26 The platform’s presentation of
itself relies on democratic rhetoric to encourage users to view YouTube as a space for all to be
heard and connect with others, and the company strives to reinforce the perception that YouTube
is a tool for democracy. The next line of the platform’s “About” page claims, “We believe that
everyone deserves to have a voice, and that the world is a better place when we listen, share and
build community through our stories.”27 This rhetoric paints YouTube as both a platform and
corporation that contributes to democracy through connecting users to one another. YouTube’s
descriptions of itself do not prioritize certain users over the others, and the emphasis of everyone
sharing on the platform implies that all users are equal.
The “About” page explains that YouTube accomplishes its democratic goals by
prioritizing different “essential freedoms.” For example, to value “freedom of expression,”
YouTube claims, “We believe people should be able to speak freely, share opinions, foster open
Susan Wojcicki, “YouTube at 15: My personal journey and the road ahead,” YouTube Official Blog (blog),
February 14, 2020, https://blog.youtube/news-and-events/youtube-at-15-my-personal-journey.
26
“YouTube About,” YouTube, accessed June 11, 2021, https://www.youtube.com/about/.
27
“YouTube About”.
25
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dialogue, and that creative freedom leads to new voices, formats and possibilities.” This
statement works to reinforce the company’s assertions that all users have their voice heard and
appreciated. YouTube similarly states that it values “freedom of information”: “We believe
everyone should have easy, open access to information and that video is a powerful force for
education, building understanding, and documenting world events, big and small.” 28 Again, the
platform emphasizes equality and social progress. The repetition of words such as “everyone”
and “freedom” intentionally connects YouTube to utopian democratic values, and I argue that
this narrative of the platform specifically relies on an American understanding of the concept of
democracy as authentic participation but fails to uphold it.
The description of YouTube as a platform that provides a space for ordinary users to
upload videos for others to see heavily relies on a narrative of authenticity as well as democracy.
In Wojcicki’s blog post “YouTube at 15,” she recalls early YouTube videos of “everyday life”
that depicted “funny dances, kids making cute unexpected comments, and, of course, lots of cat
videos,” and she remembers, “These videos entertained us, but they also showed there was
something very human about connecting through online video.”29 In her story, the lack of a
traditional media gatekeeper allows all ordinary users to upload content that does not have to be
professional, so therefore the uploader’s true self is more apparent compared to other mediums
that are supposedly more edited. Like democracy, the expression of authenticity is an essential
part of YouTube’s branding, and rhetoric emphasizing democracy and authenticity are greatly
interconnected. As demonstrated by his book title Videocracy, YouTube’s Head of Culture and
Trends Kevin Allocca directly connects democracy with YouTube’s online presence and user
appeal, and in the introduction, he says, “YouTube was designed to be democratic, to allow

28
29

“YouTube About”.
Wojcicki, “YouTube at 15”.
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people to ‘Broadcast Themselves’ and to connect viewers to whatever videos or channels they
would be most likely to watch.”30 While “Broadcast Yourself” suggests that users can upload
content for anyone to view, mirroring both Wojcicki’s blog post and YouTube’s “About” page’s
descriptions of YouTuber as a platform for democracy, this slogan also relies on notions of
authenticity since the subject being broadcast is “yourself.” Similarly, in Watching YouTube:
Extraordinary Videos by Ordinary People, Michael Strangelove explains that amateur users “see
themselves as the authentic members of the [YouTube] community.”31 The emphasis on ordinary
users and non-professional content creators simultaneously reinforces and depends upon ideals
of democracy and authenticity.
YouTube presents itself as the democratic champion of average internet users, and the
supposed ordinariness of these users suggests they are authentic. For instance, Alice Marwick
argues that audiences view popular YouTube content creators as more authentic than other
celebrities because they appear to be outside “the processes of the star-making system.”32 While
notions of democracy and authenticity on YouTube portray the platform as desirable, this
overlooks any monetary motivations the YouTube company or its users may have. In the “The
Entrepreneurial Vlogger: Participatory Culture Beyond the Professional-Amateur Divide,”
Burgess and Green inform, “In most mainstream discourse, YouTube is by turns understood as a
space driven by the social interactions of ‘amateur’ participants, and the site of possibility or
conflict for the promotional desires of large media companies.” They explain that the values of
YouTube’s amateur community and the YouTube corporation are actually “coexistent and

30

Allocca, xiii.
Michael Strangelove, Watching YouTube: Extraordinary Videos by Ordinary People (Toronto: University of
Toronto Press, 2010), 113.
32
Alice Marwick, 119.
31
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coevolving.”33 This chapter argues that the balancing act between monetary gain and communal
values depends upon notions of authenticity and democracy. Representations of YouTube follow
traditional American narratives of technology as a tool to uphold democracy and blend American
values of democracy and authenticity to justify economic motivations.
To better understand the function of democracy in YouTube’s branding, the following
section analyzes definitions of “democracy,” and I explore various ways that the YouTube
company incorporates the concept into its presentations of the platform, such as blog posts
discussing YouTube’s role in the 2020 presidential election. Next I examine the relationship
between democracy and authenticity in terms of three essential aspects of each concept’s
definitions: virtuous contributors, community, and ordinary participants. The concepts of
democracy and authenticity often rely on one another to perform their different features, and
YouTube’s branding depends on these aspects to encourage users to repeatedly use their
platform. I conclude by discussing how American democracy perpetuates whiteness and how this
issue is reflected in YouTube’s presentation of itself. YouTube’s reliance on the language of
authenticity and democracy enable the social media platform to appear as preserving traditional
American values to empower its users, despite how these concepts actually function and the fact
that American narratives of democracy often perpetuate harmful prejudices.

Traditional American Values Within YouTube’s Democratic Branding
The branding of YouTube as a democratic platform fits into an American understanding
of technology as the tool of democracy, as discussed in the introduction, but perceptions of this

Jean Burgess and Joshua Green, “The Entrepreneurial Vlogger: Participatory Culture Beyond the ProfessionalAmateur Divide” in The YouTube Reader, ed. Patrick Vonderau and Pelle Snickars (Stockholm: National Library of
Sweden, 2009), 103.
33
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value are often contradictory and ambiguous. Before establishing an American perspective, I
want to note classic European takes on democracy and technology since American ideals of these
concepts actively try to depict a different narrative to contrast European views. Often when
cultural critics discuss democracy in relation to technology, they evaluate the concept in terms of
artistry, and these discussions heavily rely on a white male European understanding of art and
high culture. For example, Frankfurt School theorists regularly criticized democracy and
expressed concerns that it would lead to mass culture, which devalues high art. In Dialectic of
Enlightenment, Theodor Adorno and Max Horkheimer argue, “For culture now impresses the
same stamp on everything. Films, radio and magazines makeup a system which is uniform as a
whole and in every part.”34 They claim that since popular entertainment of the time, such as film,
radio, and television, is highly manufactured through the culture industry, the content basically
becomes the same, using the same genres, tropes, and formulas for mass amusement. Adorno and
Horkheimer explain that since audiences are so familiar with this type of entertainment, “no
independent thinking must be expected from the audience: the product prescribes every
reaction.”35 The repeated formulas tell the audiences how to respond, so they do not have to
critically think about mass entertainment. There is nothing new to consider.
However, Adorno and Horkheimer also consider which technologies are more democratic
than others. They argue that the telephone is preferential to the radio since users can both speak
and listen while using a phone, and they are engaged with the conversation going on. The radio,
on the other hand, “is democratic: it turns all participants into listeners and authoritatively
subjects them to broadcast programs which are all exactly the same.”36 Their claim is that the

34

Theodor Adorno and Max Horkheimer, Dialectic of Enlightenment, trans. John Cumming (New York: Herder &
Herder, 1972), 120.
35
Adorno and Horkheimer, 137.
36
Adorno and Horkheimer, 122.
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radio and other similar technologies, such as the television and film, make their users equally
passive, which is why they are democratic. Their use of the concept of democracy is vague and
generalized, but they repeatedly equate it with mass consumption and the lack of thoughtful
artistry.
Similarly another Frankfurt School theorist Walter Benjamin criticizes the use of
technology to mass produce media and art. In “The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical
Reproduction,” Benjamin explains that in many ways art “has always been reproducible,”
meaning that people could imitate a work if they chose. He continues, “Mechanical reproduction
of a work of art, however, represents something new.”37 Mechanical technologies, and now
digital ones as well, can lead to the mass replication of art. According to Benjamin, the replicated
works are not as valuable or “authentic” as the original version because they lack the original’s
“aura.” The “aura” of a work of art refers to its physical presence, unique historical context, and
ownership, and mechanical reproduction cannot replicate these qualities.38 With the mass
production of media, Benjamin argues that the accessibility of art changes how “the masses”
view art: “The reactionary attitude toward a Picasso painting changes into the progressive
reaction toward a Chaplin movie.”39 Benjamin’s concern is that the result is that people will view
high art and mass entertainment as equal.
In a note, he also explains that his discussion of mechanical reproduction “applies to
politics as well,” and says, “The present crisis of the bourgeois democracies compromises a crisis
of the conditions which determine the public perception of the rulers.”40 He argues that in a
democracy, a political speaker becomes accessible to the public through mass media, and
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therefore a politician’s appearance and presentation become essential. Jaeho King explains, “The
key aspect of Benjamin’s critique of aesthetic politics lie in the fact that he associated the
meltdown of bourgeois art and aesthetic experience with a wider transformation of modern
experience.”41 According to King, Benjamin argues that accessibility and visibility of politics
and political leaders does not necessarily lead to democratization, but he fears the impacts of
mass culture, “that it may be increasingly possible to manipulate the representation of the ruler.”
This would undermine the goal of democracy.42
Adorno, Horkheimer, and Benjamin connect the democratic potential for technology to
make art and media accessible to more people with the harms of mass culture, referring to
mindlessness and manipulation. Alexis de Tocqueville expressed similar concerns about
democracy devaluing art and culture in the 1800s. In his essay “In What Sprit the Americans
Cultivate the Arts,” Tocqueville asserts that people within democratic nations prefer ease over
artistry. He uses watchmaking as an example of this. According to Tocqueville, in an aristocracy,
an artisan “would seek to sell his workmanship at a high price to the few.” However, in a
democracy, a watchmaker would sell more watches at a lower price, making watches more
accessible. Tocqueville asserts that the worker could do this through developing a way to
produce watches faster or by manufacturing watches that are not as high quality. He says, “When
none but the wealthy had watches, they were almost all very good ones; few are now made
which are worth much, but everyone has one in his pocket.” He argues that democracy, meaning
accessibility in this example, diminishes artistry.43 In “Alexis de Tocqueville’s Reluctant
‘Democratic Language,’” Salih Emre Gerçek explains that in Democracy in America Tocqueville
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asserts that “something of aristocracy remains in democratic times.”44 Tocqueville says that the
emphasis of individuality within democracies does not just lead to independence and equality,
but it also results in citizens being isolated and weak because they are individuals rather than a
collective. Gerçek describes Tocqueville’s argument, “Democratic dissemination of agency
creates a perception of powerlessness, and this perception leads individuals to seek agents that
are superior to themselves such as the state, people, humanity, or history.”45 This parallels
Adorno, Horkheimer, and Benjamin’s arguments, which came later, that the ideals of democracy
do not actually lead to social progress and undermine the value of art as well. The actual
definition of democracy that these theorists use is not clearly stated, but they argue that the
concept is flawed, leading to a negative impact of accessible technology.
American definitions of “democracy” typically begin by explaining it is “rule by the
people.” For example, in American Democracy, Andrew J. Perrin says, “In early democracies in
Athens, in France, and in the early United States, rule by ‘the people’ was understood to be
collective… what we might now call the public: a collective, culturally bound and socially
related, that shares a common experience, orientation, or concern.”46 While many Americans are
aware that the government works quite differently than purely being ruled by its people, the
notion of ordinary citizens in charge of their nation is essential to the perception of how
democracy functions and America’s national identity, which is founded in rhetoric of the
Revolution. According to Gordon Wood, modern American values are influenced by the
democratic ideologies of early America. He claims, “The American Revolution created this
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democracy, and we are living with its consequences still.”47 I want to clarify that I am not trying
to assert that the concept of democracy is uniquely American or that the American understanding
of this ideal is preferable. Instead, I focus on American democracy since those are the ideals that
YouTube, referring to the company and users, specifically use in their branding and narratives of
the platform, which this chapter will further discuss below.
This chapter will focus on the Revolutionary Era’s utopian understanding of democracy
since it still influences today’s culture. Wood explains, “In the eighteenth century democracy
was not yet the article of faith that it would become for Americans. It was still essentially a
technical term of political theory –referring to government literally by the people, which was an
impossibility for any large community.” However, the impracticality did not prevent Americans
from desiring true democracy, and Wood argues that through the Revolution America achieved
its goal of enabling ordinary citizens to participate in the government. 48 In American culture, the
term “democracy” connotes more than just rule by the people; the concept carries the weight of
national idealism and the hope of triumph for the everyday person despite the reality of how
democracy actually functions. The concept can refer to multiple definitions, such as the ideals of
equal participation among citizens and the actual system of governance. Throughout this
dissertation, I use “democracy” to refer to the flawed ideal, rather than the government system.
However, the YouTube company blurs this distinction in how they describe their role in platform
governance, which I discuss more in Chapter Three.
Not only has the idealism of Revolutionary democracy persisted, but problematic values
of this era associated with the concept are still prevalent as well. The language of American
democracy is inherently contradictory in that it promotes the ideal that all citizens are equal, but
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Americans never intended for the ideal to apply to all of those within the nation’s borders. In
“The Illusion of Freedom,” Cheryl Matias and Peter Newlove argue, “As the US pontificates its
idealizations of opportunities, freedom, and liberty, it does so against the haunting backdrops of
African American slavery, Native American genocide, Asian-American internment, gender
discrimination, and restrictions against gender identity.”49 While notions of democracy may
seem utopian, its actually is far less ideal and more exclusive. As with most utopian values, there
is a gap between the romanticized perception of democracy and how the concept functions in
actuality, where democracy tends to favor white men over marginalized people. However, the
idealistic narrative combined with the democracy’s ambiguity and contradictions give the
concept a broader appeal because democracy can mean different things to several different
audiences, and YouTube utilizes this fluidity in its branding of the platform as upholding
democratic values. According to Allocca, “Now the YouTube generation actively represents
democracy, faith, and war through their amateur video practices… It has become a battlefield, a
contested ground where amateur videographers try to influence how events are represented and
interpreted.”50 YouTube users can use the platform to debate how a democratic society should
actually work, what democracy means, and other important social issues.
YouTube’s branding as a democratic platform goes beyond the ability for regular users to
upload their own videos to the platform. During the 2020 presidential election, YouTube
described itself as a source to find news and information to aide in the democratic process. In the
blog post “Supporting the 2020 U.S. election,” the YouTube Team explains “updates to [their]
work supporting the integrity of the 2020 U.S. election.” They go on to describe, “Over the past
weeks and months, we’ve seen people coming to YouTube to learn more about where and how
Cheryl E. Matias and Peter M. Newlove, “The Illusion of Freedom: Tyranny, Whiteness, and the State of US
Society,” Equity & Excellence in Education 50, no. 3 (2017): 316, http://doi.org/10.1080/10665684.2017.1336951.
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to vote or learning more about a candidate or an issue. We’ve seen news organizations grow their
audience. And we’ve seen people turn to YouTube for the latest election results or simply to
follow an historic event with the highest voting turnout in over a century in the U.S.”51 The
YouTube company positions the platform as a useful tool for participating in democratic
practices and being an essential part of a historic event. This description of YouTube
demonstrates that democratic rhetoric is present in the platform’s branding in several different
ways. The YouTube company promotes an image of the platform upholding democratic values
through the supposed lack of gatekeeping for the content uploaded and consumed as well as its
appearance as protector and advocate for democratic events. In another blog post about the
election “Our approach to Election Day on YouTube,” YouTube’s Vice President of
Government Affairs and Public Policy Leslie Miller reinforces these ideals by describing how
the platform’s guidelines will help prevent the spread of misinformation: “Our Community
Guidelines do not allow misleading claims about voting or content that encourages interference
in the democratic process… We consistently enforce our policies regardless of political
viewpoints or who expresses those viewpoints.”52 YouTube strives to maintain the appearance of
neutrality since the platform is supposedly for all users, which I will discuss more in Chapter
Three, and their official blog posts reveal the company’s various strategies for using democracy
as a branding tactic. For this chapter, I selected different blog posts from YouTube’s Official
Blog during 2020 as well as YouTube’s “About” page to analyze the platform’s democratic
rhetoric. The following chapters discuss various types of examples throughout YouTube’s
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history, but this chapter highlights that this branding is still relevant and used by YouTube to
situate the platform in current events.

Democracy Requires Virtuous Contributors
In America, “the people” of the democracy refers to the nation’s citizens, and in order for
a democracy to function properly, ideally these citizens must act for the good of the whole rather
than individual gain. Perrin explains that the concept of a “citizen” implies someone belongs to a
political group and has a responsibility for it, consisting of participation and civic duty. The
requirement of civic duty suggests that citizens need to be on their best behavior to uphold
republicanism. He summarizes, “In other words, good government depends both on having
strong democratic institutions and on having citizens who act responsibly and democratically.”53
The understanding of acting responsibly and democratically is subjective, but Wood’s analysis of
republicanism during the Revolutionary Era demonstrates the established American view of
virtuous citizenship. According to Wood, “Liberty was realized when the citizens were virtuous
–that is, willing to sacrifice their private interests for the sake of the community [emphasis
mine]… This virtue could be found only in a republic of equal, active, and independent
citizens.”54 Since a democracy treats all citizens as equal, both participants with moral
motivations and those with immoral ones have the same opportunities to influence the
government.
Discussions of social media as “authentic” reflect this characteristic of a democracy
requiring virtuous participants. For example, YouTube videos often do not appear as heavily
produced as other forms of media, like television and film, making them feel more honest, and
53
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content creators must maintain the look of authenticity over time in order to prove their sincerity.
According to Gunn Enli in Mediated Authenticity, “The paradox of mediated authenticity is that
although we base most of our knowledge about our society and the world in which we live on
mediated representations of reality, we remain well aware that the media are constructed,
manipulated, and even faked.” She argues that most perceive the media as a representation of
reality.55 While people know it does not show the full picture, they tend to believe mediated
authenticity has a foundation in truth. For social media, users view those who upload content as
authentic if they appear to tell various truths about themselves to their audiences. Enli explains
that a key facet of authenticity is “self-disclosure, meaning that users who disclose intimate
details from their lives will often be perceived as more authentic than users who are distant and
impersonal.”56 Sharing secrets and personal details about themselves in YouTube videos enables
viewers to feel connected to and trust content creators more easily than other forms of media that
are obviously fabricated. In Authenticity and How We Fake It, Aaron Duplantier says, “When
vloggers genuinely engage the YouTube medium, for instance, their participation is not
predicated on their ‘realness’ or whatever selfhood remains after their digital mediation. Since
they dictate the terms of their mediation, they believe, then, that the product is reflective of their
actual self.”57 Presentations of YouTube as democratic suggest that users can upload the content
they want, meaning they have complete control over the production of their videos. This
perception of control over the content supports the belief that self-made videos, such as vlogs,
are accurate and honest representations of the creator, and the presentation of YouTube as
55
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democratic facilitates the belief that platform users are authentic.
Duplantier defines “authenticity” as “a thing’s truthfulness of origin (i.e., referent): this
implies that in order for authenticity’s declaration (in the affirmative or otherwise), there must be
some process by which the thing in question could possibly have changed.” 58 Because mediated
authenticity is a depiction of reality, mediation and production could potentially alter what is
presented as truth. For online videos, a content creator’s consistency of their presentation of
honesty over time calms fears that they are not truly authentic. Marwick explains, “This sense of
authenticity suggests that it is not about how much one reveals or conceals, but about being
measured against an ideal of honesty, in that the information that is revealed has a constancy.”59
Continuous presentations of honesty imply that authentic YouTube users are virtuous citizens of
the democratic YouTube community. As previously mentioned, democracies rely on citizens
acting responsibly and morally, which implies that they would also be honest. Since many
imagine YouTube as a democratic platform, the YouTube community depends upon truthful and
virtuous users to maintain this appearance. If users with deceptive or questionable motives are at
the forefront of the platform, then YouTube cannot achieve the digital exceptionalism that
founds its branding. A YouTuber’s reputation of honesty ensures that they are appear both
authentic and as a virtuous YouTube citizen.
YouTube Community Guidelines reinforce the need for respectable contributors. In the
YouTube blog post about the presidential election, mentioned above, the YouTube Team
explains how the platform will moderate content about the election. They say, “Our main goal
going into the election season was to make sure we’re connecting people with authoritative
information, while also limiting the reach of misinformation and removing harmful content. The
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work here is ongoing and we wanted to provide an update.”60 This was posted in December 2020
in response to claims that the presidential election results were fraudulent. By updating their
guidelines, the YouTube Team lets users know that misinformation is not allowed on the
platform, and content creators need to act accordingly if they would like to participate in the
YouTube democracy. The post continues, “Our [YouTube’s] Community Guidelines prohibit
spam, scams, or other manipulated media, coordinated influence operations, and any content that
seeks to incite violence.” The YouTube Team also emphasizes that they want to be fair about
what content is allowed or removed on the platform, which again reflects the rhetoric of treating
all users equally.61 Regardless of how the YouTube company actually carries out its guidelines
and moderates the platform, the Community Guidelines reinforce YouTube’s democratic
language and suggests that users need to act respectfully in order to participate. The guidelines
also maintain YouTube’s appearance of authenticity since the platform states that it will not
permit deceitful content, reinforcing that the content on the website must be honest.
The American narrative of the virtuousness of democracy and authenticity depends upon
the appearance of being selfless and not economically motivated. After the Revolution,
republican idealists believed politicians needed to be disinterested, and one way to insure this
was for men to have their own wealth and land. Because gentlemen of noble birth were already
independent and financially successful, supposedly they would not desire to hold political office
for money or power, and therefore they would focus their motivations on what the people want.
Wood says, “If virtue was based on liberty and independence, then it followed that only
autonomous individuals free from any ties of interest and paid by no master were qualified to be
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citizens.”62 As previously stated, a democracy rhetorically relies on those “virtuous” and
disinterested participants to prevent corruption; good republicans must prioritize others before
themselves. In Democracy: The Unfinished Journey, Wood explains, “At the outset in 1776 the
revolutionary leaders had a republican, not a democratic, conception of political leadership…To
be virtuous in this way, men had to be independent and free of the occupations and petty interests
of the market-place.” While notions of virtuous, selfless citizens are essential to a republic, they
are also foundational values to democracy. Wood argues, “This republicanism, however,
contained the seeds of its own transformation into democracy.”63 The republicanism of early
America laid the foundation for the democratic ideals that came afterwards, and the appearance
of disinterest is an essential aspect of these values.
The presentation of one’s authenticity supports the notion that they are a virtuous person
who is not influenced by commercialism and greed. Authenticity’s essential features, such as the
appearance of honesty, heavily influence the incorporation of democratic values into perceptions
of authenticity online and shape how many users understand the YouTube community.
According to Sarah Banet-Weiser in Authentic TM, “authenticity” is “positioned and understood
as outside the crass realm of the market. What is understood (and experienced) as authentic is
considered such precisely because it is perceived as not commercial.”64 Her definition separates
authenticity from the commercialization of mainstream culture and implies that someone
considered authentic cannot be perceived to be driven by greed. However, Banet-Weiser clarifies
that authenticity is not entirely possible, and she focuses on the “ambivalence” of the relationship
between authenticity and branding. She argues, “It is more productive to situate brand cultures in
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terms of their ambivalence, where both economic imperatives and ‘authenticity’ are expressed
and experienced simultaneously.”65 Many corporations brand themselves as “authentic,” but this
is a contradiction because they are clearly within the “crass realm of the market” that authenticity
supposedly opposes. Therefore, authenticity is not really outside of commercialization, but it
must be perceived to be.
On YouTube, various brands sponsor content creators to make videos to advertise certain
products, which can undermine a user’s authenticity since their viewers are unsure if that person
genuinely likes the promoted product or if the YouTuber mentioned the item just to get paid.
However, in “Being ‘Really Real’ on YouTube,” Stuart Cunningham and David Craig argue that
the interactivity of YouTube enables users to repeatedly test a content creator’s authenticity.
They say, “But the only way that these repeated authenticity claims are validated is by being
tested constantly be the community the creator calls into being as a result of the intense level of
interactivity intrinsic to the SME [social media entertainment] business model and to the digital
platform affordances.”66 YouTube users can directly interact with video uploaders through the
comments section, allowing users to verify someone’s consistency and honesty, which are
essential to the presentation of authenticity. Cunningham and Craig argue that this dynamic
builds trust between the content creator and their viewers, and their trust allows users to
incorporate brand relationships into their videos without their authenticity being undermined.
Cunningham and Craig explain, “The critical point here is that brands, by definition, only enter
the picture after the establishment of this dialogic relationship between authenticity and
community,” and the YouTuber’s relationship with the brand or merchandise has to be secondary
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to their relationship with the community.67 As long as YouTubers present the YouTube
community as a priority over monetary gain, then they can maintain a reputation of authenticity.
Authenticity’s relationship with democracy enables the desire for self-gain to be present on
YouTube even though the language of both concepts appears to oppose greed. Democracy relies
on virtuous citizens to prevent corruption by those seeking power and wealth, but when viewed
as the success of democracy and for the good of the community, profit and social mobility are
nonthreatening. Authenticity and democracy are codependent concepts, so democracy’s
influence in the rhetoric of authenticity means that someone can appear authentic while also
desiring profit as long as their success is presented as communally driven and a result of selfimprovement.

Communal Approval Must Come First
As stated in the previous section, the good of the community is an essential aspect of
democracy and authenticity. This section will further explore the significance of community in
each concept. In Democracy: The Unfinished Journey, John Dunn explains, “The power and
appeal of the idea [of democracy] come from its promise to render the life of a community
something willed and chosen –to turn the social and political existences that human beings share
into a texture of consciously intended common action.”68 Dunn’s emphasis on democracy’s
championing of communal desires and togetherness demonstrates that the concept easily lends
itself to the descriptions of the YouTube community, and the platform also benefits from
democracy’s optimistic characteristics. In “Histories of Democracy and Empire,” Sandra M.
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Gustafson explains, “Even as it [democracy] refers to a moment in the history of the individual
or culture or species, democracy is at the same time a utopian ideal, a return to origins, a
reclaiming of lost integrity, an assertion of individual worth, or an achievement of mystic
wholeness.”69 Discussions of YouTube regularly incorporate this democratic idealism of
communal power, romanticizing the platform to potentially be an online utopia and ignoring any
of the harm the internet may cause. For example, the YouTube company lists “freedom to
belong” as one of their “essential freedoms that define who [they] are” on their about page. They
claim, “We believe everyone should be able to find communities of support, break down
barriers, transcend borders and come together around shared interests and passions.”70 Here the
relationship between freedom and community is intentionally apparent to encourage people to
use the platform.
YouTube’s promotion of users finding community and overcoming barriers also reflects
sentiments of authenticity since the platform emphasizes genuine connection as its motivation
rather than profit. Banet-Weiser informs, “In the US, the 21st century is an age that hungers for
anything that feels authentic, just as we lament more and more that it is a world of inauthenticity,
that we are governed by superficiality.”71 Social media offers a potential way for users to
recapture this lost authenticity and combat insincerity, but while this desire is powerful within
American society, authenticity’s meaning is overly vague and conflicting. For example, Marwick
says, “Despite this constant call for authenticity, authenticity is not an absolute quality…
Because authenticity takes many forms, there is not a universal understanding of what makes
something ‘authentic.’”72 American culture longs for authentic forms of media, but most are
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unsure of what that actually entails. However, like democracy, the concept’s fluidity makes it
meaningful to various social groups. Marwick argues that authenticity’s “slipperiness” allows the
concept to be interpreted in numerous ways, making it appealing and beneficial to a wide range
of people both in the tech world and American culture at large.73 The lack of a firm definition
makes “authenticity” a powerful rhetorical strategy that relies on democratic values to disguise
economic pursuits.
The function of community similarly helps distract from the part monetary gain plays in
democracy and authenticity. Enli uses the example of authentic musicians to demonstrate this
point, and she explains, “Authenticity is an evaluative term, and being characterised as ‘original,’
‘genuine,’ and ‘real’ is considered positively in most contexts.”74 Since authenticity implies that
a person is who they claim to be, the term also suggests that a person is not an imitation or copy
of someone else. Describing hip-hop artists, she says, “The demand for [hip-hop] artists to ‘stay
real’ rather than to adjust to mainstream culture is not only rooted in genre conventions but also
in more expectation of the artist to be a representative voice, meaning that the performance is a
genuine artistic expression and not a plastic product.”75 Audiences expect hip-hop artists to truly
come from the neighborhood and group they portray in their music and music videos, so they
must appear authentic rather than have a manufactured celebrity image in order to be accurate
representations of their community. Likewise, in “Reification and the Utopia of Mass Culture,”
Frederic Jameson argues, “Authentic cultural creation is dependent for its existence on authentic
collective life, on the vitality of the ‘organic’ social group in whatever form (and such groups
can range from the classical polis to the peasant village, from the commonality of the ghetto to
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the shared values of an embattled pre-revolutionary bourgeoisie).”76 His description of
authenticity places the concept within communities that are outside of both high and mass
culture, and he considers older types of folk art as authentic and “organic” since they were
produced through social connections rather than heavy manufacturing.77 According to Jameson,
authentic forms of culture “draw on the collective experience of marginal pockets of the social
life of the world system: black literature and blues, British working-class rock, women’s
literature, gay literature, and the romanqué-bécois, the literature of the Third World.”78 He does
not go into detail about the role marginalization plays in his description authenticity, but his
definition demonstrates that honest connections to a community are essential for authenticity.
The need for communal approval for authenticity carries over into social media as well.
Enli argues that the illusion of authenticity depends on “the support from networks, meaning that
the authenticity of online identities is supported by their networks, and that the trustworthiness of
social media posts is supported by linking practices and various forms of sharing.”79 As
mentioned above, authenticity requires consistency, and communities work to keep a subject’s
authenticity in check. For example, Marwick informs that people within the San Francisco tech
scene “who [were] aggressively pursuing internet fame for its own sake” were often derogatively
called “‘famewhoring’ or ‘fameballing’” because the tech scene favored those “who are well
known for their achievements rather than for just their name recognition.”80 This demonstrates
how communities regulate who belongs to them and question people’s authenticity; someone
seeking fame solely for the sake of fame is not an authentic member of the tech scene because
they are acting antithetical to that community’s values. This type of informal, collective
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regulation also ensures the respectability and honesty that are essential for democratic and
authentic rhetoric. For Enli’s example of hip-hop artists, she says, “Authenticity is often
undermined by success, and many artists solve this dilemma by adjusting their image
accordingly, so that, for example, fame and fortune is a part of their storytelling as an artist.”81
Because fame and fortune drastically alter people’s status and motivations, fame can undermine
a famous person’s appearance of authenticity and their relationship to the original community.
However, values of democracy work to uphold the presentation of authenticity. As I will further
examine in the following section, democracy promises success for the ordinary person, so
therefore their achievements and social mobility are for the good of the community. As long as
the person expresses that they value the community before money or fame, then their
authenticity can stay intact. Being authentic relies on notions of being original in two ways. A
person must be original in that they are not a replication or imitation of someone or something
else, but they must also maintain loyalty to their original communities.
The YouTube company incorporates language about community into its branding, and
this provides the appearance of being a platform for all to join and reflecting large scale human
experiences. In August of 2020, YouTube’s Culture and Trends organization posted “How
YouTube trends reveal the impact of Covid-19” on the Official Blog, and this blog post describes
the consumption of YouTube content during the pandemic as a global communal experience.
They tell readers about popular trends on YouTube during this time and claim, “What follows is
that story: a portrait of human needs being broadly met in creative new ways.”82 Because their
analysis of these different trends is based on “following hundreds of leads across scores of
categories and countries encompassing millions of videos with billions of total views,” the
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authors present the results as an honest and unbiased representation of the experiences of the
YouTube community. Also, the emphasis of the large amount of individual views reflects the
platform’s democratic rhetoric since all users are evaluated and counted equally. The blog post
continues to explain that the large amount of content consumed reflects a coming together during
a difficult time. They describe, “As social distancing and isolation severely restricted people’s
ability to connect, technology was there to help bridge the gap somewhat. YouTube viewers used
video to engage with each other directly and indirectly, sometimes in nuanced ways: even just
participating in a rising coffee-making trend can make someone feel more connected to other
people.”83 This presents the company and the platform as championing community and again
overlooks how YouTube benefits financially from a global audience consuming more online
content than it experienced before. Instead, the language of democracy and authenticity shift the
focus to all users participating and creating authentic connections with one another.

Citizens as Ordinary Users
One of the main appeals of democracy is its promise of equality for all. This ideal
translates into democracy favoring ordinary people, and the concept of authenticity helps to
reinforce the value of ordinariness. As I discuss above, during the late eighteenth century, many
idealists viewed gentlemen as the most suitable group to hold political office, but these early
American conceptions of democracy also championed ordinary citizens. Wood argues, “The
equality that was so crucial to republican citizenship had a permissive significance in America
that could not be restrained, and ordinary people, whose meanness and need to labour had made
them contemptible in the eyes of their superiors from the beginning of history, found in
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republican equality a powerful justification for their self-esteem and self-assertion.”84 As early
America shifted from a republic towards a democracy, lower-class white men began to gain
independence and more economic opportunities, which encouraged them to question why only
gentlemen were thought to be capable of holding office.85 According to Wood, since the nation
was no longer ruled by a European monarch, America consisted of “a sprawling mass of the
destitute,” which made citizens appear more similar than different, making the ability for masters
and patriarchs to govern their subordinates more difficult.86 The challenging of social hierarchy
also led to the desire for Americans to improve their economic status, and many workers had
new opportunities to purchase new types of luxuries. Wood says, “Expectations of raising one’s
standard of living –if only to buy new consumer goods –seeped deeper and deeper into the
society and had profound effects on the consciousness of ordinary people… Enlightened
republicanism was breeding social competitiveness and individualism.”87 Essentially the
American dream relies on the ideal that the common person can socially and economically
progress, making ordinariness vital to the concept of democracy.
Democracy encourages the “pursuit of happiness” and for men to improve their social
position, which contradicts America’s original values of democratic participants as separate from
monetary gain and the desire for power. However, the language of democracy and republicanism
uphold both virtuous citizens and the rise of the ordinary citizen. As Wood explains, “The
Revolution was the source of its own contradictions,”88 and these contradictions still persist
today. Wood further explains, “By equality they [the revolutionaries] meant most obviously
equality of opportunity, inciting genius to action and opening up careers to men of talent and
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virtue.”89 As ordinary citizens began to question traditional authoritative structures, they also
began to challenge the perception of leisure time and critique it as “idleness.”90 Democracy
promises equal opportunities, providing citizens the chance for various forms of improvement.
Therefore the monetary motivations republicanism condemned were now viewed as beneficial
and a demonstration that democracy was fruitful. Wood describes, “If each person was supposed
to pursue his own private interests, and the pursuit of private interests was the real source of the
public good, then it was foolish to expect men to devote their time and energy to public
responsibilities without compensation.”91 This description of democracy directly connects the
public good with monetary motivations. As explained above, republicanism laid the foundation
for American democracy. The ideals of virtuous citizens and prioritizing the public good
continued as the narrative of democracy developed in America, but now the pursuit of private
interests made men moral rather than selfish. Men’s private gain was also public gain since it
was the fulfillment of democracy, and marketplace motivations could be present since they were
for the good of the nation.
A person’s appearance of authenticity similarly reinforces that their social progress does
not undermine democracy but actually shows its success, and YouTube largely relies on this
rhetorical strategy in how it describes itself. On YouTube’s “About” page, the “freedom of
opportunity” is listed as one of YouTube’s essential freedoms. The page states, “We [YouTube]
believe everyone should have easy, open access to information and that video is a powerful force
for education, building understanding, and documenting world events, big and small.”92 The
rhetoric the YouTube company uses here to describe itself clearly sets up the platform as aiding
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democracy because it suggests that through using YouTube users have various opportunities to
improve themselves. According to Allocca, to create equal possibilities for users on YouTube,
the platform lowers the bar to participate. Content, especially in the early years of YouTube, did
not have to appear overly polished or professional to acquire a large number of views, and this
lower standard for production quality implies that YouTube videos have less performance and
staging. Allocca explains, “The aesthetic of YouTube is about stripping away the artifice that
prevents us from connecting with the things people make, the people who make them, and the
other people who watch them.” He clarifies that “production value remains important to
audiences, but authenticity is king.”93 While the appearance of a video matters, the ability for the
person in the video to appear as a true version of themselves is far more valuable to the YouTube
community. Presentations of honesty also imply that most YouTube users are ordinary people.
For example, Allocca contends, “The authenticity that attracted us to early YouTube videos and
channels came not from their amateurism, but from the aesthetic honesty that naturally
accompanies amateurism.”94 Allocca’s description suggests that many YouTube content creators
are not formally trained in video production, and their amateurism make their videos appear less
staged and heavily edited because supposedly users do not have the tools or skills to do so.
Perceptions of YouTube directly rely on presentations of both authenticity and democracy, and
these two concepts build upon each other to rhetorically present content creators as everyday
people who are honest with their audiences.
According to the YouTube company, one of its main goals is to provide financial
opportunities to authentic creators. In the YouTube Official Blog post where Wojcicki recalls the
platform’s 15 year history, which I describe at the beginning of this chapter, Wojcicki explains,
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“YouTube is unique as a platform since we share the majority of revenue with our creators.
Going forward, our goal is to continue to grow revenue and audiences of YouTube creators.” She
also describes the focus of the YouTube company “is to distribute the content produced by
others.”95 This blog post follows YouTube’s narratives that it is a democratic for ordinary users.
Wojcicki uses this rhetoric to differentiate YouTube from other forms of media,96 claiming that
YouTube is more authentic: “While traditional media often showed polished and perfected
versions of life, this medium [YouTube] was different; it had a raw, honest, and authentic feel.”97
She relies on the understanding that democracy and authenticity depend on valuing truthfulness,
and in this post, that concept is directly linked to YouTube’s supposed business model. YouTube
wants its users, both famous and ordinary, to believe that the company values them and
democratically provides methods of enhancing their authentic selves and content.
In a different blog post, YouTube BrandConnect’s Product Manager Henry Scott-Green
says, “We’re always looking for new ways to help creators earn more money, and we’ve
added additional resources to help creators get started making branded content on Creator
Academy.” 98 Scott-Green encourages the idea that YouTube provides tools for ordinary users to
advance to the level content creator who can earn a profit and connect with advertising partners,
reinforcing that YouTube aids in the achievement of the American Dream of financial success.
He also says, “Through YouTube BrandConnect, we’re making it easier for creators and
brands to create branded content that is both authentic and effective. Our focus will continue
to be supporting and driving revenue to creators, providing measurable campaigns for
Wojcicki, “YouTube at 15”.
I will further discuss this point in Chapter Two to analyze how this narrative presents the YouTube community as
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brands, and reaching viewers with authentic and relevant content.” 99 Again, the notion of
authenticity coincides with the facilitation of ordinary YouTube users earning revenue. As
previously established, YouTube’s narrative of how the platform works presents ordinary
users as authentic, so if the company aides them in earning a profit from YouTube videos
then this does not undermine the creators’ authenticity. Instead, it supposedly demonstrates
the success of YouTube’s democracy. YouTube’s branding exemplifies that authenticity and
democracy are rhetorical strategies for justifying economic gain on social media platforms.

Racism and Whiteness Within the YouTube Democracy
The YouTube company’s narrative of the platform promoting democracy and
authenticity enable YouTube to appear as championing traditional American values.
However, this rhetoric often overlooks the role whiteness plays in American descriptions of
democracy and how these narratives can perpetuate harmful prejudices. For example, Matias
and Newlove discuss white supremacist approaches to the “interpretation of the Constitution –a
document initiated and signed into history by white male slave owners.” They say, “The literal
interpretation of this document has historically been deemed ‘American’ or ‘patriotic’ by some,
while conversely interpretations that go beyond this scope are deemed anti-American or
traitorous.”100 From this perspective, Americanness and democracy are synonymous with
whiteness. Wood similarly expresses how many white Americans during the Revolutionary Era
did not want to include women and nonwhite men in their ideologies of democratic equality:
“Not all Americans, of course, shared fully these enlightened assumptions about the natural
equality of mankind… Others balked at including Indians or blacks within the sphere of men;
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and when many men thought about women in these terms, it was only to emphasize woman’s
difference from men, not their equality.”101 Because YouTube’s rhetoric of the platform as
upholding democratic values perpetuates American values to a global audience, YouTube also
maintains the racism affiliated with these ideals.
In Streampunks, YouTube’s Chief Business Officer Robert Kyncl discusses that not
all creators have the same opportunities on YouTube. He explains that like Hollywood,
YouTube lacks Black representation: “In fact, unless you count musicians, only one of
YouTube’s one hundred most popular channels as of this writing [2017] featured a creator of
African descent, the British gamer and comedian KSI.” 102 He continues to describe how
YouTube’s algorithms that recommend videos for users to watch are still influenced by
societal biases, which I will discuss in more detail in Chapter 3. Kyncl also explains that
Black content creators struggle to get views on YouTube because viewers are “less likely to
tap to watch a video knowing that the creator was a black male,” and this is also true for
Black women and nonbinary creators.103 However, like Allocca and Wojcicki, since Kyncl
works for the YouTube company, his work still presents YouTube in a positive light, and he
emphasizes that he hopes for change on the platform. Kyncl includes personal details, such
as his wife is Dominican and that his daughters “are young women of color,” to rhetorically
situate himself as closely linked to the issue and reinforce that he cares about racism on
YouTube. He also incorporates YouTube’s branding of democracy into his discussion of race
claiming, “YouTube has a chance to create a new status quo in entertainment while
simultaneously inspiring a new generation of diverse creators.” This presentation of
YouTube suggests that the platform’s contribution to democracy will eventually supersede
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racism. However, Kyncl still acknowledges how racism challenges the company’s branding:
“It runs contrary to the ideals of the open and democratic platform YouTube strives to be,
one in which anyone can find equal opportunity to share his or her voice.” 104 Kyncl’s
description of democracy places the ideal in opposition to racism, but this logic overlooks the
role that race and gender play in the development of American ideologies of democracy.
Since YouTube’s branding relies on a white American narrative of democracy, YouTube is
still going to perpetuate and reinforce those prejudices.
The inherent whiteness of American narratives of democratic technology challenge
what it means for YouTube to be “of the people.” According Allocca, YouTube “is one of the
few brands in the world that is defined more by the people who engaged with it than by the
product it offers. This is, ultimately, what makes YouTube the comprehensive reflection of the
human experience that it is and why it tells us so much about ourselves.”105 This is an obvious
generalization and overtly ignores that gaps in representation that Kyncl describes, but
overlooking how marginalized experiences fit into this supposed reflection of humanity allows
Allocca to emphasize equality. The equality of opportunity that YouTube strives to present does
not hold up in actuality, and the language of authenticity and democracy help distract from the
inequalities present on the platform. In Allocca’s description, YouTube comes across as
democratic since it enables the broadcasting of supposedly all experiences, and this descriptions
presents the platform as authentic since YouTube videos should truly reflect who the users are.
Both ideals work together to make the platform profitable. Strangelove reasons, “Google is
certainly aware that it needs a host of amateurs who are willing to post their videos on YouTube.
Without the willing and abundant contributions of amateurs YouTube would find it much more
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difficult to compete for our attention.”106 Essentially, the YouTube company profits from its
users’ desires for democracy and authenticity, but these values also keep the presence of
economic gain unproblematic as long as it appears to be for the good of others. Therefore,
representations of YouTube as democratic directly rely on the rhetoric of authenticity, and
together these ideals portray monetary ambitions as honorable.

Conclusion
YouTube’s reliance on the descriptions of authenticity and democracy enable the social
media platform to appear as preserving traditional American values to empower its users. For
example, Kevin Allocca’s narrative of YouTube relies on the exceptionalist views of American
history. Although he works for the YouTube corporation, Allocca admits that he initially
struggled to understand and respect YouTube content creators because “these stars had a kind of
celebrity so unlike anything we’d seen before. It was, deep down, hard for most of us to really
take them seriously.”107 To provide users more credibility, he makes an unexpected comparison
to one of America’s founding fathers. According to Allocca, “Today’s talents, interestingly have
more in common with America’s original celebrity, Ben Franklin… A hard-to-describe celebrity,
famous for sharing his thoughts about life and current events, Franklin decided himself what
topics he’d cover and managed his own channels of distribution to audiences.”108 While this is an
oversimplification of Franklin, this connection to an American founding father presents
YouTube users as a continuation of fundamental American ideals, and Allocca’s rhetorical
strategy gives content creators validity since they are supposedly following the footsteps of
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Franklin. Referencing early America also aligns YouTube with a particular view of progress.
Marx says that Franklin was one of several “radical thinkers who led the way in framing this
master narrative of progress,” and he argues that although these republican revolutionaries
“celebrated mechanical innovation, they celebrated it only as the means of achieving progress.”
Marx emphasizes that republican ideologists only valued technological innovation because they
saw it as a method to achieve their social and political goals.109 While American views of
technology have changed over time, discussions of YouTube as democratic perpetuate the belief
in technology as the tool of democracy, as discussed in the introduction.
This chapter argues that the descriptions of YouTube as a democratic platform full of
authentic users is part of this ongoing dialogue about technology. The incorporation of
democracy and authenticity into the language of social media allows internet users to view
themselves as upholding positive American values and contributing good to society. This
narrative also overlooks the pitfalls the market or greed may bring to the internet since monetary
motivations are disguised as the desired result of social progress and technological innovation.
While the notion of democracy through social media is more a utopian ideal than reality, this
discourse reveals how modern America relies on American exceptionalism as the foundation for
the technology story of social media, as demonstrated by the democratic rhetoric of YouTube.
Kyncl explains, “The enormity of what’s happening on YouTube is why I felt compelled to join
it… But it was YouTube’s open and global nature, its limitless potential, and its global presence
that led me firmly to believe that it represented the future of entertainment.”110 YouTube’s
popularity enables the platform to perpetuate traditional American ideals to a global audience,
and if Kyncl is correct that YouTube represents the future of entertainment, then technology will
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continue to rely on American understandings of authenticity and democracy as the internet
provides more ways for users to broadcast themselves.
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CHAPTER TWO: THE YOUTUBE COMMUNITY
In 2014, the YouTube channel CollegeHumor made a video titled “EVERY YOUTUBE
VIDEO EVER” that parodies common vlog trends. The video opens in a vlog style with a man
talking to a camera, “Hey, guys, it’s me, twenty-eight-year-old guy with a haircut that makes him
look like a fifteen-year-old boy,” and then cuts to a woman saying, “Or a girl in a low-cut shirt.”
The video continues to mock the formulaic ways YouTubers make jokes, “Obvious joke minus
perspective plus shitty costume plus screaming equals ten billion views on all my videos,” and it
even includes a punchline about popular creators’ fragile egos, “If you like this video, please rate
and subscribe. If you didn’t, I’ll dismiss you as a hater and surround myself with idiots who
praise everything I do.”111 Another channel, Fine Brothers Entertainment, asked popular
YouTubers to watch and react to CollegeHumor’s parody, and Colleen Ballinger responds, “This
is why Hollywood hates us [YouTubers].”112 She acknowledges that there is some truth to the
parody, and her statement demonstrates that these characteristics both separate YouTube content
from other forms of media and encourage mainstream media creators to dislike YouTubers.
CollegeHumor’s video reflects a common narrative that the YouTube community is
misunderstood and ridiculed by outsiders. In a different Fine Brothers React video about
YouTube TV,113 Youtuber Joe Jitsukawa explains, “We’ve been on YouTube for ten years, and
when we first started, the cable TV networks, everyone thought we were a joke. And now they
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want to be on YouTube.”114 There is a clear divide between how this community describes itself
and how they understand outsiders’ perceptions of their group. Like YouTube’s branding of the
platform as democratic and “of the people,” which I describe in Chapter One, many content
creators also express that YouTube is communally driven and separated from the mainstream. I
argue that this democratic presentation acts as a rhetorical strategy to reinforce narratives of the
platform community as a subculture.
In Thanks for Watching, Patricia Lange informs that during her ethnographic research on
YouTube, people who used the platform to make “social ties considered themselves part of a
YouTube community by interpersonally sharing videos on topics that were important to
them.”115 Many YouTubers share those communal values, which shape the narrative of the
YouTube community. For example, popular YouTuber Rosanna Pansino describes her faithful
viewers very positively, “Having such an amazing and creative community who tune and watch
me all the time and they’re just so supportive of everything I’m doing still feels surreal.”116 This
description of YouTube as a place for coming together with others is fairly common among
regular users. According to Michael Strangelove in Watching YouTube, “There is no one
authoritative YouTube identity, but there is one dominant YouTube community –the community
of amateur videographers. Their numbers will most likely always exceed those of participating
celebrities and media corporations.”117 While content uploaded by traditional media outlets and
famous people can outperform user-generated content on the platform now, the notion that the
YouTube community leads YouTube culture and is ultimately distinct from the rest of society
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still persists in discussions of YouTube. This chapter analyzes how the YouTube community’s
perception of itself as outside the mainstream reinforces subcultural values to understand the
platform’s relationship to other forms of media. Lange describes the YouTube users she
interviewed, “For the people profiled in this book, YouTube is a state of mind. It is not just a
video-sharing website but rather a perspective that welcomes video makers of all abilities into a
mediated, social space.”118 This chapter builds upon Lange’s description to argue that the
narrative of the YouTube community is a worldview that relies on a subcultural rhetoric, and this
rhetoric uses both authenticity and democracy to negotiate tensions between loyalty to the
YouTube community and the desire to be respected by mainstream media. I want to clarify that I
do not attempt to argue whether the YouTube community is truly a subculture. Instead, this
chapter is interested in how this group perceives itself as a subculture and uses the rhetoric of
one.
To understand how the YouTube community describes itself, I analyzed a sample of ten
YouTubers REACT videos from the REACT channel, formerly known as Fine Brothers
Entertainment [FBE] Channel. React Media, also referred to as “REACT,” was founded by
brothers Benny and Rafi Fine and is a successful YouTube channel with over twenty million
subscribers. The channel description describes it as “fostering bigger conversations and building
stronger communities!”119 React Media makes several popular series where different groups
react to various types of content, such as Kids REACT, Adults REACT, and Elders REACT, and
the reactors share what they think about popular internet trends, viral videos, current events, and
technology. One of these series is YouTubers REACT, where React Media shows well known
YouTubers a video, records them reacting to the video, and then asks the YouTubers questions
118
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about it. This series often covers YouTubers discussing important topics relating to YouTube
culture, which provides useful texts to examine how the YouTube community talks about itself. I
selected ten videos that discussed perceptions of YouTube and its online community. For this
chapter, I am using popular YouTubers as representative of the larger YouTube community. As
mentioned above, Strangelove argues that content creators make up the YouTube community,
and in many ways, YouTubers are the leaders to this group. The famous YouTubers that appear
in the REACT series often have different experiences from non-famous YouTube creators, but as
I discuss in Chapter 4, popular YouTubers and regular YouTube users regularly share similar
understandings of the YouTube community.
This chapter begins by defining the concept of a subculture in order to understand how
the YouTube community’s descriptions of itself follow subcultural logic. Scholarship of
subcultures often follows the Centre for Contemporary Cultural Studies’ [CCCS]
characterization of these groups, and this chapter discusses both the value and problems with the
CCCS’s version of the concept. Then, I explore how YouTube imagines itself as an internet
subculture and the reasons YouTubers give for their investment in this community. Next, the
chapter examines how the YouTube community positions itself as a unique form of
entertainment with distinct characteristics that separate it from television. However, the
platform’s distinctiveness also creates tension with traditional media gatekeepers, and many
YouTubers feel the need to validate the platform and their content in order to legitimize the
community. Lastly, this chapter argues that even though YouTubers imagine themselves as
marginalized by mainstream media, many content creators still want to achieve mainstream
success, which contradicts this group’s subcultural rhetoric. However, the community’s narrative
of YouTube as both democratic and authentic works to ease this tension.
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Subcultural Rhetoric
In the introduction to The Subcultures Reader, Sarah Thornton explains that there is not a
comprehensive definition of a subculture “but rather a debate –the problem at the root of which
is about how scholars imagine and make sense of people” as a collective rather than as
individuals.120 Like most concepts, the notion of a subculture fluctuates and varies among
scholars; Shane Blackman calls it “a chameleon theory.”121 However, there are several key
characteristics. Richard Khan and Douglas Kellner provide a general definition of the term,
“Subcultures traditionally represent alternative cultures and practices to the dominant culture of
the status quo.” They also explain that these groups’ relatively small size, connections to
“emergent youth culture and the cultural novelties of the day,” and their political resistance “all
serve to ensure that subcultures are constructed so as to be more than mere reproductions of the
grander cultural forms, themes, and practices.”122 Essentially subcultures are smaller groups or
communities that stand outside of or in opposition to the majority culture. As mentioned above,
scholarship on subcultures heavily relies on the CCCS’s conceptualization of the term, and I
argue that YouTube’s use of subcultural rhetoric similarly parallels this school’s definition.
In “A General Theory of Subcultures,” Albert K. Cohen explains that throughout
everyone’s daily lives, people face “problems,” and these problems “come from one or the other
of two sources, the actor’s ‘frame of reference’ and the ‘situation’ he confronts.”123 These
problems can either be small, such as where to shop, or large, like whether someone should get
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married. Cohen says that people have two options for how to solve their social problems: They
can either conform, or they can do what is considered socially unacceptable. He clarifies that
some are more equipped than others to do what society wants because of their “age, sex, racial
and ethnic category, each occupation, economic stratum and social class.”124 However, if people
cannot meet societal standards, they have to find another solution to handle their problems.
According to Cohen, “Should our problems be not capable of solution in ways acceptable to our
groups and should they be sufficiently pressing, we are not so likely to strike out on our own as
we are to shop around for a group with a different subculture with a frame of reference we find
more congenial.”125 If someone has desires outside of mainstream culture, then that person can
find a subculture with similar interests and values. Since these groups go against dominant
societal beliefs, outsiders often see members of a subculture in a negative light. Thornton
explains, “It is also often assumed that there is something innately oppositional in the word
‘subculture.’” She argues this is because these communities “are perceived to deviate from the
normative ideals of adult communities.” 126 Following the CCCS understanding of subcultures,
mainstream society regularly looks down upon subcultures because they reject and challenge
what is considered normal. For instance, Dick Hebdige refers to subcultures as “noise” because
they disrupt dominant culture.127
Another key aspect of subcultures is the creation of their own cultural systems that
outsiders regularly do not understand; Thornton describes a subculture’s insider knowledge as
“being in the know.”128 In Cohen’s model, he explains that when someone finds another person
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or group with similar problems they collectively create a solution.129 Through this collective
problem solving, a set of “group standards” emerges providing a “shared frame of reference” and
creating a new subculture. Cohen says, “It is cultural because each actor’s participation in this
system of norms is influenced by his perception of the same norms in other actors. It is
subcultural because the norms are shared only among those actors” that are within the group.130
When a person opts out of conforming to mainstream standards, they often find another group of
people and create their own sets of values. His model of subculture also sets up a binary between
mainstream conformity and subcultural resistance, which is a key component of subcultural
rhetoric. Thornton similarly explains that communal standards are a key component of
subcultures: “Subcultures are known to their members and often investigated through their eyes
to the extent that the distinction between subcultural insider and non-subcultural outsider is often
a matter of collective perception.”131 The community decides who belongs and who does not,
and through this group discernment, the values of the subculture develop over time. This also
allows subculture members to create unique identities. In her analysis of club culture, Thornton
maintains, “Subcultural ideologies are a means by which youth imagine their own and other
social groups, assert their distinctive character and affirm that they are not anonymous members
of an undifferentiated mass.”132 A clear distinction from other cultural groups is an essential
component of subcultural rhetoric.
The notion of separateness is even directly expressed in the term “subculture.” Thornton
explains, “In fact, the prefix ‘sub,’ which ascribes a lower or secondary rank to the entity it
modifies, gives us a clue to one of the main assumptions of this tradition of scholarship ‒namely,
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that the social groups investigated in the name of ‘subcultures’ are subordinate, subaltern or
subterranean.” Many often imagine these groups as “beneath, but within” larger culture, and this
status of being less than dominant society can stem from subcultures’ subversive nature as well
as some groups’ minority status because of age, class, and race. According to Thornton, this is
one of the “main assumptions” about subcultures made by CCCS scholarship. 133 Her own work
on British youth club culture during the 1990s reflects this view, and Thornton argues that some
subcultures even enjoy their status as separate from mainstream society. For example,
participation in a club culture encouraged participants’ “rebellion against, or rather escape from,
the trapping of [the] parental class.” Young clubbers wanted independence from authority
figures. Thornton explains, “They are generally happy to identify a homogenous crowd to which
they don’t belong. And while there are many ‘other’ scenes, most clubbers and ravers see
themselves as outside and in opposition to the ‘mainstream.’” 134 By belittling dominant culture
and those associated with it, such as girls who enjoy pop music, participants of club and rave
culture add to their own status because they imagine themselves as superior. Because what
society considers “mainstream” typically goes unquestioned, Thornton argues that this term is
useful for club culture, and “clubbers can denigrate it without self-consciousness or guilt.”135
Although the concept of “subculture” relies on the idea that a group is marginalized but still
within dominant culture, these communities can use that logic to their own advantage to add to
their own status within their group. However, this enjoyment of marginalization does not hold
true for all subcultures, especially in regards to oppressed communities. The club and rave
subcultures Thornton describes are largely made up of white teenagers, so their perspective of
rebellion has different connotations than other types of subcultures, such as communities built
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upon racial and ethnic ties.
According to Blackman, “At the core of the CCCS theory of subculture is resistance and
dissent.”136 Hebdige claims that the punk subculture’s rebelliousness and offensiveness made
them “spectacular.”137 For many scholars, a subculture’s “otherness” is essential to their
uniqueness and what makes these groups valuable to research. Hebdige argues that if a group is
blended back into mainstream culture then it can no longer be a subculture and it has lost its
spectacular quality. For example, as punk music and style became more popular during the late
1970s and 1980s, this subculture was no longer as shocking to outsiders and became more
normalized. Hebdige explains, “Eventually, the mods, the punks, the glitter rockers can be
incorporated, brought back into line, located on the preferred ‘map of problematic social reality’
at the point where boys in lipstick are ‘just kids dressing up,’ where girls in rubber dressed are
‘daughters just like yours.’”138 While some of these fashion choices were not necessarily aligned
with mainstream values, because they were popularized, punk, mod, and glitter rocker style
became more socially accepted. For Hebdige, this resulted in “the defusion of the subculture’s
subversive power.”139 Essentially, if a community becomes too popular and too mainstream, it
can no longer be a subculture because that violates the term’s core definition. Following this
subcultural logic, assimilation also takes away the group’s authenticity. As I discuss in Chapter
One, authenticity is another concept that relies on communal approval and separation from
mainstream values. A person’s authenticity relies on the perception that they are motivated by
the good of the community more than commercial gain. Since subcultures, by definition, must be
outside of the mainstream market, these groups are often upheld as the pinnacle of authenticity.
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To support its appearance of authenticity, as discussed in Chapter One, the YouTube
community relies on a subcultural rhetoric. For example, the choice to call dedicated users of the
platform a “community” implies subcultural values since many people often use the term as a
synonym for “subculture.” In the introduction to The Subcultures Reader, Thornton discusses
several words with similar definitions to subculture, and she explains, “‘Community’ is perhaps
the label whose referent is closest to subculture, to the degree that several contributors use the
terms interchangeably.” However, she clarifies that the two terms have subtle differences.
“Community” regularly signifies a stable population, such as a neighborhood or groups with
familial connections, but “subculture” does not have these connotations. “Subculture” also has an
implied oppositional tone, as described above. 140 However, for the YouTube community,
although participants do not use the term “subculture,” their usage of “community” regularly
algins with the concept of a subculture, and for this chapter, the two words will be used
interchangeably, unless otherwise noted.
To understand YouTube as a community, the incorporation of the platform into the lives
of its consistent users also needs to be analyzed. In YouTube, Jean Burgess and Joshua Green
stress, “Like all media, YouTube only really makes sense when understood as something that
people make use of in everyday life.”141 As mentioned above, for the community, YouTube is a
way of thinking, and for many, the platform is a meaningful way to communicate with likeminded others. Although, there are many users who imagine themselves as a YouTube
community, there are millions of users on YouTube, and of course not all of them share this
perception. As Lange says, “Clearly, not all YouTubers experienced the site as a community at
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the same time, with many people never seeing the site in this way.”142 However, many users
frequently describe themselves as a community, and since communal values are integral for this
dissertation’s key terms of democracy and authenticity, analyzing the platform through the lens
of community is important. According to Lange, “Over a decade after the site’s launch, creators
are still discussing prospects for community on YouTube. The recurrence of discussions about
community demonstrates that the concept remains open to negotiation as each media generation
arrives and must collectively assess its merits and possibilities as a meaningful interactive
frame.”143 The discussion of YouTube as communally driven is ongoing, and a main reason is
that YouTube’s function as a platform relies on sharing. Burgess and Green explain, “Similarly,
YouTube is not actually in the video business –it’s business, rather, is the provision of a
convenient and usable platform for online video sharing.”144 This reflects the YouTube
company’s branding of the platform as a place for everyone to equally participate and share their
content and a part of oneself with others.
YouTube culture is heavily created and shaped by faithful platform users. Through
repeated use of the website, users can easily build social networks, and regular participation of
content creators and viewers forms a unique YouTube community. According to Burgess and
Green, these consistent users make up YouTube’s “social core” consisting of those “who spend
time on the website contributing content, referring to, building on and critiquing each other’s
videos, as well as collaborating (and arguing) with one another,” and these different practices
allow for “the co-creation of a particular version of YouTube’s emergent culture.”145 Burgess
and Green’s description demonstrates that the YouTube community fits within the definition of a
142
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subculture since participants collectively determine the culture of the platform. Strangelove
agrees with this understanding of YouTube and argues, “Sceptics aside, there remains the simple
fact that many Internet users see themselves as part of a community; this is particularly true of
YouTubers.”146 He defines a community as those with shared interests who form social
connections based on those interests. While this definition is much broader than many definitions
of subculture because a community’s interests can be either mainstream or oppositional,
Strangelove’s understanding of a community has similarities to Cohen’s descriptions of
subcultures since both rely on groups forming around similar interests and experiences. Another
characteristic, described by Strangelove, is simply that people identify with YouTube as a
community: “They invest time in it and develop relationships through it.” Users put effort into
maintaining a sense of community and debating communal values, and their intense care
demonstrates that YouTube can be a communal place.147
While I argue that the YouTube community uses a subcultural rhetoric that follows the
CCCS understanding of the concept, there are flaws with this conceptualization and some
scholars even question whether the term “subculture” is still useful, resulting in “postsubcultural” theory. According to Paul Hodkinson, scholars who oppose the CCCS definition of
subcultures argue that the term implies “collective fixity and structural determinism” and
overlooks young people’s agency, individuality, and fluid identities.148 Many post-subcultural
theorists also criticize the CCCS’s overreliance on class for their understanding of communities.
Tracy Shildrick and Robert MacDonald explain, “Almost unanimously, post-subcultural studies
reject the previously pivotal significance of class based subcultures, as theorised by the Centre
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for Contemporary Cultural Studies (CCCS) at Birmingham, in their attempts to explain new
forms of youth cultural identity.”149 Instead, post-subcultural theory calls for new methods and
concepts to understand youth culture and communities outside of mainstream culture, such as
analyzing “individual lifestyle and consumption choices.”150 However, Shildrick and MacDonald
note that completely ignoring subcultural theory in favor of analyzing consumption overlooks the
role of class and socioeconomic dynamics in youth communities. Solely analyzing consumerism
in youth culture tends to prioritize the actions of the financially well off.151 Lastly, scholars have
criticized the CCCS’s subcultural theory for its lack of attention to gender and race.152 For
example, Hebdige’s analysis of the punk subculture is considered a foundational subculture text,
yet Hebdige pays little attention to female punks and ignores the role of whiteness within this
group. To address this significant flaw of subcultural theory scholarship, many scholars have
published works concerning race and gender within different subcultures, but these are more
recent developments within the field.
Despite the concerns of post-subcultural theorists and critiques of CCCS, subcultural
theory is still useful, and some hope to find a middle ground between these two conflicting
theories. Shildrick and MacDonald argue, “Some of the theoretical and methodological
propositions of the [CCCS] remain relevant,” and they propose that the concept of a subculture is
useful to understand how “social divisions still shape youth cultural identities.”153 The CCCS
subcultural theory is valuable to understand perceptions of and participation in acts of rebellion.
An example of this is the CCCS’s emphasis on difference. Hodkinson explains, “The study of
‘abnormal’ groups can tell us much about these groups themselves and their participants, but also
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has the potential to illuminate aspects of the broader society within which they operate, not only
through obvious points of divergence and tension but also… striking similarities and connections
with respect to the broader practices, motivations and concerns that can underlie spectacular or
deviant facades.”154 Subcultural theory is useful to understand marginalized communities,
dominant culture, and the relationship between the two. Hodkinson supports using the term
“subcultures” as long as scholars do not overly restrict their understanding of these groups. The
importance of this theory is analyzing the context of participants’ use of social networks, space,
insider knowledge, unique culture, and relationship to other types of culture.155 For the purposes
of this chapter, I will utilize subcultural theory’s emphasis on community development and
separation from mainstream values to better understand how the YouTube community uses a
subcultural rhetoric.

The YouTube Community as a Subculture
Most definitions of subcultures emphasize that these communities are supposedly
different from mainstream culture. However, subcultures can form around consumer goods and
brands, and this does not necessarily contradict the group’s function as a subculture. John W.
Schouten and James H. McAlexander conducted ethnographic research on the Harley-Davidson
biker subculture, and they describe this community as a “subculture of consumption.” They
explain that “consumption activities, product categories, or even brands” are often the foundation
upon which communities and social connections are built, and they contend that analyzing
subcultures in this way demonstrates the relationship between these groups and “marketing
institutions.” They define a subculture of consumption as “as a distinctive subgroup of society
154
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that self-selects on the basis of a shared commitment to a particular product class, brand, or
consumption activity. Other characteristics of a subculture of consumption include an
identifiable, hierarchical social structure; a unique ethos, or set of shared beliefs and values; and
unique jargons, rituals, and modes of symbolic expression.” 156 Essentially a subculture of
consumption is similar to other subcultures, but this term specifically focuses on a subculture’s
usage of consumer products to form a unique community. Like the Harley-Davidson subculture
that Schouten and McAlenxander analyze, the YouTube community is also a subculture of
consumption, since this group developed around a shared connection through social media
consumption. The YouTube company may not sell actual products, but advertising, branding,
and monetization play major roles in how the YouTube community functions and views itself,
which I will further discuss in Chapter Three. However, unlike the Harley-Davidson subculture,
the YouTube community has more opportunities for content creation as well as consumption,
which involves a different form of participation than only buying a product.
As mentioned in the previous chapter, Sarah Banet-Weiser argues that American
branding relies on notions of authenticity. She asserts, “In the contemporary US, branding is
about building an affective, authentic relationship with a consumer, one based –just like a
relationship between two people –on the accumulation of memories, emotions, personal
narratives, and expectations.”157 Since brands present themselves as authentic and are essential to
many people’s identities, they can easily be incorporated into subcultures without completely
undoing the function of the subculture, like Hebdige feared, or undermining the community’s
authenticity. Lange explains that American YouTubers incorporated their understanding of
mainstream consumer culture into the YouTube community: “When YouTubers from the United
John W. Schouten and James H. McAlexander, “Subclutures of Consumption: An Ethnography of the New
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States first arrived, they brought ideas from their cultures to media making. At the same time,
they had to contend with specific technical features, people, and commercialized motivations on
the site.”158 For American users, the platform blends national understandings of media,
technology, and commercialism. Recall from Chapter One that the YouTube company’s
branding of the site heavily relies on democracy, and this also emphasizes the perceptions of
YouTube as a community. According to Lange, “YouTube’s emplaced activities offered
inclusive and democratizing dynamics by inspiring a sense of collective togetherness.”159 Just
like authenticity is essential to a subcultural identity, democracy is also a major component of
YouTube’s subcultural rhetoric. The notion that YouTube upholds democracy and enables all
users to equally share their voice encourages users to participate by uploading their own content
as well as viewing other users’ videos, creating a communal dynamic. Some scholars argue that
this likewise contributes to the rebelliousness of the platform. Strangelove claims, “As a domain
that represents the mundane realities of everyday existence, YouTube is a cultural field where we
participate in ideologies and also express our resistance to domination.”160 Therefore YouTube’s
branding as a democratic platform is fundamental to the YouTube community’s subcultural
rhetoric.
Although YouTube is heavily business motivated, the YouTube community still views
the platform as a predominantly social space. When describing the users she interviewed for her
ethnography, Lange explains, “Most interviewees believed that under the right circumstances,
YouTube could facilitate community –often in spite of its commercialized infrastructure.”161
YouTube’s branding celebrates the “ordinary” user, promoting the idea that any user can
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participate on the platform and find success. This is a key element for creating the “right
circumstances” for communal development on YouTube. In various REACT videos, React
Media asks popular YouTubers questions about the platform. In the video “YouTubers React to
Top 15 YouTube Channels Over Time,” REACT shows YouTubers a video displaying the
fifteen channels with the most subscribers since 2011 moving forward to early 2019. The video
shows growing subscriber numbers of each channel and which channels moved up and down the
list over time. Several YouTubers commented on how this video represented the encouragement
users found in the platform. For example, creator Brennen Taylor says, “I feel like it gives hope
to people, ‘cause like anything can happen to any person. You know, like, PewDiePie wasn’t on
the top list in the beginning, and then he just came out of nowhere.”162 He describes the platform
as a place for regular users to succeed, not just large companies. Similarly, another creator Ryan
Burton, known as Rhino, comments, “You never know what you can do and what you’re capable
of. It doesn’t matter what the chart looks like now. You can –if you wanna be at the top, it’s
possible.”163 These sentiments create a welcoming environment on the platform because it
encourages all users to participate, and the potential for ordinary users to succeed emphasizes the
community’s authenticity. REACT asked the creators what the platform was like when they first
started on YouTube, and Alonzo Lerone answered, “I think it was more real back then. It was
real, including my channel. I was more raw.”164 Although these comments are not specifically
calling YouTube a “community,” these YouTubers describe the core characteristics of the
YouTube community: democracy and authenticity.
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The ability for user-generated content to succeed so well on the platform gives users hope
in the community. Kevin Allocca explains that initially YouTube, and internet content in general,
appeared “gimmicky, with some inspiring exceptions.” However, he argues that this content was
actually “the products of a creative community trying to adapt to the ways we were engaging
with a new medium. These were not just random amateurs messing around, but ambitious talents
trying to figure it out.”165 This narrative presents the YouTube community as a safe space for
users to upload their content and have other encouraging participants watch their videos. In
another react video “YouTubers React to their Old YouTube Channel Profile #2,” React Media
uses the Wayback Machine for YouTubers to look at how their channel’s appearance has
changed over time.166 YouTuber Issa Twaimz responds, “Now making videos, I always refer
back to the good ol’ days of, you know, this time because it was such a positive environment. I
have, you know, my little community. It’s very heart warming.” Later in the video, Twaimz
explains that he has taken breaks from YouTube, but the community encouraged him to begin
making content again. He says, “One of the main reasons I came back was for my subscribers.
Without the community, you know, my channel’s nothing.”167 Twaimz’s remarks portrays the
community as the driving force of content creation on YouTube.
Similarly, in the REACT video “YouTubers React to YouTube Videos With ZERO
VIEWS,” React Media introduces YouTubers to the website Randomly Inspired that shows users
YouTube videos with zero views.168 Many YouTubers were excited by this because of the
common trend on YouTube to want to be the first viewer or commenter on a video, but the
YouTubers were also happy to give creators with small audiences more views. Animation
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YouTuber Adam Ortiz Jr. says, “I just love that it’s able to get creators who aren’t getting those
views, aren’t able to get within the algorithm, a chance to get within the algorithm.” Ortiz’s
remark reflects popular opinions that YouTube’s algorithm can make it difficult for many
creators to grow their channels because their content is not promoted as much as others, which I
discuss in more detail in Chapter 3. The goal of this REACT video, as well as the Randomly
Inspired site, is to help other users. Likewise, singer/songwriter Tiffany Alvord says, “I think
there are so many talented people that upload and put their life and heart into videos, and so once
I stumble upon something, I’d love to just share it.” These creators’ expression of the joy from
giving views to worthy creators reflects the rhetoric that YouTube is a positive space for
community and sharing. Several of the YouTubers in the video remarked that they were happy to
watch smaller channel’s videos because they remembered and understood what it was like to
have a small audience. YouTuber Michelle Khare explains, “Every single creator starts there.
Some people have a leg up on others, but everyone at some point had zero subscribers and zero
views.”169 According to Lange, YouTubers believe in “democratized media, but within limits.”
She says that in order for creators to maintain consistent attention from others, they must also
sincerely express interest in other users, giving “reciprocal attention.”170 The emphasis on
sincerity reinforces the authenticity of the community, while also adding to the narrative of
YouTube as a democratic community. The descriptions of the YouTube community in this
REACT video portray this group as socially and emotionally driven, and the YouTubers explain
that they are a community because they care for and understand one another.
Informal and personal videos help facilitate this feeling of communal connectedness. In
“Videos of Affinity on YouTube,” Lange describes videos that “try to establish communication
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connections to people, often members of a social network,” and she calls them “videos of
affinity.”171 These videos, which are often vlogs, help maintain social ties between the creator
and their audience by sharing personal information or “a particular moment, large or small,” such
as an update video about the creator’s life.172 Lange explains, “Often the content is stereotypical,
spontaneous and contains numerous in-jokes and references that many general viewers would not
understand in the way creators intend.”173 Videos of affinity are made with either the YouTube
community or a specific community of loyal viewers in mind, and their purpose is to upkeep
communication and the sharing of information.174 For example, YouTuber republicattack
uploaded a video title “Bye.” in 2018 letting his viewers know that someone broke into his home
and robbed him. Republicattack uploads videos about building Lego creations and showing his
Lego collection, and someone stole $18,000 worth of items from his home. In the video he is
clearly distraught and heartbroken, and he lets his viewers know that he is going to end his
channel.175 While this is not an uplifting video of affinity, the point of the video is to
communicate with an understanding audience and share personal information. In a REACT
video, YouTubers watched and responded to republicattack’s video. Animation YouTuber James
Rallison, of the channel TheOdd1sOut, responds, “We all know what he’s feeling. We can all see
just that raw sadness.” REACT tells the YouTubers that after republicattack’s video went viral,
someone made a GoFundMe to help raise back the money for the stolen property. Many of the
YouTubers were happy to see people on the internet help this creator out. Grace Helbig says,
“People watch people to live vicariously through someone else’s passions, so that if their passion
gets destroyed, they obviously want to support in any way that they can. And it seems like he’s
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got a very engaged, sweet audience that really encouraged him.”176 Through sharing personal
information, emotional connections develop between YouTubers and viewers, which forms the
basis of the YouTube community. As mentioned earlier, the YouTube community describes
itself as a subculture of media consumption, and through consuming and creating YouTube
videos, the community forms emotional attachments to other participants.
According to Robert Kyncl, “When we surveyed our teen and Millennial subscribers,
forty percent told us that YouTubers understood them better than their friends or family. But a
whopping sixty percent of them told us that a creator has changed their life or view of the
world.”177 The YouTube company’s findings demonstrate that for many users the emotional
connections within the YouTube community are strong, and Carol Vernalis’s description of the
platform helps shed some light on why. Vernalis argues, “A [video] clip’s interest derives from
its associations with colleagues, family, friends, and contexts within communities.” She explains
that the value from watching a YouTube video does not come from only the content but also the
ways that users share the video with others, which reinforces the platform’s goal of being a space
to exchange content.178 The repetition of content on YouTube, such as the videos of affinity
Lange describes, helps users make sense of the infiniteness of the internet since it demonstrates
the relationship of the individual to the whole. Vernalis describes, “These self-assertive blooms
start seeming like they’ve all been done before, though now with a slightly different turn (a new
efflorescence). YouTube’s repetition is an attempt to deal with the unfathomable depth and
breadth of YouTube,” which also fits Cohen’s description of a “shared frame of reference”
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within subcultures.179 This section demonstrates YouTubers repeated language of community,
but this internet group has other features that rhetorically present the community as a subculture.
The following section explores those characteristics to demonstrate how the YouTube
community uses subcultural rhetoric to understand the platform’s role in relation to traditional
media.

A Unique “YouTube-ness”
YouTubers clearly express that they view themselves as a YouTube community, but this
community describes itself as more than just a group with social ties. It also uses the language of
a subculture to imagine itself as separate and opposed to the mainstream. One of the YouTube
community’s most prominent characteristics is the perceived uniqueness of the platform and its
creators that makes it different from the rest of the entertainment industry. Burgess and Green
explain, “All contributors of content to YouTube are potential participants in a common space;
one that supports a diverse range of uses and motivations, but that has a coherent cultural logic –
what we refer to as the YouTube-ness of YouTube.”180 This notion of “YouTube-ness” parallels
Lange’s argument that YouTube is a “state of mind.” Both descriptions suggest that the
YouTube community has a distinct culture and worldview that is best known to insiders. In
particular, the YouTube community heavily emphasizes its difference from television. As
mentioned in the introduction of this chapter, in early 2017, the YouTube company announced
YouTube TV. In the REACT video to that announcement, Joe Jitsukawa remarks, “People come
to YouTube to watch YouTube-style videos. They don’t come to YouTube to watch TV; they
can do that in so many different ways. But YouTube just has to stay YouTube, and people love it
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for what it is.” In a different REACT video about Jimmy Fallon, Matthew Patrick, also known as
MatPat, says, “YouTube is founded on connection, an authentic connection and trust between the
audience and the creator. If, all of a sudden, it starts to become TV, everything that made
YouTube interesting and special is lost.” 181 Both YouTubers emphasize that the community
looks to YouTube for something different than what television offers, and according to Patrick,
that is the community’s authenticity and emotional connections.
Not only is the YouTube community different from traditional forms of entertainment,
such as television, but this group also regularly expresses that mainstream media looks down
upon YouTube and its creators. In the video “YouTubers React to Shoes (Viral Video Classic),”
Cassey Ho, who is well known for her fitness YouTube channel Blogilates, explains,
“Traditional media is still trying to treat online stars as like, ‘Oh, you’re welcome that we put
you in our feature.’”182 Her statement demonstrates that brands might incorporate popular
YouTubers into their marketing, but she sees their treatment as condescending and suggesting
that YouTubers do not belong in these spaces. In the same video, Tay Zonday explains, “In 2007,
the internet still got no respect. I could go to a major agency in L.A. in 2007 and say, ‘Hey, look,
I have big numbers on the internet.’ And they’d go, ‘Well, where are your TV credits?’”183
Mainstream media corporations often do not view user-generated content as legitimate or
valuable, and Zonday says that agencies typically only value credentials within traditional forms
of entertainment, despite how popular a YouTuber may be. Both Ho and Zonday’s remarks are
several years old since the REACT video was published in 2016. However, their descriptions of
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YouTube’s relationship with the mainstream demonstrate that this tension permeates the
YouTube community’s history.
Kyncl explains the confusion about internet content from a corporate perspective, “The
genres these [YouTube] creators represent –gameplay, commentary, beauty tutorials, unboxing –
had never been seen on TV. No executive, including those of us at YouTube, would have
guessed that these genres, along with several other novel content categories, would become some
of our most popular.”184 This professed difference is essential to both the platform and the
YouTube community’s identity, and I will discuss more about this in relation to YouTube as a
platform in the next chapter. Some YouTubers believe that traditional media looks down upon
YouTube native content because viewers do not have to pay money to watch videos. In the video
“YouTubers React to Every YouTube Video Ever,” Zonday informs, “YouTube struggles to
shake its reputation for ladybug sex and other simpleton content partly because it still has not
risen to the level of Netflix or Amazon Prime.” The video then cuts to Lindsey Stirling saying,
“The fact that you don’t have to pay top dollar for content possibly feeds into the fact that people
don’t think it’s worth top dollar.”185 FBE’s editing of these comments paired together suggests
that many people outside of the YouTube community equate paying for online content with the
content’s quality. Part of YouTube’s claim to democracy, as well as many other forms of internet
content, is accessibility because it is “free.”186 However, this characteristic, which is essential to
the platform’s identity, places its creators in opposition to traditional forms of entertainment,
such as the television, film, and music industries, which often require customers to pay fees to
access their content or purchase items. Essentially, the platform and community’s supposed
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democracy is not valuable to mainstream businesses, creating a clear separation between the
YouTube community and dominant society, which is a crucial characteristic of subcultures.
According to Hopkinson, “As well as being a ‘magical’ solution, subcultural style is specifically
understood as symbolic resistance –a grassroots cultural challenge to hegemony through the
transformation of everyday consumables, the development of subversive meanings and the
winning of space.”187 Similarly, Hebdige explains, “Punks dislocated themselves from the parent
culture and were positioned instead on the outside: beyond the comprehension of the average
(wo)man in the street in a science fiction future.”188 Both Hodkinson’s and Hebdige’s
descriptions of subcultural theory support the narrative that subcultures understand their
separation from mainstream culture as a way to rebel and challenge dominant values, and
outsiders often disapprove of subcultures because of this.
The YouTube community’s narratives mirror the YouTube company’s branding of
democracy through the platform’s supposed freedom from traditional media gatekeepers. For the
YouTube community, the platform’s ability for ordinary users to upload any content they
choose, as long as it is within the platform’s broad guidelines, not only gives users freedom, but
they see it as a form of media rebellion and resistance This parallels the Harley-Davidson
subculture Schouten and McAlexander describe. They say, “The dominant value in the ethos of
the HDSC [Harley-Davidson subculture] is personal freedom. Two kinds of personal freedom
are particularly important: liberation (i.e. freedom from) and license (i.e., freedom to).” Schouten
and McAlexander say that motorcycles represent freedom since they are less confining than cars
and other forms of transportation.189 Similarly, YouTube also can symbolize liberation and
license because users are free from traditional media gatekeepers and free to upload whatever
187
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content they choose. Schouten and McAlexander explain that bikers are typically frustrated with
laws that restrict their motorcycling, and part of their subcultural values include “the freedom to
create for oneself a persona or temporary alter ego.”190 For the Harley-Davidson biker
community, the ideal of freedom and opposition to restriction shapes how bikers interact with
one another, view themselves, and reject outsiders. Lange argues that YouTubers shape their
community around values of freedom too. She contends that many YouTubers see “the idea of
‘YouTube’… as an attitude about what it means to engage democratically through video.”191 The
platform’s reliance on a democratic rhetoric influence how users use YouTube as both a social
networking site and worldview.
The YouTube company similarly reinforces the ability for users to share content
nationally and globally as an essential component of democratic engagement. As explained in the
previous chapter, Allocca repeatedly argues that YouTube is a democratic platform, and he
echoes notions of YouTube supposedly lacking many of the limitations other forms of media
have. He argues, “The basic accessibility of a free-to-use global video platform means that our
physical locations do not limit the spread of our ideas and experiences.”192 He also claims that
since YouTube does not require monetary payment to use the site, the creativity expressed on the
platform “reflect[s] the distinct realities, passions, and fears of the common place people, not a
small elite group.” Supposedly, these two features of the platform –no geographic confinement
and no payment –work together to give users the ability to “shape our popular art and
entertainment” on a mass scale.193 Since Allocca’s book is a text promoting readers to see
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YouTube in a positive light and therefore use the platform, his argument can be viewed as a part
of the company’s marketing of the website as a democratic and social space.
Similarly, Kyncl uses the notion of a “streampunk” to argue for YouTube’s rebellious
power. Essentially, a streampunk just refers to a YouTuber, and Kyncl uses the term to suggest
that this group are industry “trailblazers.” However, connecting streaming with the punk
subculture implies that YouTubers are both subcultural and oppositional. He explains, “But most
people visit YouTube to watch something they can’t find anywhere else: a generation of auteurs
and entertainers who have built their success on the platform, inspired by the challenge to share
their creativity with the world.”194 In some ways, Kyncl’s use of the concept of a punk is
contradictory since his description of streampunks relies on a YouTuber’s mainstream success,
which goes against core subcultural values. Instead, Kyncl emphasizes the nonconformist and
communal nature of punks. He explains that many of the streampunks on YouTube can
outperform traditional media outlets on the platform, and this ability challenges and transforms
the media landscape, which he says inspired him to write his book: “Above all, I hope I’m able
to create something that connects with audiences, entertains them, and makes them feel part of a
growing movement. After all, streampunks do that every day.”195 Both Kyncl and Allocca
describe YouTube as an outside force that can powerfully alter popular media. Their motivations
may be to positively advertise YouTube since both work for the YouTube company, but even the
YouTube community describes the platform in this way. In “YouTubers React to Every
YouTube Video Ever,” Zonday describes popular YouTube channels, “The Jenna Marble and the
Ray William Johnson and the Smosh are creating an industry of entertainment that looks
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different than what came before it.”196 These descriptions reinforce that the YouTube community
is subculture outside of mainstream media, and both the YouTube community and the YouTube
company use this narrative to assert that the platform has the ability to challenge and transform
the entertainment industry. However, mainstream media is not always welcoming of rebellious,
amateur content creators, and the uniqueness of the platform means that outsiders do not always
take YouTube seriously.
As mentioned above, Burgess and Green describe YouTube culture as “YouTube-ness,”
and YouTube-ness can be difficult for those outside of the YouTube community to understand.
Sometimes even those who belong to the community struggle to understand parts of YouTube
culture they are unfamiliar with or dislike. In the video “YouTubers React to Fred,” REACT asks
YouTubers to watch and explain their thoughts about Lucas Cruikshank’s popular YouTube
character Fred Figglehorn, also known as “FЯED.” During the first few years of YouTube, Fred
became well known for being an over-the-top and hyper child, and Cruikshank sped up the audio
to give Fred a high-pitched voice to match his hectic personality. Fred also regularly made crude
jokes and talked about taking medication. Cruikshank’s channel was the most subscribed channel
on the platform from October 2008 to August 2009, and many of the YouTubers in the react
video seem unsure about Fred’s popularity since he is a such a polarizing character. Several
YouTubers use Fred as an example of why those outside of the YouTube community did not like
the platform. Zonday explains, “YouTube was perceived as the domain of ladybug sex and cat
videos and silly entertainment in 2008. Fred being number one subscribed on YouTube at a time
when YouTube was trying to gain respect as a serious entertainment media was a major
contradiction.” YouTubers Ian Hecox and Anthony Padilla, who were both a part of the most
subscribed channel Smosh at the time of the REACT video, express similar ideas. Hecox says, “I
196
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think nobody really took YouTube seriously, and now they probably won’t again, now that we’re
number one most subscribed.”197 These types of comment demonstrate that mainstream media
does not look favorably upon videos deemed “silly entertainment,” as Zonday describes, and
sometimes even those within the YouTube community put down this supposedly less serious
content.
In “YouTubers React to Every YouTube Video Ever,” several content creators agree with
the negative critiques of the parody about vlogging. YouTuber Anna Akana explains, “Those of
us who want to create content that has a narrative and has a little bit more thought in it than just
sitting in front of people and ranting, I would say there is a general consensus that we look down
on those vloggers.” Even vloggers do not always understand the attraction. Scott Hoying says,
“Sometimes I watch, and I’m like, ‘What is the appeal at all?’” Vlogs can often appear simplistic
since the videos are typically just a person talking to a camera, and, as mentioned above, the
focus of vlogging is the relationship between the YouTuber and viewer. Their goal is to provide
a space for communication between the two, whereas the “higher quality” content Akana and
other YouTubers describe focuses on the creative talents and production of the YouTuber. Vlogs
are more inclusive of the audience, whereas other forms of content center on the YouTubers’
wants.
YouTubers’ confusion about and condescension toward certain genres of videos, such as
vlogs, reveals how subcultural capital works within the YouTube community. Thornton’s
concept of “subcultural capital” builds upon Pierre Bourdieu’s notion of “cultural capital,” and
according to Thornton, this type of capital is the “hipness” or social status of an individual within
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the subculture.198 She explains, “Just as cultural capital is personified in ‘good’ manners and
urbane conversation, so subcultural capital is embodied in the form of being ‘in the know,’ using
(but not over-using) current slang and looking as if you were born to perform the latest dance
styles.”199 Subcultural capital is the social benefits and status someone gets from belonging to a
subculture and understanding its communal values. Members of a subculture can use their capital
to assert themselves over others in the communities, such as the YouTubers in the REACT video
criticizing vloggers. Thornton explains, “Subcultural capital would seem to be a currency which
correlates with and legitimatizes unequal statuses.”200 The tension between YouTube content
creators reveals conflicting desires for what content should be on the platform. Some creators,
such as Akana, prefer preplanned, narrative content, while others, such as vloggers, may want
conversational and unrehearsed types of videos. YouTubers who value videos that are more
similar to content that would appear on television or in film are aligning themselves with
traditional media, and using their similarities to those industries to give themselves more
subcultural capital. These debates about content also reveal than many YouTubers have the
desire to legitimize YouTube in order to be respected by traditional media industries. The
following section further explores how the YouTube community’s mainstream aspirations both
contradict and rely upon its subcultural rhetoric.

Legitimizing YouTube
According to Lange, there is a “social negotiation” between a YouTube video and the
viewers; viewers have to decide whether they should give their attention to the content. Those
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unfamiliar with the communal aspects of YouTube may not understand that the aesthetic quality
of a video is not always as important as a video’s social function, and they may get upset that
they gave their attention to content that appears simplistic. Lange describes, “Critics that some
so-called ‘haters’ on YouTube may express moral outrage that a poorly crafted video wasted
limited moments of their lives.”201 There is a frequent misunderstanding between outsiders and
insiders of the community about the purpose of YouTube videos, especially when compared to
other types of popular media. Lange continues, “In economic models scholars suggest that
originality is the best way to secure attention amid a competitive mediated field. Yet videos of
affinity are not particularly original from the perspective of people who are not part of a creator’s
social network.”202 Lange’s description of videos of affinity reveal why those within mainstream
media often do not see YouTube content as valuable as more traditional media. Content on
YouTube does not always have to look or perform like film and television for it to be successful,
especially if there is a strong community built around socially focused videos. However, while
the YouTube community may imagine itself as a subculture that is separate from mainstream
industries, creators still want approval from the mainstream, and YouTubers often feel the need
to justify that the platform has actual production value and worth.
As mentioned, YouTube videos can often seem unsophisticated. In “YouTubers React to
Every YouTube Video Ever,” MatPat responds to the CollegeHumor parody, “It reflects the
mentality that a lot of people have towards the platform. But people don’t understand the level of
work that YouTube creators put into every single one of their videos.”203 Towards the end of the
video, he says, “It’s our [YouTuber’s] job as larger channels or whatever to go out and educate
people in the space. And it’s YouTube’s job too. It should be them, but we’ll pick up the
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slack.”204 MatPat’s comments reflect many YouTuber’s desire to defend the platform as a
legitimate source of quality entertainment. YouTubers typically do not claim that wanting
mainstream success is contradictory to their communal values, even though their subcultural
rhetoric relies on the YouTube community being separate from traditional entertainment. In the
same react video, Lindsey Stirling says, “The world is really quickly starting to see that this is
the way to reach the demographics of the world, not just the ones that are in your pocket or at the
TV station where you can buy ads.”205 Stirling’s comments add to the narrative that YouTube is
rebellious and can rival other forms of media, but this also demonstrates the desire of approval
from other media industries. Many YouTubers want to prove that their content is just as valuable
as other forms of mainstream culture even if videos are not produced in traditional Hollywood
ways.
Almost since the beginning of the platform, YouTubers have tried to make their way into
mainstream media. In the video “YouTuber’s React to Lonelygirl15,” Timothy DeLaGhetto
explains that in 2006 a YouTuber named Bree ran the vlog channel lonelygirl15, and he refers to
her as “arguably the first super popular blogger on YouTube.”206 While Bree appeared to be a
regular vlogger, despite the increasingly more extravagant plot lines of her vlogs, viewers later
learned that her videos were actually prewritten and staged and Bree was an actress named
Jessica Rose, which shocked many fans. In the react video, FBE includes a popup explaining,
“Viewers used web forums to question if ‘lonelygirl15’ was real, citing evidence like the
professional quality editing, the suspicious storyline, and everything in her room being from
Target. The Internet community’s passionate investigation into ‘lonelygirl15’ led ‘New York
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Magazine’ to call the possibly fictionalized vlog a ‘new art form.’” FBE even says that this
instance “was one of the first times that something on YouTube made national news.” 207 While
lonelygirl15 made internet history for being a large scale hoax, this channel is also important
because it demonstrates that the desire for at least some content creators to cross over into
mainstream media has existed on YouTube since the beginning despite the community’s overt
subcultural rhetoric. Akana explains that during this early stage of YouTube, many saw the
platform as “illegitimate,” but “for someone to come out with such production value behind it
and make itself popular –I think that’s when a lot of people were like, ‘Oh, maybe there’s money
here.’”208 Lonelygirl15’s success demonstrated that YouTube users not only wanted to connect
with viewers and develop a community, but this community could also be profitable. Popularity
on the site can lead to mainstream success, even if those outside of the community do not fully
understand YouTube content.
Another popular early YouTube star was Liam Kyle Sullivan, well known for his viral
video “Shoes” from 2007.209 “Shoes” is a comedic music video that features Sullivan as a
character named Kelly “who is going to get what she wants, no matter what,” and what Kelly
wants most is shoes.210 In the REACT video for “Shoes,” YouTuber Brandon Rogers describes
Sullivan as “one of the first comedians to use YouTube as the platform in which to build an
audience off of.”211 Sullivan’s video was so popular that he won a People’s Choice Award for
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“Best User Generated Video.”212 React Media asked the YouTubers, “How big of a deal is it that
someone crossed over [to traditional media] a little bit that many years ago?” DeLaGhetto
responded, “He was one of the first people to kind of show that it was possible, that someone
could create something online and still have the potential to create some dope shit off of
YouTube too.”213 Whereas lonelygirl15’s creators hid that the vlogs were made by a production
team, “Shoes” was obviously scripted and produced. The large appeal and success of content that
appeared to have a higher production quality than a simple vlog demonstrated that content
creators want mainstream success and approval and that the YouTube community is welcoming
of content that has similar qualities to television and film, despite how this group describes itself
frequently in terms opposed to mainstream media. In reaction to “Shoes,” YouTuber and singer
Scott Hoying says, “He [Sullivan] was probably one of the first to do that, and people are still
trying to do that today”214 Although the YouTube community has described itself as a subculture
that is separate from the mainstream since the beginning of the platform, many YouTubers have
expressed the desire to merge with the mainstream, or at least wanting these industries’ respect
and comparable levels of success.
A subculture by definition cannot be mainstream, so YouTube’s subcultural rhetoric and
its creators desire to be mainstream initially appear to be contradictory. However, most within
the YouTube community do not view these characteristics as oppositional. Schouten and
McAlexander’s concept of “subcultures of consumption” helps explain how a subculture can
depend upon and reinforce mainstream values. For example, the Harley Davidson biker
subculture they describe is attached to a mainstream brand. Schouten and McAlexander explain,
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“Subcultures of consumption, in their devotion to and ritualistic consumption of certain products,
tend to patronize marketers who cater to their specialized needs. It is possible for a marketer who
understands the structure and ethos of a subculture of consumption to cultivate a long-lasting,
symbiotic relationship to it.”215 Essentially, YouTube users consume the YouTube brand and the
media on the platform since they cater to desires for an online community. As long as the
YouTube community can fulfill its social function, the platform’s mainstream potential does not
undermine the community’s subcultural rhetoric. Also, YouTube has not fully merged with
traditional media industries yet despite there being overlaps between the two. Therefore, the
communal values of the platform act as a way to counteract or keep in check mainstream desires,
which I will discuss in more detail in Chapters 3 and 4.
YouTubers’ opinions about achieving traditional success can also be contradictory. While
many want their content to be popular and respected by other entertainment industries, some still
prefer to maintain the platform’s unique “YouTube-ness” and keep some separation from
television in particular. For example, in 2017, YouTube announced its launch for YouTube TV,
which is a subscription to watch television channels through YouTube, and many YouTubers
were not happy that the company wanted the platform to be more like television. In the video
“YouTubers React to YouTube Announcing YouTube TV,” FBE asked if YouTubers would
want to sign up, and Brandon Rogers replies, “Oh, please, no. I already have YouTube. I’m sure
what’s on the original YouTube is far more interesting than what’s on here.”216 There were
mixed reactions to the YouTube TV announcement. Some YouTubers, such as David Dobrik and
Jon Cozart, were more optimistic about the new addition to the platform, while many others were
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concerned about YouTube TV’s impact.217 Rogers argues, “YouTube was created to be this free
space of media that anyone can create and contribute to. And this is basically bringing it back to
what we tried so hard to free ourselves from: you know, network television.”218 For creators,
such as Rogers, the platform’s “YouTube-ness” and separation from television feeds directly into
YouTube’s democratic rhetoric of being a platform for people to have their voices heard without
having to go through a traditional gatekeeper. Many content creators want to maintain the
benefits of the YouTube community not fully being mainstream.
Other YouTubers appreciated that YouTube TV could potentially legitimize the platform
as a valuable entertainment space. Content creator Matthias asserts, “However, it’s pretty cool to
see YouTube content surfaced along with mainstream content.”219 YouTuber Colleen Ballinger
expressed similar opinions, but she also worried about YouTube merging with traditional media.
Ballinger explains, “I’m excited at anything that can help, uh, you know, make YouTube seem
like a valid network and place to find quality content.”220 Ballinger’s statement implies that her
main concern is the community and helping content creators, and her focus is not on personally
benefitting from YouTube TV bringing mainstream industries to the platform, which helps
maintain her appearance as authentic. She also expresses concerns about YouTube TV, “But of
course I’m gonna be, you know, a little fearful of hearing that all these mainstream networks and
mainstream TV shows who have, you know, for the most part looked down on internet creators,
being a part of this, um– being a part of this platform.”221 Ballinger attempts to balance the desire
for YouTube content to be appreciated and respected with concerns about losing its subcultural
David Dobrik, known for his prank videos and popular “Vlog Squad,” received backlash when a member of the
Vlog Squad, Dom Zeglaitis, allegedly raped a woman while the squad filmed a video and listened outside of the
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aspects. As I mentioned earlier, as long as the YouTube community is the priority, then
mainstream values can peacefully merge with the community’s subcultural ones. Ballinger’s
emphasis that YouTube TV has to be good for creators and the community in order to be
valuable reflects this balancing act of subcultural and mainstream rhetoric.
The YouTube community’s tense relationship with television and the music industry is a
common topic when creators discuss the YouTube company trying to bring traditional media to
the platform. For example, in “YouTubers React to Top 15 YouTube Channels Over Time,”
several of the YouTubers commented that they were frustrated that VEVO and talk shows have
some of the most popular content on the platform. As the video shows more of these channels
becoming the most subscribed channels, YouTuber Alonzo Lerone reacts, “These VEVO
accounts, I think that’s not fair,” and similarly, James Charles says, “It always bothers me on
these lists when VEVO accounts and music channels are included.” Amber Schroll clarifies why
many creators feel this way, “I work so hard to make my videos, and it’s like Justin Bieber is on
here. He could post a two second clip and get sixty million views.”222 Keeping in mind Lange’s
description of YouTube as a state of mind, the YouTube community understands the platform as
social, and for this group, native content creators best represent their communal goals. While
mainstream content on YouTube may perform well, it challenges the community’s subcultural
values and control of the platform. Following the typical progression of subcultures, as the
YouTube community becomes more mainstream, it also loses some of unique “YouTube-ness.”
YouTuber Vanessa Merrell, of the merreltwins, describes, “I think, sadly the age of starting off
with zero subscribers and making it on your own as a YouTuber are almost over… which is so
sad because that’s what YouTube was made –that’s what YouTube was.”223
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Not only does YouTube content become more mainstream, but mainstream media also
mimics popular internet content to succeed on the platform, as demonstrated by the popularity of
clips of late night talk shows. In the video “YOUTUBERS REACT TO JIMMY FALLON (The
Tonight Show),” several YouTubers commented on how The Tonight Show’s format appeared
very similar to popular internet content. Christine Chen, who is a part of Wong Fu Productions,
expresses frustration with late night talk shows, “But you know, they say imitation is flattery,
right? So I guess the fact that they’re coming to YouTube and coming to us to get ideas says
something about that.”224 Some YouTubers, such as Zonday, express concern about how
YouTube’s algorithms privilege mainstream content over YouTuber’s videos since television
shows are especially advertiser-friendly: “What’s bad is when content that is made by a
conglomerate like NBC is uploaded daily and is able to reach an audience on YouTube because
of the way the algorithm structures that.”225 YouTubers regularly express frustration when the
YouTube company favors mainstream content over the YouTube community, and this causes
tensions between various parties attempting to control the platform, which I discuss more in
Chapter Three.
Many within the community do not like how videos made by traditional media
companies, such as talk shows and VEVO videos, challenge the status of the content by and for
the community on YouTube. Remarking on the popularity of this type of content, Philip Wang,
also of Wong Fu Productions, explains, “The TV studios will come in and say, ‘See, look. The
TV stars, the TV shows, they still have the most power… And all these YouTubers are just some
weird niche, weird audiences that aren’t really that valuable.” He asks why YouTube is not more
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invested in helping its own creators when they obviously prioritize large companies.226
YouTubers’ discussions about the role of mainstream media on YouTube reflect the persistence
of the community’s subcultural rhetoric, the fact that the community perceives itself as separate
from traditional entertainment industries. These discussions also emphasize that many creators
still want these industries’ approval and respect. Essentially, the YouTube community wants to
be mainstream while still imagining itself as a subculture in order to maintain its “YouTubeness” and their subcultural capital.
The use of democracy and authenticity within YouTube’s subcultural rhetoric also
supports the goal of mainstream success within the community. According to the concept of
democracy, which I discuss in Chapter One, monetary success represents the desired
achievement of American democracy. Essentially being successful, within the terms described
both above and in the previous chapter, is the achievement of the American dream. This falls into
the narrative of ordinary people gaining social mobility through democratic practices.
Mainstream success is the next logical step within the YouTube community’s narrative. While
there initially appear to be contradictions within this understanding of the American dream and
the definition of subculture, the use of authenticity within this discourse makes democracy and
subculture work together. The YouTube community’s use of a subcultural rhetoric reinforces its
appearance as authentic since supposedly there is some separation from mainstream culture. This
rhetorical strategy centers the good of the community and the social function of the platform
within how the YouTube community presents itself. Therefore, when a popular YouTuber
achieves financial or mainstream success, then it is also the success of the YouTube community
and the demonstration that the democratic practices of YouTube are fruitful. I will also discuss
how the financial success of YouTube celebrities rhetorically acts as good for the community in
226
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Chapter 4. This chapter is not concerned with whether the YouTube community actually
functions as a subculture, but instead analyzing its use of a subcultural rhetoric demonstrates
how the concepts of authenticity and democracy are used to soothe contradictions within the
various definitions of these ideas.
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CHAPTER THREE: THE YOUTUBE PLATFORM
On December 6, 2018, the YouTube corporation uploaded “YouTube Rewind 2018:
Everyone Controls Rewind| #YouTubeRewind” to the company’s official channel. Every year,
YouTube releases a video recapping the highlights on the platform for that year, featuring
popular music, top YouTube creators, and well-known trends and events. The theme for Rewind
2018 imagined what creators would do if they were asked to control the Rewind video. The main
scene showcased top creators sitting around a campfire explaining what they appreciate about the
platform and saying what type of content they enjoy, such as the now infamous scene of the
Merrell Twins and Casey Neistat yelling for more K-Pop. While the video did include popular
trends from YouTube, such as the over-played “Baby Shark” song, Rewind 2018 left out key
events that occurred on the platform. Many users were upset that the video did not reference
Shane Dawson’s popular docuseries or the struggle between PewDiePie and T-Series over who
would be the most-subscribed-to channel. Users viewed Rewind 2018 as YouTube intentionally
excluding controversial YouTubers in order to be more advertiser-friendly and as the corporation
not understanding what content users actually want to see. “YouTube Rewind 2018” quickly
became the most disliked video on the platform with nineteen million dislikes. This chapter
argues that the backlash to YouTube Rewind demonstrates that YouTube’s design as a social
media platform undermines its attempts to appear both democratic and neutral, and the tensions
between YouTube users, content creators, and the YouTube corporation shape how YouTube
functions as a platform.
As Chapter Two explains, the YouTube community often describes itself as separate
from traditional mainstream media, such as the film and television industries. While this may not
be as true as the YouTube company and platform users like to imagine, this perception of the site
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persisted from YouTube’s early days into its new development as a modern form of mass
entertainment. For example, Jean Burgess and Joshua Green explain that when a few
“commercial media players” took interest in using YouTube, such as Oprah and her production
team in 2007, “some commentators (including many members of the YouTube community
itself)” perceived commercial usage “as a corporate takeover of what had been a ‘grassroots’
media platform.” Burgess and Green argue, “The notion that professionally produced videos (be
they music videos or viral content) signals a period of corporate appropriation assumes that the
‘real,’ original YouTube was driven primarily by purely social or non-market motivations.”
However, they point out that YouTube has always been a commercially motivated platform.227
Both the YouTube company and YouTubers regularly view online content creators participating
in traditional forms of media as a success for the platform, but users are not always as supportive
of mainstream forms of entertainment using YouTube. As I discuss in Chapter Two, the
YouTube community wants mainstream success but also wants to maintain separation from
traditional forms of media. Therefore, a YouTuber gaining success is seen as good for the
community, but those within traditional media using YouTube goes against YouTube’s
subcultural rhetoric.
In their book YouTube, Burgess and Green argue, “The discomfort of both corporate
interests and community participants points to the uncertainty associated with the meaning and
uses of YouTube.”228 The conflicts between these different parties shape how YouTube
functions as a social media platform, and how the rhetoric of democracy works as a strategy to
soothe any tensions over the role of YouTube. Burgess and Green explain, “Many of these
different participants engage with YouTube as if it is a space specifically designed for them and
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that should therefore serve their own particular interests.”229 This reflects the subculturalmainstream dichotomy of YouTube’s function as a platform since a subcultural YouTube favors
users and amateur content creators while a mainstream YouTube prioritizes the corporation and
celebrity YouTubers. This chapter argues that YouTube’s design as a platform built for
economic gain cannot comfortably coexist with its branding as a democratic community. I argue
that democracy is not advertiser-friendly, making it difficult for YouTube to please potential
advertising partners, and the YouTube company’s favoring of large corporations undermines the
platform’s subcultural rhetoric. YouTube’s attempt to please both parties leaves the company in
a restless position as neither a mainstream industry nor an online community, but it desperately
tries to appear like it functions as both.
This chapter uses YouTube Rewind 2018 as an example of significant tensions within
YouTube’s status as a social media platform. To begin, I explore what a platform is. I discuss the
term’s various definitions and connotations and how the rhetorical strategy to refer to YouTube
as a platform aids the company’s democratic branding. However, how YouTube functions
challenges the connotations of “platforms” as truly neutral. Next, the chapter examines the social
affordances of YouTube. The platform enables users to communicate with each other in different
ways, and these methods of communication reinforce the development of an online community
while also allowing YouTube to decipher what types of content users want to see. Then, I discuss
the role of algorithms, why companies such as YouTube choose to use them, and how algorithms
can be problematic. YouTube’s heavy reliance on algorithms to moderate content and determine
whether videos should be monetized or demonetized led to the 2017 event known as the
Adpocalypse, and I discuss how users’ backlash to this contributed significantly to the failure of
YouTube Rewind 2018. Users frustrations with this video and the YouTube company’s
229
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discussions of it demonstrate how the YouTube community and corporation attempt to
rhetorically negotiate the platform’s language of democracy and its business needs to please
advertisers.

What Makes YouTube a Platform?
During the campfire scene of YouTube Rewind 2018, YouTuber Elle Mills tells other
creators, “Let’s give the people what they want,” reflecting the video’s theme of letting people
control Rewind. Mills’ scripted line also demonstrates the YouTube company’s presentation of
YouTube as a social media platform. According to Kevin Allocca, “Today, every time you watch
something on YouTube, you’re changing the platform a little bit and, as you can see, you’re
changing everyone else’s experience a little bit too (hopefully for the better).”230 His description
of YouTube implies that the role of a platform is to implement the collective actions and wishes
of its users, which facilitates the creation of a democratic community as discussed in Chapter
One. Even the telling of the internet’s history builds this language into the notion of what a
platform is. In Custodians of the Internet, Tarleton Gillespie explains, “Social media platforms
arose out of the exquisite chaos of the web. Many were designed by people who were inspired by
(or at least hoping to profit from) the freedom the web promised, to host and extend all that
participation, expression, and social connection.” 231 The interpretation of social media platforms
as a way to connect with others distracts from the roles companies and engineers play in how
these websites operate. José van Dijck argues that social media sites “often emanated from
community-bound initiatives,” which I explore in Chapter Two, but van Dijck explains, “It is a
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common fallacy, though, to think of platforms as merely facilitating networking activities;
instead, the construction of platforms and social practices is mutually constitutive.”232 Whereas
Allocca focuses on users’ participation in the way YouTube operates, van Dijck demonstrates
that various actors collectively shape the platform, but not all users are aware of this. For
example, many social media users are unaware of the behind-the-scenes actions that occur on
platforms, and Gillespie explains, “Most users don’t encounter the rules imposed by platforms ‒
most have little reason to read them, and most don’t have anything deleted.” He also says that
platforms often downplay the various ways they moderate these spaces, unless “it is beneficial
for them to trumpet” how they intervene.233 I will explain later how the appearance of neutrality
aids in YouTube’s branding as a democratic platform.
First, exploring the definition of a “platform” demonstrates that the choice to use the term
to refer to social media sites perpetuates misconceptions of what an online platform truly does. In
“The Politics of ‘Platforms,’” Gillespie uses the history and various definitions of the term to
understand the rhetorical strategies of YouTube. According to him, there are four aspects to the
term’s meaning, which are computational, architectural, figurative, and political. The
computational definition signifies an infrastructure intended to support the technological design
and usage, and similarly the architectural meaning of “platform” refers to a physical, raised
structure, such as a train platform or platform shoes. Gillespie says that the figurative
connotation of the term indicates a foundation or basis for future actions that lead to progress,
and he gives the example of using an entry-level position as a platform to move higher up within
a company. Last, the political definition refers to the views and principles represented by a
political candidate or party. These four categories rely on the notion of a platform being a raised
232
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surface that will “facilitate some activity that will subsequently take place.” Gillespie also
explains that platforms aid various actions to occur but do not cause the actual activities. He
argues that this definition of a platform “indicat[es] a functional space: it suggests a progressive
and egalitarian arrangement promising to support those who stand up on it.”234 To clarify, this
selection and usage of the term “platform” to describe YouTube and other forms of social media
is a rhetorical strategy rather than indicative of how these platforms function.
Applying Gillespie’s four definitions to YouTube suggests that it is a platform since it
provides a space for online interaction, and Gillespie argues, “YouTube and its competitors
claim to empower the individual to speak ‒lifting us all up, evenly.” Gillespie also points out that
this rhetoric centers on “ordinary users.”235 Therefore, the term’s connotations of liberation aid in
YouTube’s branding as a democratic platform, while the focus on ordinariness reinforces the
notion that authentic users utilize this democratic online space. The use of the word “platform”
also bolsters the narrative of YouTube’s separation from mainstream media since YouTube
supposedly provides the opportunity to lift up ordinary people’s voices unlike traditional media,
such as television or film. For example, YouTuber Felix Kjellberg, more commonly known as
PewDiePie, was the most-subscribed user on the platform beginning in 2013. However, late in
2018, the Indian record label and film company T-Series came close to surpassing Kjellberg for
the most-subscribed channel.236 Eventually by mid-2019, T-Series became the channel with the
most subscribers, and now both channels individually have over a hundred million subscribers.237
Many users and YouTubers saw the competition as one content creator versus a massive
corporation, and some have campaigned for more people to subscribe to PewDiePie’s channel.
Tarleton Gillespie, “The Politics of ‘Platforms,’” New Media & Society 12, no. 3 (2010): 349-350.
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YouTuber Jimmy Donaldson, whose channel is “MrBeast,” even went so far as to try to run an
ad during the Super Bowl. While that endeavor was too expensive, he did attend the Super Bowl
with friends wearing shirts that said “Sub 2 PewDiePie,” which ESPN tweeted about.238 For
many within the YouTube community, Kjellberg represents a regular user using the platform to
have his voice heard, even more successfully than a large company, and they do not want a
traditional media business to overshadow the platform’s community.
Therefore, when YouTube did not include the battle between Kjellberg and T-Series in
2018’s YouTube Rewind, many users were upset and disappointed with the company. Users
commented about the discrepancy between that video’s theme of giving viewers what they want
and what Rewind 2018 actually delivered. One person said, “‘Let’s give the people what they
want’… Ignores the 99% of YT,” and another commenter posted, “Let’s give the people what
they want… Gives them the opposite.”239 These comments, as well as many others like them,
express viewers’ frustration with the contradiction between what YouTube promises, which is
showcasing and supporting the platform community, and its apparent lack of consideration or
understanding of its users. For example, the Fine Brothers annually upload videos of popular
YouTubers reacting to YouTube Rewind, and on their video for Rewind 2018, one commenter
said, “If they control rewind, then they totally forgot about pewdiepie.” In the video, Fine
Brothers Entertainment even acknowledges the absence of Kjellberg and say, “And as always,
the comments are crazy about how certain channels are omitted. And there’s a massive amount
of negativity so far around not having PewDiePie in the Rewind with his battle to keep the
238
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number one spot on YouTube.”240 For a large portion of the YouTube community, Kjellberg
represents the pinnacle of YouTube success since he was the most-subscribed channel on the
platform for over five years. YouTuber Craig Thompson says, “Felix [Kjellberg] is such a
behemoth on this platform that he needs to be in it.”241 In earlier YouTube Rewinds, Kjellberg
played a larger role in the videos. In Rewind 2014, he opened the video, and in Rewinds for 2013
and 2016, he stood out because he had featured solo scenes. Therefore, to not include Kjellberg
appeared to be intentional and reflect YouTube’s disapproval of the controversial yet popular
YouTuber.242
However, Kjellberg was not the only YouTuber missing from the Rewind video. In the
Fine Brothers’ reaction video, a member of the Smosh YouTube channel Courtney Miller
explained, “I’m surprised Shane Dawson’s not in there honestly.”243 Dawson has been a popular
content creator since the early days of YouTube, but in 2018, he gained new attention after
changing his style of content. Dawson began uploading docuseries featuring other controversial
YouTube celebrities, such as Tana Mongeau, Jeffree Star, and Jake Paul.244 Other YouTubers in
the Fine Brothers’ video made jokes about the exclusion of the Paul Brothers. Logan and Jake
Paul are well known for regularly uploading outrageous and controversial content, and at the
REACT, “YouTubers React to YouTube Rewind 2018 #YouTube Rewind,” YouTube, Video, December 7, 2018,
14:32, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NL9Wbd0Bzl4.
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beginning of 2018, Logan received serious backlash after he uploaded a video depicting a suicide
victim. Ian Hecox, who is one of the creators of Smosh, jokes, “I feel like this year should’ve
probably began in a suicide forest.”245 Here Hecox is making a joke about YouTube’s poor
handling of Paul’s video of his visit to the Aokigahara forest in Japan, which is also known as
the suicide forest. The graphic video, which showed a dead body, stayed on the platform for over
twenty-four hours and received millions of views during that time, and it even appeared on
YouTube’s trending page, which encourages users to watch currently popular content. Hecox’s
disapproval with YouTube’s choices about YouTube Rewind are demonstrated through his
critique of the platform’s behavior regarding Logan Paul.
Reacting to the scene where YouTubers express their appreciation of the diversity on the
platform, YouTuber Keith Habersberger jokes, “I think this is how they’re apologizing for
having the Pauls be such a central part of last year’s [Rewind video].”246 In 2018, Logan Paul
received attention for his pay-per-view boxing fight against YouTuber Olajide Olatunji, known
as KSI, which drew millions of views, but YouTube did not reference this in their Rewind video
due to Paul’s controversial status. The intentional exclusion of controversial YouTubers
demonstrates that YouTube does not truly fit the definition of a neutral platform despite the
company’s attempts to look impartial. The company clearly makes decisions about what type of
content and which creators to support, and users are quick to call out the company for
circumventing communal desires. Similarly, examining the affordances and algorithms of the
YouTube demonstrate the control the company has over its function as a platform.
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Social Affordances
A key objective of a platform is to present opportunities or spaces for activities and
communication to occur, making platform affordances essential since they direct users towards
specific types of actions. According to Hector Postigo, affordances are a valuable analytic tool
since they can be “used to map how technological features designed in YouTube create a set of
probable users/meanings/practices for users while serving YouTube’s business interests.”247
Affordances are features of a technology that enable certain tasks or actions. Similar to
Gillespie’s explanation that “platform” has both a technical and representational meaning.
Postigo says that affordances have “two flavors: technological and social.” Technological
affordances refer to “the set of functions that a technology makes possible,” while the social ones
consist of “social structures that take shape in association with a given technical structure.” He
gives the example of a telephone. A technological affordance of a phone is that they enable
communication across a long distance, and a social affordance is that telephones allowed for
greater socialization, which altered the cultural understanding of communication.248
A platform’s technological and social affordances rely on one another. For example,
recalling the history of YouTube described in the Introduction, the creators of YouTube made
the website with the intentions of people using it for online dating. Therefore, while YouTube
focused on providing an easy way for users to upload videos, the website’s design did not enable
sharing videos or recommending more videos for users to watch. At the time, YouTube
technologically afforded communication, but its social affordances emphasized dating. However,
after users demonstrated they were more interested in using YouTube to find and share
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entertaining content, the designers added new technological affordances to aid those social
interactions. As YouTube developed and expanded over time, its platform affordances have also
changed. Platform designers added some affordances, while they have taken away others. For
example, in the early days of YouTube, users had the option to post video responses on a video.
This provided an opportunity to for users to directly make a remark about the content or talk
back to it without using the comments sections, but YouTube removed this affordance several
years ago. While this is not an exhaustive list, I will briefly describe five key affordances that
have persisted on the platform: uploading, viewing, liking, commenting, and sharing. These
affordances are significant not only because they demonstrate the components of YouTube as a
platform, but they also highlight the various options users have to express how they think the
platform should function.
Uploading videos is the predominant form of communication on YouTube and enables
users to entertain other users on the platform. According to Postigo, “The video is both the
central media commodity and the locus of sociality, that itself serves as commodity, in
YouTube’s communication and distribution (or labor) architecture.”249 Essentially, uploaded
videos serve the dual purpose of an object for consumption and communication. While YouTube
was initially imagined as a dating website, the main goal was to provide users with an easier way
to upload and watch videos online, and videos still have the most significant role on the platform.
YouTube’s past slogans, “Your Digital Video Repository” and “Broadcast Yourself,” both
reflect this since they suggest an important affordance of the platform is that users can upload
their own content, aiding in the democratic appearance of YouTube. Burgess and Green argue,
“In YouTube the video content itself is the main vehicle of communication and the main
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indicator of social clustering.”250 Many of YouTube’s other popular affordances depend upon an
uploaded video, which means that communication on the platform cannot occur without a user,
whether an average person or a large corporation, posting content.
Burgess and Green also explain, “Content creation is probably far less significant than the
uses of that content within various social network settings.”251 While users having the ability to
upload videos is an essential component of YouTube’s design, the interactions that occur around
the video give the platform its cultural meaning. After a user uploads content, other users must
watch it in order for YouTube to function as a social networking site. While this may seem
obvious, YouTube’s most used affordance is the ability to easily watch videos online. Allocca
explains, “The basic building block of measuring videos on YouTube is, of course, a view.” He
says that this is the most common method people use to understand if something is popular on
the internet.252 The number of views also influences what types of videos YouTube recommends
for users to watch, suggests for search results, and includes on their “Trending” page. According
to Postigo, “View counts are the single most important component in the YouTube ranking
system. Videos without many views do not show up on search results and suffer neglect.”253 If
many users view a video, then YouTube’s code interprets it as popular and suggests that video to
other users since the designers believe more people will want to watch it. More views also lead
to more revenue for the uploader and the YouTube company since more people have watched the
video and therefore have also seen the ads on the video.254 However, Allocca argues that only
looking at a video’s number of views does not paint the full picture of a video’s function on the
platform, and instead, he suggests that we need to know how it has been viewed, as well as for
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how long and when people view content.255
The liking and commenting functions provide more context for how users interact with
and feel about videos on YouTube. Under each YouTube video, users have the option to give the
video a “thumbs up” or a “thumbs down” by clicking the corresponding button. Postigo explains,
“The system allows viewers of the video a way of registering a ‘like’ or ‘dislike’ rating. Thus,
even if the viewer is not a subscriber he or she can register an opinion.”256 While this is a
simplistic expression of approval or disapproval, the implication that any user can have some
form of an opinion about the platform and have other users see that aids YouTube’s appearance
of supporting democracy. The comments section provides a better opportunity for users to make
a more in-depth reaction to a video, and by leaving a comment, users can interact with the video
uploader as well as other users. In a post from April 30, 2019 on the YouTube Creator Blog,
YouTube’s CEO Susan Wojcicki says, “We know how vital comments are to creators. I hear
from creators every day how meaningful comments are for engaging with fans, getting feedback,
and helping guide future videos.”257 Many users view comments as a form of collaboration
between view and creator. Since viewers can express what they enjoy or give a critique,
YouTubers are better equipped to know what type of content their viewers want to see and can
adjust their videos accordingly. In a different post from February 2019, Wojcicki explains, “And
it’s the engagement between creators and viewers that truly sets YouTube apart from traditional
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media like TV.”258 This comment both reinforces YouTube’s separation from the mainstream
while also emphasizing the platform’s democratic branding.
YouTube Rewind 2018 demonstrates the importance of commenting and liking in the
YouTube community. For example, it is currently the most disliked video on the platform. The
fact that YouTube’s own video holds this status reveals users’ frustration, and the abundant
disapproval and the ability to express that disapproval emphasizes the platform’s democratic
rhetoric. An essential component of YouTube culture is the ability to communicate and debate,
which I will discuss more in depth in Chapter Four. The YouTube company’s presentation of the
platform relies on the ideal that those in charge of YouTube listen to users. While the company
was not happy that their video is so disliked, they still allowed users to state their opinions about
the content. Disliking the Rewind 2018 video even became trendy. Several top comments said
things such as, “The only reason this is getting views is because people keep on coming to check
the dislikes” and “who is here in December 2019 to check on the dislikes?” In the first official
YouTube Creator’s Blog post after Rewind 2018, Wojcicki responds to the criticism, “Keep the
feedback coming… it’s your questions and comments that help make YouTube the very best
video community for all of us.”259 By turning the negativity surrounding the video into a
positive, she cleverly transitions the discussion away from the issues with Rewind to a narrative
of YouTube’s democratic community.
The last affordance of YouTube this chapter will analyze is the ability to share videos
with others. The share button, shaped like a curved arrow, is above the description box of each
video. When clicked, a new box appears showing users various ways they can send a video link
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to another person, such as through an email or posting the link on a different social media
platform. Users also have the option to embed a video into a website or presentation. As stated
above, viewing videos is important to how YouTube functions, and sharing videos between users
aids in popularity. If enough people share a video over a short period of time, the video may
reach viral status. According to Limor Shifman, a viral is “a single cultural unit (formulated in
words, image, or video) that is spread by multiple agents and is viewed by many millions.”260
Following Allocca’s assertation that we need to understand how users watch videos, sharing
videos provides insight into how users can express individuality. Shifman explains that people
tend to prefer sharing positive content with each other: “Since internet users share for both social
and self-presentation purposes, they prefer spreading content that makes others feel good and at
the same time reflects on themselves as upbeat and entertaining.”261 This reflects Gillespie’s
argument that the language of social media platforms emphasizes lifting up individual users.
YouTube’s affordances along with the various meanings of “platform” work together to
present the site as a neutral hosting space. Gillespie argues, “ Unlike Hollywood and television
networks, who could be painted as the big bad industries, online content seems an open world,
where anyone can post, anything can be said. YouTube was distinctly not going to play the role
of gatekeeper, nor even curator: it would be mere facilitator, supporter, host.”262 For YouTube to
present itself as a democratic platform, it must appear unbiased and not favoring certain users or
content over others. YouTube also does this to avoid responsibility for the content users upload.
However, the platform was not actually designed to be neutral space, and YouTube is always
going to prioritize what is the most profitable. Postigo explains, “From YouTube’s perspective,
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the key technological affordances are those that allow for maximizing profit.”263 The affordances
described above are intended to attract as many users to the platform as possible and keep them
using the website. Engineers working for the YouTube corporation designed the platform with
the company’s goals in mind, so the actual construction of a platform undermines its presentation
of democracy and neutrality. YouTube Rewind 2018 also clearly demonstrates how the
company’s economic motivations undermine any attempts at platform neutrality, and I will
discuss this more in a later section. According to Gillespie, “Platforms face what may be an
irreconcilable contradiction: they are represented as mere conduits and they are premised on
making choices for what users see and say.”264 A deeper look into the role of algorithms in social
media demonstrates how much power the YouTube company asserts over its platform.

Algorithms
Many users’ frustration with YouTube Rewind 2018 is a result of YouTube’s poor
handling of the Adpocalypse of 2017. In order to understand this event’s repercussion, I will first
need explain the role of algorithms on YouTube. Most internet users know very little about how
engineers code algorithms and all of the actions they perform. According to Allocca, “Almost all
of today’s major online platforms are intuitively useful; the people who use them don’t need to
know much about how they actually function.”265 To a certain extent, this is true; the easier
social media platforms are to use, the more people will use them. However, Allocca’s praise of
platform design is misleading. Not only do users not need to know how platforms operate behind
the scenes in order to use them, but companies do not want users to know what happens in the
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code. According to van Dijck, “Algorithms are often proprietary trade secrets, akin to patents or
other kinds of intellectual property.”266 From a business perspective, the secrecy surrounding
algorithms is logical because companies do not want competitors to copy their designs.
However, algorithms and their concealment can be extremely problematic. In Algorithms of
Oppression, Safiya Umoja Noble argues, “On the Internet and in our everyday uses of
technology, discrimination is also embedded in computer and, increasingly, in artificial
intelligence technologies that we are reliant on, by choice or not.”267 First, I will define what an
algorithm is and the reasons that companies choose to use them in their platform design, and then
I will explain how the heavy use of algorithms can be problematic.
Van Dijck argues, “Apart from their ability to collect (meta)data, the computational
power of social media platforms lies in their capability to include algorithms for processing
data.”268 Unlike the definitions of “platform” and “affordance,” the term “algorithm” only has
mathematical or technical meanings, whereas the other words have a figurative connotation as
well as a structural aspect. Van Dijck explains, “An algorithm, in computer science, is a finite list
of well-defined instructions for calculating a function, a step-by-step directive for processing or
automatic reasoning that orders the machine to produce a certain output from given input.”269
Essentially, algorithms follow coded instructions to process the data social media platforms
collect from users in order to produce a requested result. For example, YouTube’s
recommendation algorithm suggests a new video for a user to watch based on what the viewer
has previously seen, what is popular on the platform at the time, and other forms of information
YouTube knows about that user. Gillespie says, “Together, these algorithms not only help us
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find information, they also provide a means to know what there is to know and how to know it,
to participate in social and political discourse, and to familiarize ourselves with the publics in
which we participate.”270 While “algorithm” does not have a social connotation, algorithms
shape internet users’ understanding of online social spaces. Gillespie gives the examples of
“trending” algorithms that highlight certain discussions out of the countless conversations on a
social media platform and the algorithms that control social network feeds displaying friends’
posts while hiding other users’ updates.271 Like platforms, many imagine algorithms as neutral
despite their heavy involvement in social practices. Nobel argues this is “because algorithmic,
scientific, and mathematical solutions are evaluated through procedural and mechanistic
practices, which in this case includes tracing hyperlinks among pages.”272 However, algorithms’
ability to show relationships or parallels between data and social interactions makes them
desirable for social media platforms to use.
Like many other aspects of YouTube, Allocca claims that algorithms aid in the
democratic function of YouTube. He says, “You have to take a big step back to be able to see
that all the small actions we take online each day ‒in choosing what to watch, what to share, and
what to upload ‒are shaping YouTube itself and the unprecedented trove of knowledge it
represents.”273 He claims that YouTube offers not only the ability for users to influence YouTube
through uploading whatever content they chose, but the platform also changes, through its
algorithms, based on how people use and interact with it. The videos displayed on YouTube’s
homepage change based on what viewers choose to watch and like, and YouTube changes
different features, such as where to place certain buttons, based on how users interact with them.
Tarleton Gillespie, “The Relevance of Algorithms,” in Media Technologies: Essays on Communication,
Materiality, and Society, ed. Tarleton Gillespie, Pablo J. Boczkowski, and Kirsten A. Foot (Cambridge: The MIT
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Allocca explains that YouTube tests alterations to the platform by making changes to a small
number of users’ platform interface. YouTube then compares those users’ behavior with those
who did not have anything changed, and the company decides whether to permanently make that
change based on the results of this “experiment.” He contrasts YouTube’s design to other forms
of traditional media since YouTube can use algorithms and these platform experiments to offer
more personalized user experiences. Allocca argues, “Traditional media conditioned us to
believe that the majority of people would be perfectly happy watching exactly the same things as
one another, but YouTube has largely taught us otherwise.” 274 This type of statement presents
YouTube as a liberator of media, similar to Robert Kyncl’s notion of “streampunks,” and
algorithms are the tools that enable this supposed freedom.
The YouTube company also claims that algorithms aid in democracy since they facilitate
the communication between viewers and content creators. Parts of content creators’ platform
interface looks different than the website appears to regular viewers, and these users will have
additional affordances. YouTube often shares some of the data collected from users with top
YouTubers so that they can learn more about those who make up their audiences. Allocca
explains, “For video creators, rich analytics data helps turn anonymous bits and bytes into a real
audience made up of real people.”275 Not only does this contribute to YouTube’s emphasis on
building communities, but Allocca’s statement demonstrates how algorithms collecting user
information have important social functions. He explains that YouTube’s discovery algorithms
are automatically updated based on users’ likes, views, clicks, and other interactions on the
platform.276 As previously discussed, this information influences different algorithms’ results,
such as search and recommendation algorithms, but YouTubers similarly use this same data to
274
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shape their content creation choices. YouTubers can combine the data that the platform gives
about audiences with the information about which videos get more views and likes to create
more content they believe their audiences want to see.
According to Allocca, “YouTube’s founders decided to let the people who used the
platform define it. YouTube has been designed to adapt to how we use it in the moment.”277
While this may be an idealized telling of the creation of the platform, his explanation aligns
algorithms with the goals of democracy since they enable the platform to reflect and provide
what the people want. Gillespie argues, “To claim that an algorithm is a democratic proxy for the
web-wide collective opinion of a particular website lends it authority.”278 While mainstream
industries may be uncertain of how the Internet fits into the entertainment business, YouTube
can assert that algorithms essentially provide them with empirical evidence of what users want.
Also, the notion that algorithms are merely a reflection of users lends itself to the rhetoric that
platforms are neutral spaces. Since companies keep their algorithms secret and algorithms imply
neutrality, these coded instructions can enhance the appearance of YouTube’s authenticity
because the results look like an honest and unmodified indication of users’ interactions and
preferences.
The secrecy and deceptive appearance of algorithms creates other problems for social
media platforms. In The Black Box Society, Frank Pasquale argues that the attention to
algorithms’ automation overlooks the role humans have in their creation, and social media
companies, like YouTube, claim that their algorithms “rate all individuals the same way” in
order to avoid accusations of discrimination. However, he explains, “But software engineers
construct the datasets mined by scoring systems; they define the parameters of data-mining
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analyses… Human biases and values are embedded into each and every step of development.
Computerization may simply drive discrimination upstream.”279 The human components of these
automated systems build prejudice into their operations while companies hide behind the façade
of neutrality. Similarly Noble argues, “On the Internet and in our everyday uses of technology,
discrimination is also embedded in computer and, increasingly, in artificial intelligence
technologies that we are reliant on, by choice or not.”280 Descriptions of social media and
algorithms as neutral, democratic, and authentic work to overshadow the hazards of these
technological developments. In both the Introduction and Chapter One, I argue that YouTube’s
presentation as a democratic platform continues traditional American narratives of democratic
technology. A key national story is that through hard work and the use of technology white men
transformed an empty American landscape, and this false narrative ignores any implications of
white oppression against Native Americans already present on that land. However, the story
relies on the ideal that technology can fulfill its democratic promise if it is wielded by moral and
trustworthy people, implying that inequalities cannot be possible. The continual assertation that
platforms are neutral and social media sites like YouTube are democratic perpetuate this
American narrative of technology, and those with the power to control these supposedly
democratic technologies rely on computational features to distract from the influence of human
biases built into the Internet.
One of the main ways that algorithms demonstrate biases is through the content platforms
choose to promote and what they chose to suppress. Gillespie explains, “Though all database
producers share an appetite for gathering information, they are made distinctive more by what
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they choose to exclude.”281 Since YouTube is run by a large corporation, the designers of the
platform will always have the company’s interests in mind, and this directly impacts what type of
content is promoted on YouTube. In her work on Google’s algorithms, Noble argues that
“information monopolies,” such as Google who also owns YouTube, base users’ search results
on what will boost “their own business interests over those of competitors or smaller companies
that are less profitable advertising clients than larger multinational corporations are.”282 She
contrasts this with the common perception that Google acts “as a public resource, generally free
from commercial interest.”283 While people typically use Google and YouTube for different
purposes, YouTube similarly has a search function that many are not aware has results that are
influenced by commercial interests. YouTube’s goal to be advertiser-friendly also influences
what videos are recommended to users. Gillespie explains, “YouTube ‘algorithmically demotes’
suggestive videos, so they do not appear on lists of the most watched, or on the home page
generated for new users.”284 Currently, many YouTube users are aware that the platform either
ignores or suppresses content not deemed appropriate to have an ad play before, and the
YouTube community does not always approve, as demonstrated by the exclusion of certain
creators in YouTube Rewind 2018.

YouTube’s Contradictory Need for Responsible Users and Sensationalist Content
According to Gillespie, the notion of a “truly ‘open’ platform” is a myth that “is
powerful, resonating with deep, utopian notions of community and democracy,” and no platform
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exists that does not have rules and regulations in some capacity.285 As explained in Chapter One,
a typical definition of “democracy” is rule by the people. Therefore, a key component of this
concept is rule or governance, but many tend to overlook this aspect in favor of focusing on the
“by the people” part of democracy’s definition. Similarly, in YouTube’s claim to be a democratic
platform, the company emphasizes what democracy means for users rather than the governance
that occurs on the website, as demonstrated by Gillespie’s analysis of the term “platform”
described above. For YouTube, the maintenance of the platform is obviously controlled by the
corporation due to its scale, as well as the desire for profit. Gillespie explains, “Platforms must,
in some form or another, moderate: both to protect one user from another… as well as to present
their best face to new users, to their advertisers and partners, and to the public at large.” This
results in platforms regulating offensive or inappropriate content, setting standards for what is
the norm on the website, ensuring their guidelines reflect the law, and enforcing the rules they
create.286 YouTube describes their approach to content moderation though their “Community
Guidelines,” which they describe as “common-sense rules that’ll help you steer clear of
trouble.”287 Gillespie explains that creating policies informs users for what to expect when they
come to the platform and acts as a compromise between the users and the company that controls
the platform.288
YouTube’s descriptions of their guidelines also frame moderation as a form of trust.
Their “Policies and Safety” page states, “Every cool, new community feature on YouTube
involves a certain level of trust. Millions of users respect that trust and we trust you to be
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responsible too.”289 Both the users and the YouTube company must rely on the other to act
responsibly. Invoking a sense of good faith between corporation and community further
emphasizes YouTube’s narrative of democracy. In Chapter One, I argue that a core component
of the American understanding of democracy is the need for virtuous citizens. Responsible
democratic participants must put the good of the community before themselves, or else immoral
people will corrupt the democracy. YouTube’s introduction to their platform policies similarly
emphasizes the good of the community: “When you use YouTube, you join a community of
people from all over the world… Following the guidelines below helps to keep YouTube fun and
enjoyable for everyone.”290 This language maintains the appearance of a moral online
democracy, while also serving business purposes. Gillespie argues, “For social media platforms,
what ends up standing as ‘our values’ is not some moral core that exists beneath these many
competing pressures. It is whatever solution can resolve those pressures ‒perhaps presented in a
language of ‘the right thing to do,’ but already accounting for the competing economic and
institutional demands these platforms face.”291 For YouTube, content that fits within its
community guidelines fulfills the dual purpose of being safe for all users to watch while also
being suitable to run ads alongside the videos. Gillespie claims that basically “moderation is, in
many ways, the commodity that platforms offer.”292
Platform moderation demonstrates a core tension between YouTube’s narrative of a
democratic community and its business motivations. Van Dijck explains, “Ownership status ‒
whether a platform is or should be publicly governed, community based, nonprofit based, or
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corporately owned ‒is a bone of contention in the debate over who controls social processes.”293
Many YouTube users imagine the platform as a space for community, while the YouTube
company clearly favors relationships with advertisers, a key tension demonstrated in YouTube
Rewind which I will return to. This is not a new problem for YouTube, and the battle between
the company, users, and advertisers has been present since the platform’s earlier days. Mark
Andrejevic uses concerns over copyrighted content uploaded to YouTube as an example to
analyze the precarious role of advertising on the platform. He explains that “YouTube represents
a hybrid, or perhaps a convergent medium” since many users combine their original content with
copyrighted songs and video, and in an attempt for neutrality, YouTube initially tasked copyright
holders with finding and reporting uploaded videos using their material. Andrejevic argues that
the battles over copyrights are actually struggles over the revenue generated by videos using
copyrighted content, “the attempt to gain control over user-generated data, and the attempt to
shape the media environment in accordance with advertising imperatives.” 294 This last point
often plays the most prominent role in the narrative of YouTube as outside mainstream media.
According to Andrejevic, “One of the obstacles to ‘monetizing’ YouTube… is the
disparaging attitude advertisers have adopted toward the community’s activities.”295 Since a
large amount of content on YouTube is uploaded by regular users, advertisers do not have as
much control over or knowledge about it, unlike television. Following the notion that YouTube
is a democratic platform where all users have equal opportunities to upload videos, people can
post whatever content they want as long as it fits within YouTube’s guidelines, and this allows
for the popularity of shocking or dramatic content. In many ways, controversial content reigns on
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the platform and can easily generate millions of views.296 Bernhard Rieder et al. explain,
“Feeding on controversy and loyal audiences, these channels consistently appear in top positions,
even if their videos most often receive fewer views than more mainstream or conciliatory
voices.” They argue that this reveals YouTube’s ranking methods “reward platform-specific
strategies and audience activation through strongly opinionated expression.”297 While YouTube’s
presentation of democracy emphasizes the need for responsible users, its platform affordances
still allow controversial and attention-seeking content to thrive, which is unsettling for
advertising partners.
Andrejevic argues, “The concern about YouTube is that content itself may overflow the
bounds of what has come to constitute mainstream commercial culture.”298 While YouTube often
claims that its difference from mainstream industries makes the platform appealing, as I discuss
in Chapter Two, this characteristic creates difficulty for pleasing potential advertising partners.
On YouTube, companies do not control what videos their advertisements play before.
YouTube’s “Advertising” page explains that “YouTube Ads uses Google data to match” an
advertisement to a target audience.299 Depending on how the advertiser set up the ads to appear
on YouTube, the ad will be paired with a video discussing the product or something similar.300
Therefore, ads selling a certain item could potentially appear on a video negatively reviewing
that product or brand, or the video could have a “risqué image,” such as referencing sex or
violence, that the company does not want to be associated with.301 Andrejevic argues that
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marketers’ complaints about advertising on YouTube reveals that they want to control the media
environment where advertisements appear to ensure maximum payoff. He explains, “Without
necessarily celebrating the diversity of content on YouTube, such claims highlight the narrow
boundaries that assume advertisers the shows in which they advertise will neither undermine nor
challenge the injunction to consume.”302 However, YouTube needs the amateur content to thrive
because user-created content is the foundation of the platform, even if it creates monetization
issues, and advertisers still profit from the large audiences amateur content can gather.
Andrejevic says, “One of the advantages of an interactive platform for the delivery of
commercial content is that it enables the capture of increasingly detailed information about
patterns of user behavior and response.” Marketers can use the data YouTube collects about
users and their actions “to optimize campaigns -that is to say in order to increase the likelihood
of influencing consumer behavior and inducing demand.”303 YouTube’s branding as a
democratic platform is profitable in that in encourages more people to use it, which means more
users watching ads and more data for YouTube to collect. However, democracy is not advertiserfriendly when content made by ordinary users either challenges what mainstream industry deems
appropriate or is unpredictable. Andrejevic says, “They [advertisers] want the user-generated
data without the user-generated content.”304 This tension between users’ and advertisers’ desires
resulted in the escalation of users critiquing the platform after heavy moderation of monetizable
content.
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The Adpocalypse and YouTube Rewind 2018: Is Democracy Advertiser-Friendly?
The YouTube company regularly struggles with balancing the desires of both the
platform community and its advertising partners. A particularly notable escalation of these
tensions was “Adpocalypse.” In Social Media Entertainment, Stuart Cunningham and David
Craig describe Adpocalypse as “a rolling series of crises.” They explain, “In 2017, investigating
journalists revealed that multinational and national brand advertising was appearing
programmatically alongside YouTube videos featuring terrorist organizations, antisemitic clips
discussing a ‘Jewish World Order,’ and Swedish neo-Nazi groups.” After this news broke, over
two hundred fifty of YouTube’s large advertising partners pulled their ads from the platform, and
YouTube took swift actions to “crack down immediately on this flagrant failure of programmatic
advertising to maintain baseline community standards.” 305 This resulted in tighter restrictions
about what content was deemed monetizable, and a larger number of content creators had their
videos demonetized for not meeting that criteria. Sangeet Kumar describes, “The Adpocalypse
led to a slew of policy changes on YouTube that included (but were not limited to) the
unprecedented decision (in the digital era) of refunding advertisers for ads that had already
played, significant expansion of human moderation of content, allowing advertisers to exclude
broad categories of content from playing their advertisements on, a steeper and longer on-ramp
for content creators to join the YouTube Partners’ Program.”306 However, several of these new
regulations were not made clear to users, and many within the YouTube community saw these
actions as drastic and favoring advertisers over YouTube creators.
Cunningham and Craig explain, “Google/YouTube’s behavior in the Adpocalypse ‒very
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well disposed towards leading brands and well intentioned in response to community standards ‒
risks violating the core value proposition of YouTube as an open access content and social media
platform protected by safe harbor laws.”307 Adpocalypse clearly demonstrates that YouTube is
not neutral, and this event profoundly changed the YouTube corporation and community. Kumar
argues, “What began as short term quick fixes to the threats of boycott were soon
institutionalised into permanent changes on the platform with long-lasting effects on the
relationship between creators, advertisers and YouTube and arguably the very future of the
global digital ecosystem.”308 Kumar explains that the most substantial change after Adpocalypse
was the ability for advertisers to pull their ads from broad categories of content,309 and the
demonetization of a large number of videos made by LGBT creators received significant
attention and backlash. As David D. Nieborg and Thomas Poell insightfully explain, “What
distinguishes multisided platform markets from past market configurations is that for platform
holders, content developers can become dispensable.”310 Adpocalypse demonstrated that from
YouTube’s perspective non-ad-friendly content creators were easier to replace with safe
YouTubers than attempting to replace large advertisers, intensifying YouTube’s continual
tension between community and monetary gain.
In order to handle the massive scale of YouTube and moderate videos quickly,
Adpocalypse led to an increased reliance on algorithms to determine if content should be
monetized. Kumar says, “The delegation to algorithms of tasks that were earlier managed by the
community on YouTube has strengthened the perception that not only the evaluation of content
but… even the earnings (which in some cases is the livelihood) of creators is at the mercy of”
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YouTube’s algorithms, which are unknowable and unfeeling.311 Whereas Allocca describes
algorithms as the authentic reflection of the YouTube community, Adpocalypse clearly
demonstrates that engineers design algorithms with predominately scale and profit in mind. This
tension between mainstream industry and the platform’s communal values reinforces the
subcultural rhetoric I examine in Chapter Two and demonstrates that the YouTube company
does not comfortably fit in either a subcultural narrative or a mainstream one. The corporation
manipulates the story of community when it is beneficial for its branding, but the desire to be
mainstream and be as successful as traditional forms of media are apparent when the platform’s
economic gain is jeopardized.
YouTube Rewind 2018 represents the culmination of user disapproval of YouTube’s
handling of the Adpocalypse and the manipulation of the platform’s narrative by the company.
While the Rewind video did highlight different events that were popular on the platform during
2018, YouTube’s exclusion of the extremely popular, yet scandalous, YouTubers drew more
attention to the company’s goals of only promoting advertiser-friendly content. In the Fine
Brothers’ reaction video, YouTuber Timothy DeLaGhetto says, “Arguably, there’s a lot of
YouTubers that aren’t family-friendly who are doing big numbers. If your videos are getting
demonetized and that’s what you’re doing, that’s not really the face YouTube likes to put
forward in this type of thing.”312 YouTube’s attempt to maintain the appearance of safe content
for advertisers reflects the inherent contradictions in YouTube’s role as a platform; it struggles to
please advertisers who give money to the company and the users it needs to watch those
advertisements. In his news video “The YouTube Rewind Problem, Kevin Hart Double Standard
Debate, & Twitch Streamer Arrested…,” Philip DeFranco describes YouTube’s dilemma, “If
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they include some of the people [in YouTube Rewind] that were seemingly excluded they will be
crucified by the media. Who knows if that’s gonna turn into another Adpocalypse? And if they
do exclude people, especially the people behind some of the biggest things to happen on the
platform, then they’re going to get crucified by the community.’”313 DeFranco’s description
demonstrates how YouTube’s status as outside mainstream media directly impacts its tenuous
relationship with advertisers. While YouTube may use its non-mainstream status as a branding
tactic, which relies on subcultural rhetoric, in reality, YouTube needs to please traditional
businesses to operate as a profitable platform.
One way that YouTube attempts to please advertisers while also referencing popular
content is through the inclusion of mainstream celebrities. YouTube Rewind 2018 was not the
first time Rewind opened with a celebrity cameo, but many users, especially content creators,
were annoyed by YouTube’s decision to begin the video with Will Smith. Although Smith has
his own active YouTube channel, he did not gain fame through the platform, and many view him
as a traditional celebrity rather than a YouTube celebrity. While watching Rewind 2018, Hecox
sarcastically remarked, “Oh, Will Smith! The biggest YouTuber ever.”314 Similarly, in the Fine
Brother’s video where YouTubers react to all of the YouTube Rewinds, Ethan Nestor, known for
the channel CrankGameplays, comments, “Stephen Colbert, my other favorite YouTuber.”315
YouTube Rewinds repeatedly showcase platform content creators as well as traditional
celebrities with successful content on YouTube, such as television hosts. These YouTubers’
sarcastic remarks, however, demonstrate the uncomfortable dynamic between those who gained
Philip DeFranco, “The Youtube Rewind Problem, Kevin Hart Double Standard Debate, & Twitch Streamer
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status through YouTube and celebrities who were already famous and now use the platform to
add to their success. The popularity of traditional celebrities on YouTube undermines the
subcultural language of the community. YouTuber Matthew Patrick, known as MatPat, explains
that opening YouTube Rewinds with traditional celebrities, rather than a YouTube creator,
misrepresents the platform. He says, “I get that YouTube wants to be like look at the connections
to celebrities that we have. I do think it sends a confusing and disappointing message to the rest
of the creator community and the culture on here for that to be the first face that you see.” Like
YouTube’s branding, YouTubers want to maintain the appearance of the platform as separate
from mainstream industries. Scholar Michael Strangelove explains, “The presence of celebrities
within YouTube has created an ongoing debate about its proper use by media corporations. Some
embrace their presence and others see the entrance of celebrities and corporations as the end of a
golden age for YouTube.”316 This reflects the subcultural logic that I discuss in Chapter Two, the
notion that once a community becomes mainstream the subculture then dies.
MatPat also points out another way that YouTube Rewind attempts to be mainstream. He
explains, “You’ll notice that 2018’s [Rewind] was really the first time that was very dialogue
heavy. Unless they’re talking to the camera, off script, or kind of saying things in their own
voice, it comes across as scripted and cringey and awkward.”317 “Cringey” was a common word
used to describe this video. The Fine Brothers’ reaction video begins with Hecox saying, “Yeah,
a little cringey.”318 Even Wojcicki refers to the video this way in an official YouTube Blog Post:
“Even at home, my kids told me our 2018 Rewind was ‘cringey.’”319 The repeated mentioning of
Rewind being “cringey” suggests that users were not only frustrated with YouTube’s decisions
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for the video but also viewed the infiltration of mainstream themes and celebrities as
uncomfortable and not meshing with the platform’s culture. On the Fine Brothers’ video for
Rewind 2018, one commenter said, “For me it’s not even the lack of pewdiepie it’s just that it
feels so forced. YT rewind has lost it’s [sic] charm since being a youtuber went from a passion to
a job.” This comment demonstrates that YouTube’s goals for the platform do not align with the
community’s views of how YouTube should operate. Andrejevic explains that after Google
bought the platform, the company began developing different methods to make a profit from it.
He says, “In short, the [Google] company is doing all it can to transform the site from a
community of video sharing into a revenue machine,” and he later adds, “However, the marriage
between commerce and community comes across as somewhat forced.”320 YouTube Rewind
reveals that the company’s attempt at mainstream methods of profit are often met with backlash
when they challenge the communal values of the platform.

Conclusion
Following the failure of Rewind 2018, many users viewed YouTube as clearly favoring
traditional celebrities and advertisers over their own content creators, and the next year,
YouTube worked to appear like they were addressing these concerns and as though they were
more connected to the community. In a post from April 30, 2019, Wojcicki writes, “But the one
thing that won’t change is the fact that our past, present, and future success starts with our
creators. Many of you have been with us since our early days, and have built YouTube to the
vibrant community it is today. And that’s why we’re focused on supporting your growing
success.” Wojcicki even mentions meeting with top YouTubers, such as PewDiePie, Alfie
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Deyes, MatPat, and Emma Chamberlain, to discuss content creation and the platform. 321 The
YouTube company worked in this rhetoric of appearing to listen and respond to its users into
Rewind 2019. The video “YouTube Rewind 2019: For the Record| #YouTube Rewind” begins
with the so-called “cringey” scene of the Merrell Twins and Casey Neistat yelling about K-Pop
from the 2018 Rewind video and cuts to a clip of Neistat sighing and putting his head on the
table. YouTube acknowledges their mistake of Rewind 2018 and shows video clips and audio of
YouTubers expressing their dislike of the video. Then writing on the screen appears, “In 2018,
we made something you didn’t like. So in 2019, let’s see what you DID like. Because you’re
better at this than we are.”322 The video proceeds to go through various top ten lists showcasing
the most popular videos in different genres and videos with the most likes. This appears to
YouTube’s attempt at authentically reflecting what viewers want to see and proving that they
listen to the community.
However, this video was not received positively and currently has over eight million
dislikes. Philip DeFranco explains, “Now among those that disliked it, they appeared to just
think that it [Rewind 2019] looked like a glorified top ten WatchMojo video. But honestly, I
think even because of the format, those that did like it weren’t like the most enthused because,
you know, it is hard to get excited about a list.”323 Many comments claimed that the video
appeared that YouTube did not put any effort into creating Rewind for 2019, especially
compared to the high production of previous Rewind videos. In the Fine Brothers’ react video,
YouTuber Michelle Phan says, “It went from like overproduced, a lot of effort, to we’re just not
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gonna even try.” MatPat explains that he thinks the low effort is intentional so YouTube cannot
be critiqued as harshly: “You’ll notice they have nothing to say about it ‘cause there’s nothing to
say about it. That’s the whole point.”324 For the past several years, YouTube’s tense relationship
between the company, advertisers, creators, and users has progressed into deep mistrust between
the YouTube community, who imagines itself as a subculture, and the profit motivations of the
company, which favors traditional celebrities and advertisers. This unease shapes how YouTube
designs the platform and how it presents those design choices, and YouTube clearly struggles to
please both mainstream industries and its users.
As I discuss in the previous chapter, both the YouTube company and the YouTube
community rhetorically present the platform as separate from mainstream media while still
upholding traditional views of success within entertainment industries. This narrative relies on
depicting YouTube as both democratic and authentically subcultural, but it does not peacefully
coincide with the business motivations that take place on the platform and YouTube’s design.
This chapter argues that the YouTube company repeatedly undermines it’s democratic branding
through the design of its algorithms and moderation of content for monetization, and Chapter
Four will explore how YouTube celebrities attempt to navigate the tensions between business
and communal values. YouTube Rewind 2018 demonstrates that the platform cannot be both
democratic and advertiser-friendly despite how monetary gain acts within the American narrative
of democracy and the American dream. The contradictions within the YouTube company’s
branding and the YouTube community’s subcultural rhetoric reveal that the platform is neither a
mainstream industry nor an online community, but both groups utilize the appearance of
mainstream success and community for business purposes. I will discuss this more through the
lens of YouTube celebrities in the following chapter.
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CHAPTER FOUR: THE YOUTUBE CELEBRITIES AND FANDOMS
Chapters Two and Three argue that the YouTube community rhetorically positions itself
as a collective outside of mainstream media, causing tension with the design and use of the
platform as a heavily monetized space. Chapter Two explains how the YouTube community
combines the democratic branding of the platform with the group’s narrative of authenticity and
subcultural values to maintain the appearance of prioritizing the community while still wanting
the platform to gain a reputation for possessing valued entertainment. Representations of the
YouTube community as a subculture or a “social core,” as Jean Burgess and Joshua Green refer
to it, demonstrate that “the purposes and meanings of YouTube as a cultural system are also
collectively co-created by users.”325 The collaborative aspects of YouTube contribute to the
platform’s appearance of democracy since supposedly all users have the same opportunities to
participate in and contribute to the YouTube community. Chapter Three explores the power
struggles between the YouTube community and the YouTube company. I argue that the
YouTube company’s prioritization of mainstream advertising partners undermines the platform’s
democratic branding as “of the people.”
This chapter merges the themes of the previous chapters to analyze how monetary
motivations challenge YouTube celebrities’ presentations of authenticity and function within the
YouTube community, and I will also examine the rhetorical strategies YouTubers use to navigate
these tensions. YouTube culture consists of unequal power dynamics within the community,
reflecting the inherent inequalities within the concept of democracy discussed in Chapter One.
Examining the relationships between audiences and content creators with millions of subscribers
reveals that popular YouTubers are celebrities and loyal audience members are fans, providing a
325
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different presentation than the subcultural and democratic rhetoric many YouTube users use.
One way to better understand the power struggle within rhetoric of democracy and authenticity
online is through analyzing fandom names, which will also be referred to as demonyms.
YouTube fan demonyms both name specific communities based on individual channels
on the platform and identify users who are within those communities. The Oxford English
Dictionary defines “demonym” as “a personal name derived from the name of a place from
which a person comes” or “a proper name by which a native or resident of a specific place is
known.”326 Following this definition, fandom demonyms denote those who make up a certain
fandom and have communal ties to others in the fandom. For example, users who regularly
watch Rhett McLaughlin and Link Neal’s channel Good Mythical Morning can call themselves
“mythical beasts” to demonstrate their fandom. Bunny Meyer, also known as grav3yardgirl, has
her “swamp family” fans, and Hank and John Green, who make up the Vlogbrothers, have their
community of “Nerdfighters” who make up “Nerdfigheteria.” This chapter will discuss how
YouTube fan demonyms function as a conversation between celebrity content creators and their
fans and as a way for users to find a sense of community online. Similar to the subcultural
rhetoric of the YouTube community as a whole, named fandoms act as smaller subcultures or
social groups on the platform. They are still within the YouTube community, but they focus
more on specific YouTubers or channels. Both the smaller fandoms and larger platform
community negotiate between their communal values and the aspirational goals of YouTubers to
achieve monetary success on the platform. According to Lise Dilling-Hansen, when celebrities
interact with the fan communities built around them, the back-and-forth exchange allows fans to
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have a more “personal experience” and “mutual emotional engagement in their fandom.”327
Therefore, intimate interactions between online celebrities and their fans both support the
collaboration that Burgess and Green describe.
Fandom names also provide content creators with various marketing opportunities.
Jennifer L. Stoner, Ashley Stadler Blank, and Barbara Loken found that when consumers gave a
name to a product, they favored it more and were more likely to purchase the item.328 While
YouTube fans do not always chose the fandom name, many fans use demonyms as a form of
ownership of the fandom. YouTube celebrities utilize this connection between fans and the
fandom name for their channel branding, and YouTubers often use fan demonyms to encourage
their fans to buy merchandise. All three of the cases I examine sell merchandise that directly
incorporates the community name into the branding, and I argue that fan demonyms act as a
marketing tactic for YouTubers to sell products to their fans while still appearing to not favor
economic gain over caring for their fan communities.
In order to understand the function of fandom names, this chapter uses the channels Good
Mythical Morning, grav3yardgirl, and the Vlogbrothers as case studies since each channel
clearly defines what makes viewers part of their respective communities, have millions of
followers, and have been on the platform for several years.329 To contextualize the usage of the
fan demonyms, this chapter examines four videos from each channel. The first video is from the
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early stages of each channel where the YouTubers define and describe the communities that
developed around their content. The next two videos demonstrate current uses of the fandom
names on each channel and how the YouTubers use these names to casually incorporate branding
and merchandise into their content. The last video showcases how each content creator
specifically describes the merchandise they sell and explains how it relates to their named
fandoms. This chapter also analyzes the comments on each selected video. I used the Video and
Comments Module from the Digital Methods Initiative’s YouTube Data Tools to collect all of
the comments on every video, and I used the Orange software’s concordance feature to analyze
and contextualize how fandom names appeared in the comments section on each video.330 I also
imported the files from the YouTube Data Tool into an Excel spread sheet to search through the
collected comments after using the concordance in Orange; this allowed me to see the all of the
text in a comment, whereas the concordance only shows up to ten words before and after the
search word.
This chapter argues that YouTubers use fan demonyms to rhetorically balance channel
branding and merchandising with creating a coherent and supportive community, while fans use
the community names to show their loyalty to their favorite YouTube celebrity and display their
pride in the fandom. To demonstrate this, I begin by introducing each YouTube channel case
study and explain how the YouTubers describe and define their fandoms. YouTubers attempt to
create an official definition of their fandoms and encourage their viewers to perceive them in a
specific way, which I argue is related to how YouTubers use fan demonyms to sell merchandise.
Next, the chapter analyzes the different ways fans use their community names. I examine how
viewers use fan demonyms to create positive and supportive communities, and then, I consider
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how fans use their community names to show loyalty to their favorite YouTuber. However, not
all uses of fandom names are uplifting, and some fans provide harsh criticisms of the channels in
the comments section. The chapter concludes by examining popular beauty YouTuber James
Charles’s fandom of “sisters” as an adaptation of previous YouTubers’ practices of monetizing
fan community names. Analyzing the different ways both YouTubers and viewers use fan
demonyms demonstrates that fan communities’ names are an attempt to balance how a channel
brands itself while simultaneously maintaining its communal and collaborative aspects.

Fan Demonyms Contribute to a Sense of Community
As discussed in previous chapters, the YouTube community incorporates the themes of
democracy and authenticity into their narratives of the platform to present YouTube as a
communal and collaborative website. YouTube celebrities use fandom names to reinforce this
image of the YouTube community through the names’ emphasis of collectivity and shared
values. This section examines how the three case studies described use fan demonyms to present
their fandoms as both communally driven and democratic. Out of the three channels, there is by
far more scholarship on the Vlogbrothers’ channel than the other two. According to Mariana
Leyton Escobar, P.A.M. Kommers, and Ardion Beldad, the fan community for this channel “is
worth exploring because it has shown durability and growth” since it began in 2007 and has “a
strong sense of cohesion, a shared culture, and a great ability to become organized.”331 As
mentioned above, the Vlogbrothers consist of John and Hank Green. John Green is a popular
young adult fiction writer who has won several awards, and his books Paper Towns and The
Fault in Our Stars have been turned into films. His brother Hank Green published his first novel
Mariana Leyton Escobar, P.A.M. Kommers, and Ardion Beldad, “Using Narratives as Tools for Channeling
Participation in Online Communities.” Computers in Human Behavior 37 (2014): 66.
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An Absolutely Remarkable Thing: A Novel in 2018 and his second book A Beautifully Foolish
Endeavor in 2020. He is also “an entrepreneur, musician, and educator.”332 The Green brothers
began uploading video diaries called “Brotherhood 2.0” on YouTube in 2007, and the
Nerdfighter community developed from there.333 In the video “How To Be a Nerdfighter: A
Vlogbrothers FAQ,” Hank explains, “Nerdfighter is basically just the community that sprung up
around our videos, and, basically, we just got together and try to do awesome things and have a
good time and fight against World Suck.” He also tells viewers that this community is inclusive
and that anyone can be a Nerdfighter if they want to be.334
The next case is Bunny Meyer’s channel grav3yardgirl. Meyer, who lives in Texas,
regularly makes beauty-related content such as product reviews and shopping hauls, and she does
a video series “Does This Thing Really Work?” where she tests as-seen-on-TV items. Meyer has
a very energetic and loud personality, but she also has a dark and intentionally creepy sense of
style. She records some of her videos in a room of her house where you can see her collection of
old dirty baby dolls where several are missing body parts, and she regularly talks about her
fascination with Victorian style. Unlike, the Vlogbrothers, Meyer does not have a video that
explicitly defines her fans, known as the swamp family, but in the video “MAIL FROM MY
SWAMP FAMILY!” she explains that she thinks of her viewers as her family because they can
face similar struggles, such as anxiety and agoraphobia, together. She says, “A lot of the letters
that you send me, like y’all go through similar stuff that I’m going through… It’s comforting to
know that none of us are alone on the swamp. We are a swamp family of swamp friends, flying
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alligators.”335
The last channel I examined is Good Mythical Morning, a daily morning talk show on
YouTube. The show consists of the hosts Rhett McLaughlin and Link Neal regularly eating gross
food and other segments like “Will It” where they test out whether items can be transformed into
something else, such as “Will It Corndog” or “Will It Ice Cream.” McLaughlin and Neal also
often compete against each other, such as trying to perform ice-skating tricks or guessing what
countries different foods are from. The two have been best friends since the first grade, which is
a key part of the show and has influenced the naming of their fandom. In the video “Why our
fans are called ‘Mythical Beasts’ – RL Vault 15,” McLaughlin explains, “It all goes back to that
story from our first grade class… we were both punished for writing profanity on our desks. And
then we sat there, and we colored pictures of mythical beasts. I think one of us had Paul Bunyan,
and the other one had like a unicorn or something.” He goes on to say that when they started the
RhettandLinKommunity on their website RhettandLink.com, they wanted to come up with a
name for their fans, so they decided to let them name themselves. After McLaughlin encouraged
fans not to vote for the name “RandLers,” meaning “Rhett-and-Link-ers,” the group chose the
name “mythical beasts.” Neal explains that the name refers to “the people that commune together
at the RhettandLinKommunity or consider themselves fans of us and our work.”336
In the various descriptions of these fan groups, each of the YouTubers mentioned their
fandoms provide a sense of community for their viewers. Having a fan demonym helps
contribute to this since it allows social connections to be more visible. According to Janet Finch,
personal names in Western culture connect individuals to their families since parents give
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children their first names and pass on their last names.337 Fandom names similarly allow
individuals to show they are connected to other fans by stating they are in the fandom, and they
can differentiate themselves from nonfans. Content creators also use their fandom names to show
they are a part of the community. For example, in Meyer’s video “MAIL FROM MY SWAMP
FAMILY!,” her explanation of the swamp family as a support group for those with anxiety
demonstrates that she sees the demonym as a way to express how the fan community comes
together to help each other.338 McLaughlin and Neal’s usage of “mythical beasts” also expresses
community over individuality. When they explain the history behind the demonym, McLaughlin
says that he did not want fans to call themselves “Rhett-and-Link-ers” or “RandLers” because it
was too focused on himself and Neal. He clarifies, “This community is a lot bigger than anything
we’ve done. This is about the community,” so they wanted to find an appropriate name.
According to McLaughlin, he “lobbied for ‘mythical beasts’” by uploading a video directly to
the community to explain why he thought it was a better name.339 For him and Neal, the name
directly ties into how their community functions. These YouTubers’ use of the fandom name
presents the fan community as not just made up of viewers but also including the content
creators, reflecting the democratic rhetoric of the platform since both parties initially appear to
be equal members of the community. The YouTubers’ positioning within the fandom also
emphasizes their appearance of authenticity due to their closeness to their fans.
The Vlogbrothers even have some direct evidence that a named community helps provide
a sense of democracy and togetherness on their channel. Beginning in 2013, the Green brothers
began surveying their viewers at the end of every year, which they refer to as the “Nerdfighteria
Census,” and in 2018, they asked viewers, “Do you feel like you belong in Nerdfighteria?”
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Forty-four percent answered “Sorta,” and almost thirty-nine percent answered “Yes.”340 This
indicates that more than eighty percent of the viewers who answered the survey consider
themselves a Nerdfighter in some way and find a sense of community on the channel. The
Nerdfighteria Census demonstrates how the Green Brothers use the name to collaborate with
their named fan community. Lili Wilkinson explains, “The Nerdfighters project is an invitation
to reply and participate, to open up a dialogue between self and other, between author and
reader.”341 In the census, the Vlogbrothers ask viewers what type of content they like to see, so
they can make more videos that please their audience. Within the democratic framework of
YouTube explored in Chapter One, the Nerdfighter census can be viewed as a way for virtuous
citizens of Nerdfighteria to cast their vote for what type of content the community wants to see.
The results of over eighty percent of the survey respondents viewing themselves as Nerdfighters
suggests that viewers who claim to be faithful fans are more likely to participate in these
democratic, communal activities within the fandom.
The reasons for choosing a particular name similarly demonstrate collaboration. As
mentioned above, Stoner, Blank, and Loken argue that naming provides the name giver with a
sense of ownership over the named thing, such as families naming a new pet, and this influences
how consumers view products as well. They explain, “When consumers were invited to name a
product… they rated the name as better fitting and more creative, which increased their feelings
of psychological ownership of the named product.”342 Therefore, it makes sense that if viewers
contribute to the naming of their fandom, they can similarly feel some ownership of the
community. For example, fans of McLaughlin and Neal helped name the mythical beasts,
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demonstrating a form of collaboration between the content creators and their viewers, and fan
participation in the naming of their community enables members to feel more invested in it.
McLaughlin and Neal regularly make videos responding to fans’ concerns about changes made
on Good Mythical Morning. After a format change to the show in 2017, the channel experienced
more harsh criticisms than usual, and they uploaded the video “A Candid Response to Your
Comments.” Neal explains, “We’re going to have a candid conversation with you, mythical
beasts, about the changes you’re experiencing and the comments you’re giving us.”343 This
demonstrates McLaughlin and Neal’s willingness to work with their viewers to shape the
channel, but it also indicates that their fans feel some ownership over the show and that they can
say how it should operate. These three channels’ videos about fandom names indicate that
YouTubers describe their fan demonyms as communally driven, presenting the fandom as a
democratic collaboration between the YouTubers and their fans.

Negotiating Authorized Narratives of Fandom and Channel Branding
Despite parts of a named fan community’s development being collaborative between
content creators and fans, ultimately the YouTuber still produces an authorized narrative of the
fandom. In Chapter One, I discuss that although the concept of democracy emphasizes equality
and the good of the community that there are unequal power structures with how democracy
actually functions in America. This section explores how those imbalanced power dynamics of
democracy function in representations of YouTube’s fandoms even with the abundance of
communal language that I describe above. For example, although the Vlogbrothers describe the
process of a community forming around their channel as occurring naturally, Wilkinson explains,
Rhett McLaughlin and Link Neal (Good Mythical MORE), “A Candid Response to Your Comments,” YouTube,
Video, November 8, 2017, 16:46, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3dZxjSNp8rM.
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“The Nerdfighters don’t form a bottom up community –it’s created and curated by the Green
brothers, and is largely driven by their values and interests.”344 Since the Vlogbrothers make
videos describing the fandom, such as “How To Be a Nerdfighter: A Vlogbrothers FAQ,” they
choose what details to include and what to leave out. They are essentially authoring the official
fandom narrative and instructing viewers to see Nerdfighteria in a certain way. In the video, they
say anyone can be a Nerdfighter, but in the 2018 census video, Hank Green explains that
Nerdfighteria is overwhelmingly white. He remarks, “People definitely find people who are more
like them through these platforms, and is that a good thing? Eh, hopefully we are also searching
for a diversity of viewpoints.”345 Therefore, when the Vlogbrothers describe Nerdfighteria as
having the desire to be inclusive, they encourage viewers to imagine the community that way
despite the limited diversity of the group. As Daniel R. Smith argues in “‘Imagining Others More
Complexly’: Celebrity and the Ideology Of Fame Among Youtube’s ‘Nerdfighteria,’” “Vloggers
are not only naming and analysing their own medium (YouTube and the vlog) but also making
normative arguments about how one ought to understand and conceptualise ‘YouTube
celebrity.’”346 He gives the example of the Vlogbrother’s phrase “imagine others more
complexly.” Since this statement encourages viewers to think about what other people
experience, it also encourages them to think of the Vlogbrothers and other YouTuber celebrities
as people rather than othering them. Smith claims this sets the YouTuber up as an educator who
provides moral instruction to his or her viewers, and this example reveals that YouTubers
emphasize a desired way for their fan communities to perceive their channels.347
The naming of the mythical beasts also demonstrates this. McLaughlin explains that he
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swayed fans to not vote for the name “RandLers.” He says, “I like lobbied to the community why
‘mythical beast’ was the best, and it worked. That’s kind of probably cheating in some way.”348
This shows he is aware of the control he had in naming the community and shaping its
development. However, in Rhett & Link’s Book of Mythicality, McLaughlin and Neal tell the
story a little differently. They say, “After members of the RhettandLinKommunity (an online
fansite) threw around a number of suggestions… we all eventually settled on ‘Mythical
Beasts.’”349 This presents the naming of the fandom as a democratic choice rather than the
YouTubers swaying the decision. Smith explains that YouTube presents itself in two contrasting
ways. On the one hand, users can see themselves as having equal opportunities to participate on
the platform. On the other hand, there are “unequal power relations: those who do endorse and
use it to preserve their own ‘equal and valid voice’ in polyphonic space where theirs is heard
more than others.”350 Since YouTubers with large subscriber numbers have their opinions heard
more, they have more power over the authorized narrative of their communities and fan
demonyms. Following the argument in Chapter One that democracy is not truly democratic, fan
demonym usage reinforces that on YouTube the appearance of democracy favors certain groups
over others and also distracts from unequal power dynamics on the platform.
Content creators often want some control in how their fan communities are shaped
because they want to determine the branding of their channel. Only Good Mythical Morning
claims to have collaborated with fans on what to call their community; both the Green brothers
and Meyer chose the names of their fandoms. By selecting the name, the YouTubers also chose
what connotations and images people would think of when they hear the fan demonym. When a
viewer hears or sees the words “nerd,” “swamp,” or “beast” certain images come to mind and
McLaughlin and Neal, “Why Our Fans are Called ‘Mythical Beasts’ – RLVault 15.”
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indicate what type of community each fandom is. For example, on the back of their book,
McLaughlin and Neal define “mythicality” as “the quality or state of being that embodies a
synergistic coalescence of curiosity, creativity, and tomfoolery (sometimes referred to as
curiotomfoolitivity), ideally experienced in the context of friendship and intended to bring good
will to the universe.”351 “Mythicality” plays on the word “mythical,” which is associated with
fantasy and exceeding reality, and McLaughlin and Neal created their own word to match their
channel branding. When viewers encounter “mythicality” either through the Good Mythical
Morning show’s name, the mythical beasts, or their book, McLaughlin and Neal want their
audience to think of surpassing normalcy as well as their definition of the word. In their
explanation of the name “mythical beasts,” McLaughlin says, “So many things have been
mythical… We try to work that mythical name into as many things as we can do.”352 Part of
creating a cohesive brand for their channel and merchandise was choosing the fan demonym and
defining it. McLaughlin and Neal even call their production crew “the mythical crew” and their
merchandise is mythical, such as “the mythical mug.”
The Vlogbrothers similarly incorporate the fandom name and definition into their
marketing choices. In the video “The Thing with Feathers,” John Green describes how the
British football club AFC Wimbledon worked to move up from the lowest tier in English
football. After a series of wins, Green explains, “If Wimbledon do stay up it’ll be one of the
greatest great escapes in English football history.” He attributes part of their new success to the
fact that AFC Wimbledon is owned by its fans rather than a wealthy owner, and Green believes
“the players kept playing for each other and for their community as if the situation were not
hopeless, even when it was.” Then, he tells his viewers that if they would like to support
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Wimbledon they can buy “this awesome scarf” which has the ACF Wimbledon logo on it as well
as “DFTBA Nerdfighteria.”353 By including the fandom name on the merchandise, Green equates
the Nerdfighter community to the optimism and hope of Wimbledon and its fans. This also
implies that since Nerdfighteria understands the significance of the relationship between fans and
the object of the fandom, such as a YouTube channel or football club, that they will want to
monetarily support Wimbledon and purchase the Vlogbrother merchandise.
Incorporating the fandom name into YouTubers’ merchandise emphasizes that the
marketed items are communally motivated. Sarah Banet-Weiser argues, “In the contemporary
US, branding is about building an affective, authentic relationship with a consumer, one based ‒
just like a relationship between two people ‒on the accumulation of memories, emotions,
personal narratives, and expectations.”354 The named fan communities lend themselves to
YouTuber branding since content creators already have an established relationship with their
viewers. However, the desire to both please fans and profit from fans can create tension on
YouTube. According to Hector Postigo, the presentation of YouTuber wealth and “accumulation
lives in tension with other community norms, such as passion for a craft, hobbying for
hobbying’s sake, staying in touch with your subscribers, and staying true to the values of
sharing.”355 This perceived tension is common in subcultural rhetoric, as discussed in Chapter
Two. However, while YouTubers may use their fan demonyms to brand their channels, this does
not necessarily undermine the sense of community the fandom names provide.
Building upon Banet-Weiser’s definition of authenticity, Stuart Cunningham and David
Craig argue that the appearance of authenticity enables the coexistence of monetary and
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communal motivations. The authors explain that the interactive affordances of YouTube allow
viewers to continually communicate with YouTubers, and therefore validate a YouTuber’s
authenticity.356 As stated earlier, named fan communities can appear collaborative and provide
opportunities for fans to question a YouTuber if she or he does something fans dislike. This
reinforces the appearance of both democracy and authenticity discussed throughout this
dissertation. Cunningham and Craig claim that after trust is established, YouTubers can do brand
deals, or in this case sell their own merchandise, without appearing inauthentic. As I explain in
Chapter One, as long as YouTubers appear to put the good of the community first, then their
authenticity is not undermined when they profit from their fans. The YouTuber’s relationship
with the brand or merchandise has to be secondary to their relationship with the community.
Also, since social progress, often resulting in monetary gain, is the promise of democracy,
YouTubers creating their own brands or collaborating with brands on merchandise demonstrate
the success of both the content creators and YouTube as a platform, and fans helped them
achieve this success. Robert Kyncl explains, “But the true potency of online video isn’t just what
gets someone to watch, it’s what gets them to watch a creator’s other clips, click the ‘Like’
button, write a thoughtful comment, subscribe to the channel so they don’t miss the next video,
maybe buy a shirt, maybe go to a fan meetup…”357 The success of a YouTuber is directly
dependent upon the participation of faithful fans as well as getting those fans to buy a t-shirt.
YouTubers encouraging viewers to buy their products can potentially persuade fans to
keep watching their YouTube channel and share videos as well, like Kyncl suggests. According
to Limor Shifman, “Viral dissemination may be enhanced if people are encouraged not only to
share a certain item, but also carry out other activities related to it,” and an example of these
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activities is “boosting sales.” Asking users to do something, such as purchase an item, gives them
“an opportunity to engage and affect rather than just ‘pass through it’” 358 Following this logic,
YouTubers asking fans to buy their merchandise, such as Nerdfighter shirts, the Tarte Swamp
Queen makeup palette, or Rhett & Link’s Book of Mythicality, allows viewers to feel more
involved in the fandom, reflecting both a communal and economic side to a YouTube channel’s
branding choices. For example, in Rhett & Link’s Book of Mythicality, McLaughlin and Neal
joke about their heavy usage of “mythicality” and say, “Of course, this terminology has been a
little confusing for those other than the Mythical Beasts.”359 This line indicates that the reader,
who has most likely already bought the book, has inside knowledge since they understand the
role of the fan demonym. Therefore, the economic motivations for encouraging viewers to buy
the book merge with communal motivations since the book can reinforce fans’ roles in the
community. Similarly, in the video “The Secret Lives of Rhett & Link,” Neal explains that
mythical beasts “are gonna love this [The Book of Mythicality],” but he also describes how the
book is an opportunity for those outside to community to join and become a mythical beast too.
He says, “I also, honestly think that it’s a great gift for somebody who maybe hasn’t watched a
show yet, doesn’t know about us, but would value a fresh, fun take on creativity as told through
the lens of friendship.”360 The business motivations for encouraging anyone to buy the book are
obvious in this statement, but it also demonstrates the potential to expand the fan community.
The Vlogbrothers and grav3yard girl combine communal and economic pursuits, but they
predominantly market their products for the loyal fans within their channel communities,
whereas Good Mythical Morning markets merchandise for both fans and nonfans. For example,
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the Green brothers host an annual event on their channel called “Pizzamas” where they make
extra videos and sell special products for the event. In the Vlogbrothers’ video “I Mustache You:
A Pizzamas Reunion!,” John Green explains, “Pizzamas is a two-week period where Hank I
make videos back and forth to each other every day to celebrate brotherhood and affection… and
e-commerce.” In the video, they provide viewers with behind-the-scenes footage of the DFTBA
store.361 Showing limited-edition merchandise and their warehouse provides fans with insider
knowledge while also advertising the Vlogbrothers’ products. This presentation of backstage
information parallels tactics used by mainstream industries to interact with fans.
In “From Strategic Retweets to Group Hangs,” Annemarie Navar-Gill analyzes how
television show writers use Twitter to promote desired fan behavior. She explains that writers for
Orange is the New Black reveal behind-the-scenes information, such as “details like their
musical tastes, their lunches, and whether or not they like their partners to wear lingerie,” but
these facts are “almost entirely personal, as opposed to providing insight on production details,
simultaneously creating intimacy and mystery.”362 Similarly, the Vlogbrothers’ video focuses on
the products for Pizzamas and their reactions to those products rather than showing viewers
specific production details. This choice maintains audience attention on consumption while also
providing the appearance of intimacy. However, a significant difference from mainstream
industries and even the other YouTube channels analyzed in this paper is that DFTBA donates a
large portion of the store’s profit. According to the “Our Mission” page on the store’s website,
“DFTBA gives over 90% of its profit to charity. Right now, the majority of DFTBA’s donations
are going toward help [to] decrease maternal mortality in Sierra Leone, where, currently, one in
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seventeen women are estimated to die in childbirth.”363 The Vlogbrothers’ motivations for
selling fan merchandise appear more charitable than solely focused on economic gain. While this
differs from most other YouTube celebrities’ approaches to selling merchandise to fans, the
Vlogbrothers’ use of the fandom name in the products they sell still demonstrates the prominent
role selling merchandise plays within online fan communities.
Also on the DFTBA store website, the Vlogbrothers sell the “Nerdfighter & Proud Shirt,”
which they describe as a way for fans to “show your Nerdfighter pride.” The shirt showcases the
Nerdfighter “gang sign,” consisting of crossed arms with both hands doing the “live long and
prosper” hand gesture from Star Trek.364 In order to fully understand the intended message of the
shirt, one must be a loyal fan and have watched enough of the channel’s videos to know the
context of the gesture. In “Fifty Shades of Fan Labor,” Bethan Jones describes how fan creations,
such as fan fiction and fan art, can facilitate the sense of community, and she explains that many
fans like having material possessions related to the fandom because it “mark[s] the wearer as
belonging to a specific group or community.”365 While the “Nerdfighter & Proud Shirt” is
manufactured rather than made by a fan, it fulfills a similar function to how Jones describes fan
creations since the shirt allows fans to show they belong to Nerdfighteria, and this can also
provide subcultural capital to fans.
Out of the three case studies, the advertising for grav3yardgirl’s makeup collaboration is
the most fan-centered. Meyer regularly incorporates her fan demonym into her channel branding.
For example, in the video “Swamp Family MAIL! – OMG EDITION!!” from February of 2019,
Meyer opens boxes of fan mail, and several viewers sent her various items, such as a ring, wall
“Why We’re Here,” DFTBA, https://store.dftba.com/pages/mission-statement.
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art, and blanket, that featured an alligator in some way because of Meyer and her swamp
family’s affiliation with the animal. She often uses “swamp family” in her outro where she says,
“If you’re not already and you’d like to be, hit that button down below [the subscribe button].
Subscribe. Become a member of the swamp family and give an alligator its wings.”366 Naturally
when Meyer collaborated with the makeup brand Tarte to create the Swamp Queen makeup
palette and lip paints in 2016, she included the fan demonym and the alligator logo into the
products to emphasize the connection between the merchandise and her fan community. In her
video “GRAV3YARDGIRL TARTE PALETTE IS HERE!,” Meyer repeatedly thanks her
swamp family for their help in this project and says that it could not have happened without
them. She explains that “two swamp family members on Instagram” posted that they thought
fans would enjoy a Tarte makeup palette by Meyer and tagged all of Tarte’s social media handles
as well as the company’s email and headquarters’ address. She describes how they “got this
whole movement and united the swamp family together under one cause suggesting to Tarte or
asking Tarte, like, ‘can there be a Bunny and Tarte collaboration?’”367
Because of her fans’ effort, Meyer explains, “I literally one thousand percent designed
this with swamp family in mind,” and she tried to make a product that almost all of her fans
would enjoy and use regularly. She chose the names of the eyeshadow colors based on different
aspects of her channel branding and the fandom, and she included an alligator on the packaging
because “that is the symbol of our family, like our family crest.”368 Even Tarte’s advertising for
the palette incorporates the swamp family’s communal values. On the makeup brand’s website,
the description for Meyer’s products says, “YouTube sensation @grav3yardgirl’s larger than life
Bunny Meyer (grav3yardgirl), “Swamp Family MAIL! – OMG EDITION!!,” YouTube, February 13, 2019,
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personality inspired a ‘Swamp Family’ of millions to embrace their own version of beautiful.”369
Meyer’s channel branding demonstrates that fan demonyms can regularly be incorporated into
videos as well as translated into selling products to loyal fans within the named community.
Meyer’s backstory of the Tarte collaboration merges the community with economic pursuits, and
she presents the products as not only her work but also the result of the fandom. Describing her
products in this way allows her to appear humble because she explains that selling the products is
more for the fans than to make money, demonstrating Cunningham and Craig’s analysis of
authenticity on YouTube. Meyer’s makeup products differ from the Vlogbrothers’ and Good
Mythical Morning’s merchandise since Tarte is a third-party company selling the items rather
than Meyer selling the merchandise herself, but her description focuses more on the swamp
family than Tarte’s business investment. The various examples of fan merchandise from the
channels Vlogbrothers, Good Mythical Morning, and grav3yardgirl show that using fan
demonyms in advertising allows YouTube celebrities to use insider knowledge and fandom
values to sell products to fans without undermining their communal values or appearing greedy.

How Fans Use Community Names
This chapter argues that YouTube celebrities use fandom names to shape their
communities and sell merchandise to them. However, fans can use the fan demonym not only to
show support for YouTubers but also push back against their choices if they disapprove. A key
aspect of democracy is the ability of a participant to voice their opinion. This section examines
how fans can use their demonym to express their opinions, whether positive or negative, of
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YouTube celebrities while also emphasizing the communal function of the fandom. As
mentioned above, personal names identify social connections. Community names online act in a
similar way through “networked individualism.”370 According to Shifman, “In our era of
accelerated individualization, people are expected to fashion a unique identity and image, and by
doing so actively construct their ‘selves.’ At the same time, individuals participate
enthusiastically in the shaping of social networks, demonstrating an enduring human longing for
communality.”371 In the case studies, viewers differentiate themselves from others by using fan
demonyms to claim they are more loyal than average viewers, but demonyms also allow fans to
find each other. For example, fans often write comments that state they are part of the channel’s
fan communities. On the Vlogbrothers’ video “How To Be a Nerdfighter: A Vlogbrothers FAQ,”
a couple of commenters said, “I am very glad to be a nerdfighter” and “Yes! I’m a Nerdfighter
:D.” Since these comments do not relay much information or even mention the video, their basic
purpose is to use the fan demonym to tell other viewers the commenters are a part of the
community and they are proud of it. Similar comments appear on the grav3yardgirl and Good
Mythical Morning channels, such as “I love being part of swamp family” and “I love to be called
Mythical Beast <3 I’m so proud <3.”
However, the usage of fan demonyms often goes beyond simple declarations. Fans can
use the fandom name to express feelings of positivity and community on the channel, reflecting
how YouTubers model using the names. Patricia Lange argues, “Vloggers believe that it is
important to share one’s life and feelings with others –even strangers –in order to exchange
important information, develop interpersonal empathy, and establish profound human
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connections.”372 Meyer demonstrates this in her video “Why I'm So Scared (being myself and
crying too much),” where she expresses her thoughts and feelings about Shane Dawson’s video
series about her.373 After Dawson’s docuseries received millions of views, many of Meyer’s
former fans began returning to her channel and watching her videos again. She says, “I have
been saying I feel like the past couple of days is a huge swamp family reunion… I never felt like
I would get you back.”374 Fan usage of the demonym mirrors Meyer’s feelings, such as one
saying, “I love you Bunny you never lost the best of us. Your real swamp family members never
left and the ones who did aren’t really swamp family members.” Other comments expressed the
impact Meyer has had on her fans, like the comment, “Bunny, you are amazing. You are a
lovable, real person that millions of people relate to. You’ve helped so many of us and have been
a constant in so many lives. I know I am not alone when I say the Swamp Family is here for
you.” These types of comments show that fans’ usage of the demonym follows Meyer’s use of
the name. She sets the example of using the name to express communal values, and her fans
follow her lead and likewise use “swamp family” to show they also uphold those views.
Comments on the Vlogbrothers’ videos also demonstrate how the community forms
between fans and shows support for the Green brothers. On the video explaining how to be a
Nerdfighter, one commenter said, “I just found out that my chemistry teacher is a Nerdfighter!
And there’s a Nerdfighter club at my school now too!” Another example is in the comments
section for the video “The Thing with Feathers,” where one person relates John Green’s
description of hope and English football to the personal struggles of taking care of their
Patricia G. Lange, “Vlogging Toward Digital Literacy,” Biography 38, no. 2 (2015): 298,
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grandparents with Alzheimer’s. The commenter explains that putting in effort is valuable even
when it does not feel like that is true, applying Green’s lesson in the video. The fan concludes,
“...All that said, I still love this video and its message. Thanks for inspiring me to reflect on my
life, Nerdfighteria.” Both comments demonstrate that fans see the channel as a space for
community and appreciating the Vlogbrothers’ content. For all three channels, whether fans
show support for the YouTuber or each other, the demonym is often associated with positivity.
One potential reason is that positivity makes sharing something easier for viewers. According to
Shifman, “Since Internet users share for both social and self-presentation purposes, they prefer
spreading content that makes others feel good and at the same time reflects on themselves as
upbeat and entertaining.”375 Even though some comments mention the user being sad, the
positivity associated with their stories makes those fan interactions more shareable.
As stated earlier, YouTubers often use their fan demonyms in their merchandise, which
can avoid undermining the communal aspects of their channel because they present economic
motivations as secondary to fandom ones. Therefore, the positivity of using fan demonyms along
with the maintained reputation of authenticity allows fans to show support for the fan community
through praising a YouTubers’ merchandise. For example, in the Green brothers’ video about
Pizzamas, they explain that they had different artists draw John Green as “Pizza John” so they
could put the images on t-shirts.376 In the comments section of this video, one person said,
“These are great shirts!! wow!! best year so far!!! Good job nerdfighter artists :D.” This
commenter not only shows their appreciation for the fan merchandise but also praises the artists
in the community. Another person said, “I can afford things now so I’m getting TWO pizzamas
shirts. I’M A PIZZAMESS!,” and over two hundred and fifty people liked it, suggesting that
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support for the merchandise also contributes to building the community and showing
appreciation. On Meyer’s video about her Tarte collaboration, fans repeatedly stated how proud
they were of her accomplishments. One person said, “You [Meyer] are the most gracious you
tuber of all time. You truly love and appreciate your swamp family as we do you. This palette is
the most versatile and beautiful colors… so extremely happy for you.” This comment reveals
that support for the community is directly tied to supporting the merchandise marketed to fans by
the content creator. Merchandise that includes fan demonyms not only allows YouTubers to
brand their channels for profit, but it also enables viewers to showcase their appreciation for the
YouTuber and the fandom, which is essential to building and maintaining channel communities.
By supporting the YouTuber, either through positive comments or purchasing merchandise, fans
can use the demonym to showcase that they are loyal and caring, reinforcing the role of virtuous
citizenship in the YouTube democracy.
However, fans can use the fandom demonyms negatively too and disapprove of YouTube
celebrities’ creative choices. According to Michael Strangelove, “The YouTube community
proves highly reflexive. There is much reflection on the norms and ideals of the community and
also a constant monitoring of other people’s behavior.”377 The ability to use YouTube to critique
YouTube and its content creators enhances the platform’s appearance of democracy because
users can voice both positive and negative opinions. Fandom names allow faithful viewers to
critique YouTube channels while still emphasizing their loyalty to the channel. Within the three
case studies, the channel Good Mythical Morning had the most negative comments using the fan
community demonym. Many of these remarks appeared on videos where McLaughlin and Neal
addressed changes to their content or offered services that some fans disliked. For example, in
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November of 2017, Good Mythical Morning replaced their typical daily video for four shorter
videos each day, and many fans expressed their dislike. On the video “A Candid Response to
Your Comments,” one person commented, “Dear Rhett and Link: I am a long time mythical
beast… I watched the show because it was like hanging out with friends, but this change makes
it feel more like a TV show. I wish you guys the best but I’m not going to continue watching if
things remain this way.” This commenter tries to balance her or his appreciation for the show as
a fan with the dislike of the format change, and other comments also said the user disapproved of
the change but would continue watching the show to see if it got better. Others stated that
viewers were not true fans if they stopped watching the show, such as one person who said, “I
can live with the change. Im just terrified everyone will be buttheads and quit watching… It’s
just a sea of cranky ass menstruating mythical beasts as far as the eye can see!! Well guess what
yall can stick it. Rhett and Link you’re the bees freakin knees.” This comment implies that true
loyal fans will stick with the show and those who quit watching are inferior fans.
Later in February of 2019, McLaughlin and Neal introduced the Mythical Society, a
monthly subscription service where fans pay to receive special perks, such as discounts on
merchandise and access to content only available to members. However, not all mythical beasts
liked this idea. In the video “Deep Fried Snack Stadium,” McLaughlin and Neal provide details
about what the Mythical Society offers fans, but many in the comments section pointed out that
not all mythical beasts can afford to participate.378 One commenter said, “so basically mythical
society is a group of rich mythical beasts..... cool cool....... way to market to your target audience.
not like most of us are broke lol,” and another person said, “As a very broke college student, it
was very reassuring to hear you guys say that I’m not any less of a mythical beast for not signing
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up for the secret society.” Both comments express concern over the possibility of needing money
to be considered a mythical beast. Comments on the Vlogbrother’s 2018 census video similarly
criticize the relationship between fan status and privilege. One viewer said, “Sadly to me
Nerdfighteria seems increasingly like an echo chamber of privilege, and I doubt that will
change.” Whereas the comments that use the fandom name on Meyer’s videos supported her
content and marketing choices, the mythical beasts and Nerdfighters who criticize the channels’
attempt to negotiate their communal values with their disapproval of the YouTubers’ choices.
The fan demonym identifies them as a faithful fan, but this does not stop them from making
harsh comments. The various usage of community names by fans demonstrate how showing
support for the fandom and spreading positivity regularly merges or sometimes clashes with
YouTubers’ creative and marketing choices. Just as the YouTubers use the fan demonym to
balance economic and communal motivations, fans use the name to negotiate standing out from
others, demonstrating their place in the named community, and criticizing or supporting a
channel’s branding.

“Hi, Sisters”: An Adapted Usage of Fan Demonyms
The YouTube channels Good Mythical Morning, Vlogbrothers, and grav3yardgirl are
valuable case studies of fandom demonyms because of their presence on YouTube over several
years. The first video on the Vlogbrothers channel is dated January 2007. Meyer uploaded her
first video to the grav3yardgirl channel in late 2010. The first video on the Good Mythical
Morning channel is from 2008, but the daily morning talk show called “Good Mythical
Morning” did not start until 2012. These YouTubers have had over a decade to develop their
channels and build fan communities, and they set examples for how others can accomplish
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similar goals. Newer YouTubers have begun to emerge and adapt established YouTubers’
branding tactics. However, there are important differences between how content creators who
began in the early stages of YouTube use their fan demonyms and how newer YouTubers use
fandom names. To demonstrate revised approaches to fan communities, I selected YouTuber
James Charles as an example.379 The previously mentioned case studies use the fan demonym to
present their fan communities as democratic and collaborative. Charles uses his fandom name
similarly, but he focuses more the name as a market tactic to sell merchandise and brand his
channel. In his adapted usage of the fan demonym, the fan community predominately acts as a
profitable audience rather than a democratic collective.
Charles gained popularity in 2016 when he became the first male spokesperson for the
makeup brand Covergirl, and he began his YouTube channel that same year.380 Now he is a
YouTuber who makes beauty related content, such as makeup tutorials, transforming into drag,
and doing celebrities’ makeup. He also does makeup challenges, such as completing his makeup
routine in only using kids’ makeup. Charles regularly refers to his fans as “sisters,” and he begins
most of his videos by saying “Hi, sisters!” Even the “About Page” of his YouTube channel says,
“HI SISTERS! I'm James Charles, a 20 year old kid with a few blending brushes. Subscribe to
my channel and join the sisterhood for all things makeup, entertainment, music, and more!”381
Following my methods for the previous case studies, I selected four of Charles’s videos to
Charles’s full name is James Charles Dickinson, but he professionally goes by just James Charles. Charles has
been involved in several scandals. In this chapter, I discuss in more detail his feud with YouTuber Tati Westbrook.
However, since then, Charles has been accused of “allegedly sending sexually explicit messages to minors.,” and his
channel had monetization temporarily suspended in April 2021. His relationship with the makeup company Morphe
has also come to an end as a result of Charles’s actions. https://www.nytimes.com/2021/04/21/style/james-charlesyoutube-demonetized.html. Later in May 2021, Charles “br[oke] his self-imposed silence” to tell his followers that
“he is being ‘blackmailed’ by a former employee suing him for wrongful termination.”
https://www.nbcnews.com/pop-culture/pop-culture-news/youtube-sensation-james-charles-breaks-silence-accuseformer-employee-suing-n1267001.
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examine. I selected an early video from his channel and two videos demonstrating the casual
incorporation of the fandom name into branding and merchandise. The last video I selected from
his channel demonstrates how Charles’s fan demonym was heavily used during his involvement
in a scandal in May of 2019.
While Charles follows other YouTubers’ approach of naming fan communities, Charles’s
usage of the fan demonym is more overtly connected to marketing than the other channels
discussed in this chapter. The first time Charles refers to his fans as “sisters” is in the video
“EVERYDAY EASY GLAM MAKEUP TUTORIAL + GLASSES.” The video is a common
makeup tutorial, and Charles does not focus much on his fan community. At the end, he hints at
his new merchandise line Sister’s Apparel. He says, “Speaking of being shook, by the way, you
may want to check out the Instagram page Sister’s Apparel if you get a second. What could it
be? Hmm, you have to wait to see what it is.”382 The connection between the fandom name and
Charles’s channel merchandise is very blatant. His first use of the fan demonym is to promote his
merchandise rather than discuss the fandom, which contrasts to the YouTubers analyzed above.
Charles continues, “Subscribe if you have not already. I post videos every single week, and I
would love to have you join the family.”383 These statements clearly demonstrate that for Charles
the fandom name is predominantly a way to market his channel and clothing line, and his
language suggests that more sisters means more viewers and more potential customers. These
tactics are similar to other YouTubers, such as Meyer’s slogan at the end of her videos
encouraging viewers to subscribe or McLaughlin and Neal’s incorporation of mythicality into
their fan merchandise, but the branding aspects are exaggerated in Charles’s usage of the fandom
name.
James Charles (James Charles), “EVERYDAY EASY GLAM MAKEUP TUTORIAL + GLASSES,” YouTube,
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Charles also uses the fan demonym to refer to more than just his fans. He often says
“sister” before other words beginning with “s” or other words he wants to make a part of his
branding. For example, in the video “James Charles x Morphe Reveal,” Charles promotes his
“sister collection” with the makeup brand Morphe in November of 2018, consisting of an
eyeshadow palette and makeup brush set. He explains that the front of the palette has his “sister
signature,” and there is even an eyeshadow color named “sister.” The eyeshadow palette consists
of a rainbow of colors, and he wears a Sister’s Apparel hoodie with “sisters” in rainbow lettering
on the front to showcase merchandise fans can buy and wear to match their James Charles
palette. Before he goes through all the individual eyeshadow colors, he expresses his gratitude to
his sisters and says, “And through doing that [his YouTube channel] I have been able to express
myself and put myself out there and find all of you sisters, and find such an amazing audience
that also has such a love and appreciation for art. So that is why we are unleashing our inner
artists with this collection.”384 “Unleash your inner artist” is the slogan for his Morphe palette,
and incorporating the phrase alongside thanking his sisters demonstrates how interconnected the
fandom name and Charles’s channel branding are. His approach to communicating with his fans
parallels how the YouTubers in the case studies discussed above also talk to their communities
about merchandise, such as Meyer repeatedly thanking and giving credit to her fans for the
creations of her makeup palette.
However, using “sisters” as a marketing strategy is problematic because it overlooks the
history of the term within the gay community. In the video “BLANK CANVAS… 2017 YEAR
IN REVIEW,” Charles reflects on his successes and scandals during 2017, and he expresses his
gratitude that his “sisters chose to stay with [him].” He continues to describe how he moved to
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Los Angeles and met “the original sisters who became [his] close family, security blanket, and
security guards and [his] meet and greets.” During this description, a picture of his personal
friends shows on screen.385 By referring to his real-life friends as sisters, Charles equates them to
his sister fans and emphasizing a personal connection to his fans. This is similar to Meyer’s
swamp family members since both terms suggest a familial bond between the YouTubers and
their fans. However, “sisters” has different connotations than referring to fans as “family.” In the
same video, Charles explains, “‘Sisters’ has quickly become one of the most popular words on
social media. What started off as a term of endearment between my close friends and I, quickly
became my catchphrase, which I eventually turned into my very own clothing line Sister’s
Apparel.”386 Here Charles gives himself credit for creating and popularizing the term “sisters,”
ignoring that Black gay men have called each other “sis” and “sister” for decades. In “Drag
Queens, Drama Queens, and Friends,” Richard G. Jones, Jr. explains, “Many gay men are
ostracized from their families and communities so fictive families are constructed. Many times,
familial terms such as sister, mother, or auntie are used to label those fictive kin, creating smaller
family units within the community.”387 While Charles is a part of the gay community, his
description of his sisters overlooks the significance the term has for gay men, particularly Black
gay men, and essentially removes that important context from the word. Instead, Charles focuses
on the popularity of the term that he supposedly created and again emphasizes the connection to
his clothing line.
A possible reason for Charles’s heavy-handedness with the marketing is that other
YouTubers already demonstrated what makes a branding technique successful on the platform.
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In “The Entrepreneurial Vlogger,” Burgess and Green argue, “Indeed, we might view YouTube
stars not only as moderately successful cultural entrepreneurs and performers, but also as a
shared cultural resource for other YouTube participants.”388 Following this logic, since Charles
began his YouTube career over a decade after the creation of the platform, he has the advantage
of looking to successful YouTubers as a resource to see what strategies work for maintaining and
profiting from a successful channel, and he has been very successful implementing these tactics,
such as utilizing a fandom name. After starting his YouTube channel in December 2015, Charles
has over twenty-five million subscribers, making his channel more popular than the others
discussed in this chapter. Charles’s success also reflects YouTube’s democratic rhetoric. Because
Charles’ channel builds upon the experience of other successful content creators, his YouTube
story suggests that other users can be just as successful if they use the same branding and content
creation methods as him. Similarly, since his channel growth depends upon promotional tactics
developed by the YouTube community, Charles’s success on YouTube appears as a
demonstration of the productivity of YouTube’s supposed democracy and success of the
YouTube community, rather than Charles appearing motivated by greed and power, which
maintains his appearance of authenticity. However, as the fandom demonym demonstrates, not
all viewers agree with this perception of Charles, which will be discussed further below.
Similar to the mythical beast, swamp family, and Nerdfighter fan communities, the usage
of the fan demonym by Charles’s sisters is overwhelmingly positive. In the comments section for
the video where Charles reflects on 2017, one commenter said, “im so proud of you! You’ve
accomplished so much this past year and have helped me through a lot of tough times. Im proud
to be a sister. love ya lots.” Another said, “This is such a cute video I honestly couldn’t thank
you more for the love and support you have given each and everyone of your sisters. Luv ya
388
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sister James.” These commenters use the fandom name to show support for Charles, and the
focus is more on Charles than the community of sisters. Fans also use the demonym to support
Charles’s merchandise. On the Morphe palette reveal video, one fan said, “Already sister
saving,” and another said, “I love this ♥♥♥♥ and I am a sister fan.” As discussed previously, fans
regularly use the demonyms to demonstrate their loyalty to the YouTuber by expressing their
appreciation of the fan merchandise. Interestingly, “sister” is consistently one of the most used
words in the comments section. For example, in the comments on the Morphe palette reveal
video, “sister” was used over 15,000 times out of almost 79,000 comments, making it the most
used word. On the video where Charles first called his fans “sisters,” “sister” is in the top ten
most used words, and for the other two videos, “sister” is the third most used word. 389 However,
the plural of the word is only used a fraction as much. There are a few possible reasons for this.
Many comments refer to Charles as “a sister” or “sister James,” and other statements declare that
the commenter is a sister. Another reason is that fans mimic Charles’ practice of placing “sister”
before other words. In the comments on the video that first uses sisters, commenters said they
were “sister shook” and also discussed the “sister squad.”390 While these are a few examples of
why “sister” is used more than “sisters,” the heavy usage of the singular form overly emphasizes
individuals rather than the community of sisters.
As with the previous case studies, not all uses of the fan demonym were positive or
supportive. In May of 2019, popular beauty YouTuber Tati Westbrook uploaded a video called
“BYE SISTER …” explaining that she no longer wanted to be associated with Charles. She tells
viewers that Charles upset her after he posted Instagram stories sponsored by the vitamin
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company SugarBearHair, and she also disapproves of Charles’s interactions with young men
who were unsure of their sexuality.391 Westbrook’s video went viral, and Charles lost over two
million subscribers the week the video was uploaded.392 After Charles uploaded his response
video “No More Lies,” he gained most of his lost subscribers back, but the fandom name usage
in the comments section reveals mixed reactions to Charles’s scandal. Most fans showed support,
such as one commenter who said, “Once sister always sister love you so much James i have your
palette shirt and case I love you so muchhhh,” which again demonstrates the connection between
Charles’s sister merchandise and his sister fans. As previously stated, “sister” was one of the
most popular words, preceded only by “James,” “love,” and “♥.” Despite the overwhelming
positivity, some viewers used the demonym to mock Charles. One person commented, “Ur
losing sisters so fast ur bout to be an only child,” and another said, ““Bye sister.....I’m no longer
a fan.” Both of these commenters use the fandom name to critique James and express their
disapproval of his actions. On Charles’s Morphe collaboration reveal video, one commenter said,
“I know this is mean but I can’t wait for James to have another sister scandal so I can get these
[the eyeshadow palette and makeup brush set] for less because your sister here will never be able
to force herself to pay 140$ for brushes

(congrats James this is super special sister

).”

This comment inverts the positive relationship between Charles’s fandom and his merchandise.
Whereas Charles often uses the fandom name to promote products, this viewer uses “sister” to
mock Charles’s scandal and the prices of his merchandise, challenging any of Charles’s attempts
391
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to appear authentic or as a part of his fan community.
Fans also used the fandom name to differentiate between true fans and those who
unsubscribed from James’s channel. Many comments modified the demonym and suggested that
“James Charles should call his haters step sisters.” Another person said, “Me eating my chips
while looking at all the step sisters that are crawling back to the sisterhood.” One fan even
admitted that they were a stepsister and said, “I’m sooooo sorry for being a step sister... James,
can I please be a sister again?” Other fans insisted that true sisters never left in the first place
with statements such as, “Stay strong sister… We know the truth all your REAL fans are still
here and never left. Just speak your truth and it all will work out.” Like the mythical beasts
discussed above, sisters use the fandom name to negotiate their place within the fan community
and to also challenge the YouTuber when they disagree with him. Overall, James Charles’s
usage of the fandom name follows the branding tactics of previous YouTubers but not
necessarily their community development methods. Whereas the case studies discussed earlier
present their fandoms and fan demonyms as democratic collaborations, Charles’s focuses more
on the social mobility promised by YouTube’s democratic rhetoric instead of the platform’s
communal aspects. When he does focus on his fan community, he mainly does so to promote his
merchandise. Fans, on the other hand, use the fandom name to show continual support for
Charles and showcase their status as a true sister.

Conclusion
According to Finch, “The significance is conferred by the routine use of names as a
marker of the individual, in a very wide range of circumstances. Names thus become part of the
fabric of daily life which both shapes and reflects family relationships” (2008, 721). Finch’s
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observation demonstrates the importance of understanding YouTube fan demonyms. Since
community names both mimic traditional naming practices while also shaping online communal
practices, understanding how these demonyms try to balance economic and communal
motivations can help us better understand how everyday social media practices incorporate the
American values of democracy and authenticity as well as analyze the relationship between
social media celebrities and their fans.
This chapter argues that both YouTube celebrities and fans use fan demonyms to support
the language of democracy and authenticity to soothe tensions between monetary and communal
desires. The fandom name functions as a marketing strategy for YouTubers to sell products to
fans while still appearing to uphold democracy and authenticity within their channels and
fandoms. YouTubers also use their fandom names to construct official fandom narratives and
definitions in their videos, and many fans readily support YouTubers’ presentation of authority
over the community, such as praising their channel branding and merchandise. This parallels the
YouTube company’s platform branding that I discuss in Chapter Three. In Chapter Three, I
explore how the YouTube company attempts to navigate tensions between their business desires
and the wishes of the YouTube community. Since the YouTube community perceives itself as
different from mainstream media and business, this group pushes back against the company’s
prioritization of advertisers over the YouTube community. This also reflects the platform’s
branding of democracy since users can express their opinions of the company.
Similarly, this chapter explores how the conflicts between monetary gain and communal
values function on an individual level. YouTubers need to put more emphasis on the authenticity
and democracy within their fandom narratives than the YouTube company does for the
platform’s branding since their marketing strategies rely on more personal exchanges and
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actively participating within their communities. Fans can also use the fandom name to challenge
YouTubers, similar to how YouTubers pushed back against the YouTube company during
YouTube Rewind 2018. Throughout this dissertation, I argue that a group or person maintaining
the appearance of both democracy and authenticity allows them to rhetorically navigate conflicts
between the values of capitalism and the desire to be outside of capitalism. Essentially YouTube
narratives act as a critique of prioritizing monetary gain over community, but the platform also
reinforces this notion while trying to appear like it does the opposite. The concepts of democracy
and authenticity act as a way for an individual or company to participate in capitalism while
appearing to hold ideals that oppose it. Analyzing fandom names reveals that the presentation of
democracy and community distracts from the power dynamics between YouTubers and fans and
how the appearance of authenticity overshadows the branding methods YouTube celebrities use
to profit on their channel fandoms.
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CONCLUSION
In the video “YouTube Culture: A Song,” Jon Cozart begins, “I’m a famous clown in a
flower crown. My friends are dictated by similar subscriber counts.” The song compares the
platform to a cult that encourages young viewers to “worship at my YouTube sale,” reflecting
the contrasting opinions many YouTube users have about the business practices on the platform.
In the video, Cozart sits in his living room, plays the ukulele while singing and is joined by other
popular content creators, such as Anna Akana and Jack Douglas, who humorously react to the
song’s lyrics. 393 Cozart is known for his creative music on his channel, especially his renditions
of songs from Disney movies where he wonders what happens after the “happily ever after.”
Although he has millions of subscribers, Cozart is critical of YouTube celebrity and fan culture,
which I analyze in Chapter Four. The song “YouTube Culture” is full of social commentary
about YouTubers’ relationship with their fans, and Cozart critiques many content creators’
actions that are done just to earn money on the platform. In the performance, Cozart takes on the
role of a stereotypical YouTube celebrity and sings, “Hey guys, I'm on tour, so tug on mommy's
hair/ If she pays two hundred bucks you can meet-and-greet a millionaire.” Cozart mocks how
YouTubers build fame and profit off young, impressionable fans despite the fact that YouTubers
present themselves as favoring fans over money. Recall from Chapter Two, YouTube’s chief of
business officer Robert Kyncl refers to successful YouTubers as “streampunks” since he believes
people achieving celebrity status outside of mainstream media represents a subversive rebellion.
However, Cozart challenges what YouTubers are actually trailblazing.
The ability of users outside of dominant society to have their voices heard is not only
economically valuable for YouTube as a company and advertisers, but also for content creators
Jon Cozart (Paint). “YouTube Culture: A Song,” YouTube, Video, March 31, 2016, 3:53,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v9yS1muZPW4.
393
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who profit from it. As Cozart explains, some can even make millions of dollars from making
content on the platform. Cozart points out these contradiction when he sings, “So love me, and
I'll love you more/ Cause I love the way you love me, my church is a merch store.” His statement
demonstrates that YouTubers are very aware of this aspect of the platform.394 Cozart’s song
“YouTube Culture” criticizes the fact that many viewers, especially younger ones, place content
creators on a pedestal and then the YouTubers profit off of that relationship. Although, it should
be noted that Cozart is not completely above this because his video is monetized, and he also
performed this song at VidCon in 2018, which the song pokes fun at.395 Cozart both criticizes
and participates in the various aspects of the YouTube culture he sings about. These critiques and
celebrations of monetization on YouTube demonstrate a complicated relationship between
democracy and consumerism, which I examine throughout this dissertation. Obviously, YouTube
is not democratic; but, the rhetoric surrounding the platform frequently presents YouTube as a
tool of democracy, fitting traditional American narratives of technology.

Reexamining Narratives of Technology
David Nye states, “Technologies are elements of the dialogue about how the world is
structured. This dialogue takes the form of stories people tell one another to make sense of the
transformations that accompany the adoption of a new tool or machine.”396 Following American
narratives of technology, representations of YouTube draw heavily from the nation’s rhetoric of
democracy. If social media is a new and developing frontier, then it must be conquered like the
American landscape in the technology narratives David E. Nye and Leo Marx describe, which I
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discuss in the Introduction. These technology narratives present machinery and tools as
predominantly positive, but not all American narratives of technology are as idealistic. In
Machines as the Measures of Men, Michael Adas argues that technology’s association with
whiteness and masculinity reinforces the belief that social progress follows technological
innovation. However, war technologies, such as the weapons used in World War I, challenge this
narrative. He explains, “Little serious discussion was devoted to the horrific potential of the new
weapons that had been spawned by the union of science and technology in the ever changing
industrial order.” He argues that many people in the West placed their faith in technology
because it was in the hands of white men.397 Nonetheless, the “mechanized slaughter” provided a
clear challenge to “the credibility of most of the ideals and assumptions on which the Europeans
had based their sense of superiority.”398 Similarly, after the atomic bombs were dropped in
Hiroshima and Nagasaki during World War II, many Americans questioned whether
technological advancement actually resulted in progress or if it had gone too far. Social concerns
about technology often reflect anxieties about the need for virtuous citizens. Technology must
also be used by those with moral intentions to prevent misfortune, similar to how democracy
requires virtuous participants, and technology and democracy’s association with whiteness and
masculinity is an attempt to hides potential flaws of either ideal. Essentially, narratives of
technology and democracy are efforts to maintain unequal power dynamics.
In Keywords for American Cultural Studies, Fred Moten explains, “When considering
‘democracy’ as a keyword in culture and cultural studies in the United States, one must come to
grips with the severity of the difference between what exists and what is yet to come under the
name of democracy while inhabiting a state that constantly announces itself to be democracy’s
397
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very incarnation.”399 This gap between reality and democracy demonstrates that since American
democracy was never intended to provide benefits to all, technology likewise cannot truly be
democratic; machinery can only be democratic in an imagined sense as a way to justify and make
sense of a national narrative. While social media holds different stakes than a world war,
technology narratives about the internet reflect similar anxieties about who will control this
frontier. Alice Marwick describes the tech scene in San Francisco in the mid-to-late 2000s as a
“Web 2.0 ‘scene’” that combines capitalism, entrepreneurialism, and the American dream. She
explains, “This scene was predominately young, white, and male, and favored developers who
were simultaneously committed to venture-backed startups and core Web 2.0 principles like
openness and transparency.”400 Although, Web 2.0 describes equal opportunities for all
participants, its foundation in the American narratives of democracy and technology inherently
value whiteness. Marwick explains, “In other words, social media positioned capitalism to be an
agent of social change without challenging underlying inequalities. And while many of the
preceding social movements were diverse, Web 2.0 was primarily white, male, and
technologically determinist.”401 Essentially, the image of democracy within technology,
specifically social media, conceals the different power structures at play; if democracy treats all
participants as equal, then theoretically inequalities should not be possible. This misperception
allows technology users to ignore the narrative of American technology’s inherit whiteness and
maleness. The rhetorical strategies of democratic technology also implies that any
transformations that occur because of the technology must be positive.
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Concerns about technology parallel anxieties about democracy. When Moten describes
the concept as a “dream” for some, he also explains that it is a “nightmare” for many other
people. This ideal is potentially a nightmare because “democracy constantly threatens to
overflow its limits, to emerge from the shadows in the outlaw form of an excluded, denigrated
middle.”402 This “crisis” demonstrates the need for virtuous citizens, described in Chapter One;
having upright citizens participate in a democracy would help prevent the crisis Moten describes,
paralleling how many people believed technology in the hands of white men would prevent such
horrific usages of machinery. In both cases of social concerns, Americans fear what will happen
when democracy or technology overstep their bounds and go too far. Therefore, they put
restrictions on who can participate to try to prevent the crisis, and both technology and
democracy’s association with whiteness and masculinity help hides any flaws, such as the
potential for loss. The narratives of YouTube that I analyze throughout this dissertation raise
concerns about who controls the platform, whether it will be the company, users, or YouTubers.
In these representations, in order for the platform to not be dominated by greed and the market,
YouTubers who appear honest and authentic must be the ones to succeed. Although this still
reinforces capitalist ideas since YouTubers are often celebrities and have their own business
motivations.
The YouTube community regularly claims that it formed through open and genuine
dialogue with the creators and repeated communal practices, as discussed in both Chapters Two
and Four. This narrative allows the platform to maintain the appearance of a democratic space
used by authentic content creators. However, the YouTube corporation can use these descriptions
to advertise the platform to new potential users and try to attract more companies to market on
the advertiser-friendly platform. YouTubers can also use the concepts of democracy and
402
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authenticity to sell merchandise to their fans. As long as the YouTube community is prioritized
within these representations, then monetary motivations do not appear greedy or undermine the
appearance of authenticity. Therefore, the appearance of authenticity and democracy enable the
YouTube community to balance its subcultural rhetoric with mainstream desires of success and
economic gain.

YouTube Narratives
This dissertation argues that both the YouTube community and company rely on
democratic rhetoric to justify the intermingling of capitalist and communal motivations on the
platform. Narratives of YouTube depend upon and reinforce notions of authenticity to present
monetary gain as for the good of content creators, the community, and the company. Chapter
One argues that in representations of YouTube, the concepts of democracy and authenticity work
together to depict the platform as a continuation of traditional American values. Definitions of
democracy and authenticity include three essential characteristics: virtuous participants,
community, and ordinary people. Because the ideal of democracy promises equal opportunities
to all participants, ordinary people need to act virtuously as members of a community or else
chaos can ensue. The appearance of authenticity and morality help ensure that democratic
participants seem virtuous, and the YouTube company brands the platform as democratic and
encourages respectful participation through their Community Guidelines. Often descriptions of
virtuous participants emphasize the good of the community, and descriptions of YouTube
repeatedly incorporate this democratic idealism of communal power. For example, one of the
YouTube company’s “essential freedoms” is the “freedom to belong,” clearly equating
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democratic freedom with finding community.403 Sentiments of communal value rhetorically
work to distract from monetary motivations on YouTube by emphasizing how the platform
facilitates genuine connection.
Chapter One also argues that YouTube’s democratic branding favors ordinary users,
reinforcing the appearance of authenticity on the platform. Democracy promises equal
opportunities to citizens, providing a path for self-improvement, and this narrative champions
ordinary people achieving the American dream. YouTube’s branding relies on this traditional
American belief and presents the platform as supporting this ideal because ordinary users can
achieve financial success on YouTube, and someone’s authenticity ensures that their success and
achievements will not corrupt them. This chapter argues that the incorporation of democracy and
authenticity into the rhetoric surrounding YouTube allows users to view themselves as upholding
positive American values and contributing good to society, while overlooking the pitfalls that
capitalism may bring to the platform since monetary motivations are presented as result of social
progress and technological innovation.
Chapter Two further explores the communal aspects of YouTube’s narratives by
examining the subcultural rhetoric of the YouTube community. This chapter argues that the
YouTube community is a worldview that relies upon the belief that the platform is separate and
different from mainstream entertainment industries. This rhetoric incorporates ideals of
authenticity and democracy to soothe tensions between loyalty to the YouTube community and
the desire to be respected by mainstream media. I use a sample of ten YouTubers REACT videos
from the Fine Brothers Entertainment Channel to analyze how YouTubers describe the platform
and the community. This chapter argues that because one of YouTube’s main functions is
sharing, such as sharing videos or sharing personal experiences with other users, faithful
403
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platform users can easily understand themselves as part of the YouTube community, and the way
this group describes itself reflects the Centre for Contemporary Cultural Studies’ definition of
subculture. Even though YouTubers describe themselves as belittled by mainstream media, many
content creators still want to achieve mainstream success and respect. By definition, a subculture
cannot be mainstream, so YouTubers’ desires for mainstream approval may appear
contradictory. However, most within the YouTube community do not see monetary gain or
financial success as oppositional to their communal values. As long as the platform fulfills this
group’s social functions, the platform’s communal values act as a way to counteract or keep in
check mainstream desires. This chapter argues that the YouTube community’s use of the
language of subculture supports its appearance of authenticity, and this rhetorical strategy
emphasizes the good of the community within representations of how YouTube functions as a
social platform. Therefore, a YouTuber’s monetary gain or success can be viewed as also the
success of the community and the fulfillment of the American dream.
Chapter Three uses YouTube Rewind 2018 as a case study to examine the tensions
between YouTube’s branding as democratic and how it actually works as a platform. I argue that
this example demonstrates that YouTube’s design undermines the company’s goal to appear
democratic and neutral. The YouTube company depicts the platform as a democratic space for
all users’ voices to be heard. However, this ideal is not advertiser-friendly since advertisers
cannot control the content their ad appears next to, which differs from television ads. When
companies learned in 2017 that their advertisements played before controversial and offensive
videos, a large number of advertisers removed their ads from the platform. To appease its
advertising partners, YouTube began to rely heavily on algorithms to moderate content and
decide if a video should be monetized, which results in the event known as the Adpocalypse.
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Users’ backlash to this incident resulted in YouTube’s very own video, “YouTube Rewind 2018:
Everyone Controls Rewind| #YouTubeRewind,” being the most disliked video on the platform. I
argue that YouTube’s narratives of democracy and subculture cannot comfortably coexist with
the company’s business motivations on the platform. These tensions reveal that YouTube is
neither a mainstream industry nor fully an online community, but the company strives to make it
appear as both.
Chapters Two and Three contend that the YouTube community perceives itself as
separate from mainstream media, which conflicts with the design and function of the platform as
a monetized website. Chapter Four examines how these tensions operate on an individual level
by analyzing the dynamics between YouTube celebrities and their fans specifically through how
these groups use fan demonyms. I use four case studies: the Vlogbrothers, grav3yardgirl, Good
Mythical Morning, and James Charles. These content creators use their fandom names to both
shape their fan communities and as marketing strategies to sell merchandise. This chapter argues
that YouTube celebrities use fan demonyms to rhetorically navigate between their channel
branding and maintaining a coherent and supportive community, while fans use the fandom
names to demonstrate loyalty to a YouTube celebrity and display pride in the fan community.
Both famous YouTubers and their fans use fan demonyms to support the language of democracy
and authenticity to soothe tensions between capitalist and communal desires. The use of
democratic and communal rhetoric alongside the use of fandom names reveals that YouTube
narratives distract from the power dynamics between YouTubers and fans. The appearance of
authenticity also rhetorically minimizes the branding methods YouTube celebrities use to profit
on their channel fandoms while still appearing to prioritize these groups.
Across chapters, this dissertation argues that representations of YouTube demonstrate
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that American technology narratives act as rhetorical strategies to maintain unequal power
dynamics and control. By analyzing narratives of YouTube from the perspectives of the
YouTube company, content creators, and regular platform users, I contend that the concepts of
democracy and authenticity function as a way to soothe tensions about community and capitalist
endeavors on social media. Representations of YouTube portray the platform as beneficial for all
users, which overlooks how the company and YouTubers attempt to control YouTube. YouTube
narratives perpetuate traditional American perceptions of democracy and technology to a global
audience, reinforcing ideals of American exceptionalism and digital exceptionalism, while
appearing to prioritize the good of platform users and the YouTube community.

Future Work
My research points towards inquiries about the relationship between traditional American
values and social media. Future research would further explore how social media fits into
American narratives of democratic technology throughout the nation’s history. Combining
methodologies from American Studies and Platform Studies would reveal how Americans use
similar rhetoric of historical technology to discuss modern forms of technology to maintain
traditional power structures. Ideals of democratic technology permeate discourse surrounding
Web 2.0, and other social media platforms, such as Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, and TikTok
should be examined to see how their platform narratives compare with the democratic rhetoric of
YouTube.
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